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SUMMARY
This report covers the completed work performed on NASA
Contract No. NAS1-9752 dated February 19, 1970 up to September
20, 1971, on the design, development and delivery of a miniature
hydrogen-fueled gas turbine engine. The engine was to be sized
to approximate a scaled-down lift engine such as the Teledyne
CAE Model. 376. As a result, the engine design emerged as a 445N-(100 1b.)-thrust engine flowing 0.86 kg (1.9 lbs.) air/sec. A
4-stage compressor was designed at a 4.0 to 1 pressure ratio for
the above conditions: The compressor tip diameter was 9,14 cm('3.60 in.). To improve overall, engine performance another com-
pressor with a 4.75 to 1 pressure ratio at the same tip diameter
was designed. ,ri matching turbine for each compressor was also
designed. The turbine tip diameter was 10.16 cm (4.0 in.) . A
combustion chamber was designed, built, and tested for this
engine, A preliminary design of the mechanical rotating parts
also was completed and is discussed in this report. Three ex-
haust nozzle designs are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Evaluation of a propulsion system on an aircraft is a diffi-
cult and expensive task. Scaled--down propulsion simulators have
proven to be extremely useful in obtaining aerodynamic inter-
acting characteristic, of the aircraft and its engines. The pre-
sent simulation techniques require the use of externally supplied
high pressure air or nitrogen to power either turbine driven
compressors simulating fan jet engines, or ejector powered jet
engine simulators. These flow simulators fail to simulate both
inlet and exit conditions at the same time. A scaled-down gas
turbine could do this. Development of scaled-down gas turbine
engines has been limited by the inability to proportion the com-
bustion section to the small scale required. The design of the
engine described in this report is based on the use of hydrogen
as a fuel., a fuel which has a burning rate fast enough to allow
smal.l scaled- down combustion systems, which are proportional to
the compressor and turbine and the overall length. This report
follows an earlier report (ref. 1) describing the development of
a small annular hydrogen-fueled combustor.
The present report covers the design of a gas turbine engine
with a 9.14 cm-(3.50 in.)--compressor diameter and a turbine dia-
meter of 10.16 cm (4.00 in.) . The overall, length is 17.46 cm
(6.875 in.) .	 (See fig, 1)
The aerodynamics are completely defined for both the com-
pressor acid turbine. The results of the burner development and




e- •a distance of maximum camber point from leading edge of
blade section mean line measured along chord line, cm (in.)
` A, blade cross section area, Cm2 	 (in. 2 )
AIR aspect. ratio (a(^Lfined in table 1)
A z local blade-to-blade stream tube passage area measured in aplane normal to the axial direction, cm' (n.2)
x	 r
b axial distance between inlet and outlet calculation planes1,..
t'
for ;a blade roar, cm `(in.)	 (see fig-. 4 and table 1)
.r: C bl:_ade : section chord length, em (in..)
C nQzzle ,discharge coefficient; (actual. mass flow)/(ideal mass




Cp	 specific heat at constant pressure, Joules/kg°C (Btu/ib°F)
CT
	nozzle thrust coeffieieait; (actual thrust for actual mass
flow)/(ideal thrust for the same mass flog)
do	 product of bearing wore diameter in millimeters and rpm
do
	blade throat dimension, cm tin.)
A	 diffusion parameter (see equations 1 and 2)
f	 natural frequency, hertz
g	 gravitational. acceleration, 981 cm/sec t (32.2 ft/sect)
G	 modulus of rigidity, kg/cm2 (l.b/in. z )
Ah	 total enthalpy drop, Joules/kg (Btu/1b)
AH	 lower heating valve of hydrogen (Hz); 1.1993 x 1$8Joules/kg
(51x574 Btu/lb)
i	 incidence angle, angle between entrance relative flow
direction and tangent to blade section mean line at
leading edge center, degrees
iss	 suction surface incidence angle, angle between entrance
relative flow direction and tangent to blade section suction
surface at leading edge, degrees
I 	 polar moment of inertia about the torsion center taken tocoincide with the point of maximum thickness along the blade
chard, cm `s (in. 4)
J	 conversion factor, 1.00m N/joule 778.15 ft lb/Btu
L	 blade. length, eat (in.)
M	 mass, kg (lb)
mc	 empirical factor in deviation :angle prediction, equations7 and... 8
,I'
r	 radius measured from compressor rotational axis, cm (in.)
R	 velocity relative to turbine h.ucket, m/sec (ft/sect
RX
	
	reaction (fraction of stage ideal enthalpy drop occurring
across the turbine rotor)
sbr	 material unit stress at blade root, kg/cm2 (lb/in. 2)
S	 blade spacing, cm (in.)
t	 blade thickness, cm (in.)
AT	 temperature differential across burner, °CCOP)
4TVR temperature ratio defined by equation 24
U	 pitch wheel speed, m/sec (ft/sec)
V	 velocity, m/sec (ft/sec)
w	 blade weight, kg (lb)
W	 axial projection of blade chord, cm (in.)
Wa	 air flow, kg/sec (lb/sec)
Wea	 excess air flow, kg/sec (lb/sec)
Wf
	fuel flow, kg/sec (lb/sec)
x	 chordwise coordinate of blade, cm (in.)
•yc. g • distance from axis of rotation to blade center of gravity,cm (in.)
Z	 blade length coordinate, cm (in.)
Z	 Zwe.i.fel number defined by equations 26 and 27
a	 nozzle leaving air angle measured from tangential, degrees
cx ;	 rate of blade twist, deg/cm (deg/i n. )
meridional plane flow direction angle measured from axial
direction, degrees
zx.-
s	 angle between meridional component of velocity and axial
direction, degrees (angles outward from axial direction
are positive)
Tic	 combustion efficiency
wps	 circumferentially-averaged total-pressure loss coefficient
due to profile and secondary losses
msi	 circumferentially-averaged total-pressure loss coefficient
due to shock wave lasses
wt	 combined circumferentially-averaged total-pressure loss
coefficient
A	 gas mass per unit volume, kg/m 3 (lb/ft 3 ) ; also used for
material density in equation 13, kg/cm 3 (lb /in.3)
Y	 specific heat ratio
8	 angular displacement, degrees
a	 solidity, ratio of blade section chord length to spacing
between blades at trailing edge
T	 blade setting angle, angle between blade section chord line
and axial direction, degrees
S	 deviation angle, angle between blade section chord line and
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The miniature jet engine design shown in figure 1 has been
derived using a computer program to explore the effect on perfor-
mance of independent variation of system parameters. The analy-
sis indicates that by using a 5-stage compressor an engine with
an overall length of 17.46 cm (6.875 in.) and a diameter of
11.43 cm (4.50 in.) can be designed to produce 51IN (115 lbs) of
thrust at 77,986 rpm. The design considerations explored for the
compressor, combustor, and turbine components of the engine are
discussed in the following subsections.
BEARING SYSTEM
The bearings selected for this engine were 12-mm bore by
26-mm outside diameter angular contact outer race, AISI 440C
stainless steel races with bronze retainers. The design speed of
78,000 rpm resulted in a do of 936000. The term do refers to
the bore diameter in millimeters times the rotational speed in
rpm, a measure of inner race velocity. The overspeed required for
311*K (100°F) wind tunnel operation was 81,000 rpm which results
in a do of 97200. Angular bearings are limited to a do about
1 0 500,000 (ref. 2). The axial load on the shaft thrust bearing
will have to be limited to about 133N (30 lbs) to obtain 100 hours
of bearing life. Bearing axial load can be controlled by proper
location of compressor and turbine interstage seals. A study of
bearing thrust at intermediate speeds has not yet been made.
DRIVE SHAFT DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
The complete drive shaft and bearings have been analyzed for
forced response and critical, speeds. The first attempt in the
design was to create a shaft system which would.always run below
its first critical. speed. Due to the requirements of the engine
design it became impossible to design a shaft with a critical
speed above the design speed of 81,000 rpm.
The shaft as shown in figure 1 was input to a critical speed
computer program (ref. 3) with no bearing spring mounts. For this
case 875r500 N /cm (500-,:000 lbs/in. ) radial bearing spring rate was
used in the co mputerprogram. The results of thin cal .-elation are
plotted in figure 2. As can be seen, the shaft runs through sev-
eral resonance points and critical speeds. The overall reguire-
• ments of the engine design dick not allow much room to change the
shaft geamatryt therefore it was decided to create a soft shaft
mounting system which would allow the 	 to pass through the
system critical speed at a low rpm. The energy level of a shaft
of.this small size would not cause serious problems at a low shaft.
s.peed. Therefore the effective bearing spring rate was.changed to
17,510 N/cm (2-0,000 lbs/in.) by mounting the bearings in radial
springs. The resonance and critical speeds came down well below
the running range of the engine. (See fig. 2). It is expected
that the engine will never operate in the 24,000 rpm range, but
only pass through on start up and shut down.
ROTOR TEMPERATURES
The calculated temperature distribution in the rotating com-
ponents was determined with the use of a computer program based on
reference 4. The program computes steady-state temperatures in
axisymmetric volume elements or nodes. These nodes need not be
equal in cross section. The program will take into account con-
tact resistance at the interface between nodes and will also
account for material properties that vary from node to node.
Gas temperatures from the cycle analysis were used for the
boundary condition temperatures at the design point conditions.
The results of the program showing temperatures throughout the
rotating system are shown in figure 3.
9COMPRESSOR AERODYNAMIC DESIGN
Aerodynamic design of the compressor for the miniature gas
turbine engine was based on a somewhat more flexible set of
initial conditions than those found in a typical axial-flow
compressor design problem. The following subsections review
specific requirements encountered in this unusual application,
identify the design methods used, describe the design process
in some detail and evaluate the recommended configuration. The
entire section may be useful in pointing out future small-scale
turbomachinery research and development requirements.
Design Point Operating Conditions
During the preliminary phase of the design study supported
by NASA Contract NAS 1-9752, a number of important compressor
design point operating parameters were not firmly specified.
This permitted a significant amount of freedom in investigation
of the relationship between aerodynamic, aeromechanical, and
manufacturing limits. The following recommended overall con-
figuration and operating parameters are considered to represent
a good compromise based on these limits and upon recognition
that some experimental data needed to support compressor design
in the size range required in this program are not available.
Working fluid	 Air
Compressor inlet total. pressure
Compressor inlet total temperature
Flow rate
Rotational speed
10.131 N/cm2 (14.696 lbs/in2)
2.88 0R (518.7 0R)
8.864 kg/sec (1.905 lb%/sec)
77,986 rpm
Overall total/total ambient pressure ratio 	 4.66
Overall total/total ambient adiabatic 	 0.853
effic encsy (estimated)
Number of stages	 5
Rotor tip diameter (constant throughout) 	 9.14 cm (3.60 in.)
First rotor inlet hub-to-tip diameter ratio 	 0,586
Rotor tip sppod	 373.4 m/sec (1225 ft/sec)
Compressor unit axial length 	 7.98 cm (3.14 , in.)
A 4-stage compressor configuration was also studied. The
design of this alternative compressor was continued through the
definition of a satisfactory aerodynamic configuration. No
detailed meridional plane computations were made and no boading
was defined. The"Configuration Selection" subsection discusses
the evaluation of the 4-stage alternative and the basis for the
eventual decision to recommend a 5-stage axial-flow compressor.
General Design System Considerations
Aerodynamic design of an axial.-flow compressor unit ordi-
narily includes four phases. The first phase involves consid-
eration of design parameter choices which affect the overall
dimensions and required rotational speed of the unit. In this
preliminary design phase, quantities such as average axial inlet
-Mach number, hub-to-tip diameter ratio, and approximate blade
row aerodynamic loading are varied in order to attain acceptable
values for overall unit geometry. Consideration of a reasonable
number of combinations of input variables in such a study re-
quires a computer-based evaluation method. For the current
design, all configuration selection studies were made using a
computer program developed for NASA and described in references
5 and 6. Minor program alterations were necessary to adapt zhe
program to the IBM 360/65 computing system used. This phase of
the study is described in the "Configuration Selection" subsec-
tion.
In the compressor design process second phase, the merid-
ional plane velocity and property distributions are determined
at selected stations in the compressor unit. Principal calcu-
lation stations in the present design were located in the axial
j gaps between blade rows. (See fig. 4.) Inner and outer casingboundary coordinates were specif-ed and the radial equilibrium
condition was used in an iterative process with the continuity
requirement (conservation of mass) to calculate'radial distribu-
tions at each calculation station. A detailed description of
f;	 the assumed flow model and of program input parameter selection
is contained in the "Determination of Meridional Plane Velocity
and Property Distributions" subsection. A second computer pro-
gram developed for NASA and reported in reference 7 was used.
Program alterations were made to adapt the program to the IBM
_---"	 360/65 system and to provide added output information for blade
selection.Yi	
In the third phase of compressor design, appropriate bladet	
'a	 section geometries are selected for all blade rows. This proce-
dure requires an inner iteration in which useable combinations
of blade section geometric variables (for example, the location
and numerical value of blade maximum thickness and the blade
camber line shape) and setting angle are determined for.estimated
section incidence and deviation angle values on several approx-
imate conical stream surfaces for each blade row. The inner










meridional plane calculation program to select for each stream
surface a single set of section geometric variables with accept-
able estimated losses and blade passage area distributions.
The accepted blade sections for each row are then stacked with
respect to a designated axis to form a final blade geometry and
coordinate values are determined for manufacturing purposes.
The primary computer program utilized in the blade specification
process was reported in reference 8 with local modifications
again required. This phase of the design is the subject of the
"Determination of Blade Section and Row Geometries" subsection.
A fourth design step would include prediction of the com-
pressor unit performance for a range of flow rates and engine
rotational speeds. No performance map estimates were made during
• this investigation.
Configuration Selection
This subsection summarizes the analysis of alternate com-
pressor unit options. .Alternatives based on four stages were
considered first, but design review led to the final selection
of a 5-stage compressor. Much of the basic reasoning leading to
definition of the configuration is common to both the 4- and
5--stage versions; the selection process is reviewed in a chrono-
logical order.
The primary design requirement for the miniature gas tur-
bine engine compressor, differentiating the current design pro-
blem from that for typical multistage axial--flow compressors,.was
the compressor-tip diameter. From the initiation of the study,
this value was limited to a maximum of 9.14 cm (3.60 in.).
Manufacturing and assembly considerations suggested a constant
tip diameter throughout the bladed section of the compressor flow
passage. Because of these conditions, a number of secondary
design problems existed. These included unanswered aerodynamic
questions such as: the possible effects of low Reynolds numbers
on component performance, and mechanical or fabrication aspects,
such as an :inability to utilize desired blade thickness/chord
ratios and leading and trailing edge dimensions. These consid-
erations are discussed in presenting the recoxmnended design.
in addition to the fixed compressor rotor tip diameter of
9.14 em (3.60 in.) , the initially proposed engine: geometry and
cycle specifications prepared for the NAS1-9752 program included
a design point flow rate of 0.848 kg/sec (1.87 lbm/sec) at NASA
standard sea level inlet conditions and an overall compressor
total pressure ratio of 4..0. An allowable compressor bladed
passage axial. length (from the first rotor leading edge to the,
trailing edge of the last stator) of approximately 5.8 cm (2.3 in.)
was indicated.:_
As a first step in configuration selection, a 4-stage axial-
flow compressor was studied. The resulting requirement for a
mean stage pressure ratio greater than 1.4 suggested that super-
sonic rotor relative Mach numbers would be necessary at some
11
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radial locations in some or all of the stages. From both aero-
dynamic and manufacturing points of view, it appeared that inlet
guide vanes would not be desirable; they were, therefore, not
considered as a design alternative. Under these conditions, it
was realized that to achieve the desired stage pressure ratio
levers
 without exceeding blade element aerodynamic loading limits,
the highest feasible rotational speeds should be used. At the
same time, bearing selection and shaft design criteria indica^_bd
that this rotational speed should not exceed about 85,000 rpm.
As a result, all 4 -stage configuration selection trials used a
rotor tip speed of 396 m/sec (1300 ft/sec) corresponding to
82,760 rpm.
To obtain levels of rotor relative Mach number consistent
with the required mean stage pressure ratios, the first row inlet
axial. Mach number component was maintained at an average level
of about 0.6 for all configuration selection studies. For the
axial inlet flows assumed, this produced mechanically acceptable
hub-to-tip diameter ratios and a range of rotor relative inlet
flow angles along the span that was appropriate to the operating
requirements of the' compressor unit. Each stator in the com-
pressor was assumed in initial trials to return the flow to the
axial direction for all radii at the inlet to the following stage.
Because no apparent aerodynamic limitations resulted from this
assumption, this condition was retained in all configuration
trials and for the
 subsequent meridional plane distribution cal-
culations.
To reach even the most preliminary conclusions regarding
configuration acceptability, it is necessary. to assume approx-
imate values for individual blade row geometric parameters such
as chord length, aspect ratio, number of blades and solidity.
Tentative values were selected on the basis of experience, and
in the case of the present design, were affected by the unique
requirements deriving from small size. Table l shows the values
used in the 4-stage configuration that was considered most sat-
isfactory. Although higher blade row aspect ratios were invest-
igated, it war, decided that the maximum first rotor row aspect
ratio should not substantially -exceed 2.0 if a requirement for
part-span vibration damping devices was to be avoided. Lower
aspect ratios were also favored to give the maximum appropriate
blade chord lengths ( limited by proposed overall compressor unit
length), so that fabrication would be feasible, Reynolds number
values would be increased and adequate stall-free compressor
operating range would be attained. The chord length for the
first rotor was set at 0.76 cm (0.30 in.) to obtain the approx-
imate desired aspect ratio level. All other blade rote chord
lengths were set at 0.64 cm. (0.25 in.). This combination of
choices led to acceptable overall unit lengths after allowance
for a reasonable axial gap between rows.
In reference 9 Benser summarizes NASA data relative to
solidity effects on transonic rotor performance and presents a
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tentative analysis and conclusions on the solidity choice problem.
in the present study, the number of blades selected for each row
was based on maintenance of a reasonable solidity level in each
row with some consideration given to choice of numbers that would
not create a pattern of wakes likely to force blade vibration in
the following rows. For the rotor rows, solidities were set some-
what higher than in the stators because of higher relative Mach
number levels at the tip sections.
^n the configuration selection program used, a primary inde-
pendent variable is the level of blade element aerodynamic loading.
The criterion used is the Lieblein diffusion parameter a described
in references 10 and.11. Maximum permissible values are assigned
for the rotor tip and the stator hub; attainable stage performance
is estimated for velocity distributions which do not exceed these
values. Closely related to the aerodynamic loading criterion in
estimating attainable stage performance is the pattern of axial.
velocity variation through the individual blade rows in the com-
pressor. When inlet axial velocity components are high as in the
present design, a factor in specification of axial velocity ratios
is the need to reach an acceptable level of velocity entering the
combustion section of the engine. In all configuration studies
described here, the axl.al velocity ratios were established so as
to effect a reduction in each stage. The resulting compressor exit
values of axial velocity were on the order of 167.6 m/see
U950 ft/sec) (MzO.40)
,Analysis of possible 4-stage compressor configurations showed
that an acceptable unit could be designed for an overall total pres-
sure ratio of about 4.75. The design called for mixed supersonic
and subsonic relative velocities along the span of all rotors
(transonic stages). A complete list of the independent input var-
iables used for the candidate 4-stage compressor alternative is
given in appendix A. Corresponding overall operating and perfor-
mance parameters for the 4-stage compressor are summarized below:
Working fluid






10.131 N/cm2 (14.696 lbs/in.2)
288.2 0X (518.7°R)
0.85 kg/sec (1.87 lbm/sec)
82,760 rpm
Overall total./total pressure ratio	 4.75 (approximate)
Number of stages	 4
Table continued on next page.
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Rotor tip diameter (constant
through unit)
First rotor inlet hub-to-tip
diameter ratio
Rotor tip speed
Compressor unit axial length
9.14 cm (3,60 in.)
0.591.
396 m/sec (1300 ft/sec)
6.12 cm (2.41 in,)
Parallel, studies of the complete engine cycle indi..cated that the
possible increase in design point compressor total pressure ratio
from 4.0 to 4,75 would materially aid in achievement of desired
engine thrust. It was, therefore, decided to base subsequent con-
figuration studies on this increased pressure ratio. An important
factor in evaluating this change should be clearly understood.
The configuration selection program uses as input estimated values
of rotor and stage efficiency which are believed to be consistent
with the other characteristics of the stages under evaluation.
Becagse these efficiencies are estimates and because they affect
the calculated pressure ratios, it is incorrect to place any great
emphasis can predicted overall efficiency or pressure ratio from the
configuration selection program. It will. be
 shown in later sub-
sections that where more realistic evaluation is made of spanwise
and stage wise variations in blade section losses, the design point
performance calculated does not match these preliminary values.
As mentioned earlier, design reviews of the proposed engine
and compressor led to a decision to consider a second compressor
configuration alternative. Principal specification changes were a
reduced rotational speed and addition of a fifth stage while main-
taining a unit overall total pressure ratio on the order of 4.75.
-Contributing to the decision were advantages which could be realized
through lowered compressor and turbine blade stresses and reduced
compressor aerodynamic blade loading.
Approximate 5-stage blade row geometric parameters are given
in table 1 for comparison with those used in the 4-stage alter-
native. Appendix A also includes 5-stage independent input
variables. It may be noted that values for numerous design vari-
ables and limits are common to both 4- and 5-stage compressors.
The basis for selection of the variables has been discussed above.





Compressor inlet total pressure 10.131 N/cm 2
 (14.696 lbs/in. 2)
Compressor inlet total 	 288.2°K (518.70R)
temperature








Rotor tip diameter (constant
through unit)
First rotor inlet hub--to-tip
diameter ratio
Rotor tip speed
Compressor unit axial. length
5
9.14 cm (3.60 in.)
0.591
373.4 m/sec (1225 ft/sec)
7.98 cm (3.14 in.)
It should be noted that these values are from the configu-
ration selection program and are not the recommended final com-
pressor design point parameters. The latter are based on the
meridional plane program solution and are given in the "Design
Point operating Conditions" subsection. The flow rate increase
from the value-, -given previously for the 4--stage compressor resulted
from NASA inlet shape analysis described under the "Definition of
Compressor Flow Passage Shape" subsection.
An important output of the configuration selection program is
dimensional information which permits the determination of a tenta-
tive compressor unit meridional plane flow passage. This is
essential input to the meridional plane program described in the
following section.
Determination of Meridional Plane
Velocity and Property Distributions
Computation of design point meridional plane velocity and
property distributions was based on a flour model in common current
use for design, and analysis of axial-flow compressors for aircraft
propulsion systems. Background for the model was established in
15
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reference 10; a computer program based on application of the model
to compressor design is described in reference 7. The model assumes
steady, axisymmetric and compressible perfect gas flow along stream
surfaces which are traceable through the compressor by computation
of stream surface location in designated radial planes. In the
computer program of reference 7 the designated radial planes must
be located in the axial gaps between blade rows and in the annular
passage upstream and downstream from the compressor. only one cal-
culation plane is permitted in each inter--row axial gap. Figure 4
shows a meri_dional plane cross-section of the recommended 5-stage
compressor configuration flow path and serves as a reference for
the location and identification of calculation planes. Although
figu-e 4 was drawn to approximate scale, blade section projections
were somewhat distorted.
At each calculation plane, an iterative process using the
radial equilibrium equation and the mass-flow continuity condition
is the basis for computation of radial distributions of velocities
and properties. The radial equilibrium calculation accounts for
the effects of stream surface slope and curvature by fitting an
approximate curve to computed stream surface locations during the
iterative solution process. Cumulative effects of upstream shock
losses and combined profile and secondary losses are included in
the computation process at each calculation plane.* An approxi-
mate additional allowance for end-wall (hub and tip) boundary
layers is also included by incorporating effective area or blockage
factors in the mass-flow continuity calculations. Specific program
utilization and input requirements are discussed in the following
subsections.
Definition of compressor flow passage shape.-The meridional
plane computer program requires input of flow passage coordinates
for five calculation planes located upstream from the first rotor,
for one calculation plane in each of the axial gaps between adja-
cent blade rows and for one station at the exit of thy: final
stator row. In addition, passage area ratios are required for
three calculation planes in the annular passage downstream from
the bladed section of the compressor unit.
Coordinates for the bladed section of the flow passage were
based on values computed during the configuration selection phase
*The computer program fits an approximate distribution curve
to estimated profile and secondary loss parameter values for only
three radial locations in each calculation plane. These locations
are at 10, 50 and 90 per cent of the actual passage height from the
hub. Utilization of the limited number of defining stations reduces
the validity of the solution, especially in the end-wall'regi.ons.
1.5
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of the design process. The computer program for configuration
selection determines axial distances between calculation planes
and corresponding radius values for hub and tip casing coordinates.
The reference plane for axial coordinates was the entrance calcula-
tion plane for the first rotor blade row. This plane is approxi-
mately 0.140 cm (0.455 in.) upstream from the intersection of the
leading edge with the hub contour without allowance for a blade
root fillet. The axial locations of the remaining calculation
planes in the bladed section of the compressor were calculated in
the configuration selection program from specified blade row aspect
ratios as defined in table 1. The actual location of each blade
rowi . with respect to its upstream calculation plane was fixed in the
specification process by location of the stacking axis for blade
sections. This is discussed in the "Determination of Blade Section
and Row Geometries" subsection.
An inlet passage geometry representative of VTOL engine appli-
cations was proposed by NASA. NASA's Lewis Research Center staff
supplied suggested inlet coordinates and estimated compressor first
blade rota inlet velocity and property distributions. Appendix B
includes tabulated values from the NASA. calculations.
One important result of the NASA inlet study was a revised
compressor design point flow rate. The original passage coordi-
nates to which the NASA inlet was scaled were based on configura-
tion selection program runs using equal mass--flow blockage factors
of 0,99 at hub and tip with a radially constant first rotor inlet
veloctiy of 197 m/sec (646 ft/.sec). NASA experience suggested that
for a rapidly convergent inset the effective total first blade row
inlet blockage factor would be greater than O.M. It was, there-
fore, decided to maintain the compressor bladed section coordinates
and to use zero blockage for the compressor inlet calculations.
For approximately the same mean radius flow conditions in the up-
stream annulus, this led to a compressor unit flow rate of 0.864 kg/
sec (1.905 Ibm/sec). This value is basic to the plots of appendix
'B and to all the calculations reported in the following sections.
Flow passage coordinates were obtained from U-scale plot of
outer wall casing (shroud) and inner wall (hub) radii against axial
position. Plotted values were obtained from NASA inlet section
recommendations as in appendix B, from the configuration select.-Lon
computations for the bladed passage, and from layouts of the trans-
ition between the compressor discharge and the combustion section
of the engine. Values were read from curves faired through the
plotted values and are given in table 2, for the recommended
5-stage configuration. Note that the values do not agree with
values tabulated for the first two stations as input to the meri-
di,on.al plane computer program. This is a result of a program
requirement that stream surface slope should be 0° at the first
and last calculation plane. Note also that two sets of values are
given. The first set was read from the flow passage plot and used
as meridional plane program input for several design iterations.
It became apparent (through computation of Az/Az* ratios.as
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f described in the "Determination of Blade Section and Row Geo-
metries" section} that unacceptable blade-to blade passage areas
were likely to result from this initial flow path contour. 	 There-
fore, the hub contour through the first two stages of the com--
? pressor was modified as shown in the right-hand column of table 2
so that generally lower axial velocity component levels would be
obtained in the flow passages.
Computation of calculation plane velocity distributions.-
Organization of the meridional plane program is such that values
of blade row aerodynamic limits are independent input variables.
Stage and overall total pressure ratios are dependent output
values.	 The magnitude of losses varies with the local velocity
distributions determined in the meridional plane program as well
as with blade geometry--related variables which come from the blade
..	 :} selection phase of design.
	
Achievement of an acceptable meridional
plane solution for the desired overall total pressure ratio is,
therefore, a complex process involving iterative use of both meri-
dional plane and blade selection programs and procedures.
In this design study, a total of 12 iterations in the meri-
dional, program solution were needed to establish a recommended
configuration.	 In these iterations, the flow passage coordinates
` were varied only once as indicated in table 2 and a number of other
input quantities were held constant. 	 The principal controlled
variable was the pattern of rotor tip aerodynamic blade loading
distribution through the five stages.	 The limit used was the dif-
fusion parameter P originally derived for two--dimensional, low-
speed	 lane cascade flows b	 Li.eble:in in reference 11. 	 Because theP	 Y
parameter has been utilized in numerous investigations as a design
limit and data correlation parameter for annular cascade flows with
both stationary and rotating blade rows, several variant--defining
equations have resulted, especially through attempts to include
effects of rotating reference frame and changes in stream surfacer
radius. As programed in reference 7, the diffusion parameter for
rotor blade elements is:
V'	 V°	 V'




-'	 ,- and for stator blade elements is:







in each case the solidity used is calculated from
c =	 c	 (3)2 zr r
avg
N
In these forms the equations are not consistent with current
practice used in compressor data correlation (see refs 12 and 13).
The major differences are in the use of V'e in - We out in the
third term of b and in not accounting for stream surface radius
change in the third term of either DR or DS. The values of D
used in data correlation are frequently not clearly defined in
reports of experimental work. There are, therefore, probably minor
deviations from consistency in reporting results. These factors
lead to some difficulty in fixing numerical limits for DR and
DS . For this reason the basis for calculation used here is clearly
defined, even though the definition may be open to question in view
of the loss data correlations used.
Although meridional plane program computations were made using
seven stream surfaces, the radial distribution of loss was obtained
from estimated combined profile and secondary loss parameters com-
puted for only three spanwise locations as mentioned previously.
The computer program of reference 7 permits the utilization of
different loss correlation tables for each of the three locations.
In all cases, however, the tabulated losses must be based on plots
of a total-pressure lo gs coefficient parameter as a function of D
where:
Total-pressure loss coefficient parameter : aPsCos$ olit
2c
Defining equations are given in reference 7. In the current
design figures 5 and C were used for rotor blade rows and stator
blade rows, respectively.* Although these figures were used -to
prepare the input tables for the recommended configuration, other
loss curves were used in early meridional plane program trials.
Some additional aspects of the loss correlation selection problem
are discussed in the "Evaluation of Recommended Aerodynamic Design"
subsection. Shock losses were computed in the meridional plane
program for all blade elements which operate with entrance relative
Mach numbers above 1.4. The loss coefficient was computed using a
*The total-pressure loss parameter is defined in a relative
sense for each blade row. For rotor rows, the angle Gout becomes
the relative exit angle V ou.t and loss coefficient w is the




model and equation first developed in reference 14. Reference 7
discusses the introduction of the shock loss calculation into the
meridional plane program. It should be noted that the three -point
profile loss parameter fit was used to estimate the value of the
parameter
M sp Cos aout (eq. 4)
2a
for the 0, 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, and 100 percent of flow stream sur-
faces. For each stream surface, then, the values of M h and
W s were calculated. These values were added to get tie total
Ass coefficient
Wt = Wps + Wsh
	 (5)
The total-pressure loss coefficient i5t was then used to determine
the estimated Loss in average relative total pressure for each
stream surface.
The meridional plane computer program output for the recom-
mended 5-stage axial-flow compressor configuration is reproduced
in appendix D. The numerical output is generally self --explanatory
and most quantities are clearly defined in reference 7. A few
comments, however, are in order.
The reference 7 program has two available options for input;
in thia design study, Modification 1 only was employed.. This
option requires specification of the passage coordinates, and these
coordinates are not altered by the progicuti during a design run.
The input also requires specification of the variation (gradient
not magnitude) of total pressure along the radius in the calcula-
tion planes downstream from each rotor. In this design, the total
-pressure was maintained at a constant value in each of these planes.
In each stator exit calculation plane, tangential (whirl) velocity
components were required to be zero. Solidity variation was based
on the number of blades for each row and a constant aerodynamic
chord length along the span of each blade as given in table l for
the 5-stage configuration.
Mass flow blockage factors for the calculation planesused and
identified in figure 4 are given in the computer output of appendix
C. In computing the axial velocity in each calculation plane, the
effective area of the passage is reduced by changing the input hub
and tip wall coordinates to effective values which allow for the
fractironal area blockage specified. The computed stage and overall
total pressure ratios were essentially fixed by setting the allow-
able rotor tip diffusion parameter ?R- Limiting values for fourother variables were established to insure that experienced--based
limits of acceptability were not exceeded. The values used are
listed as stage input parameters in appendix C. Inspection of the
output shows that none of the limits other than DR was approached
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in the recommended design configuration.
For each meridional plane program trial, it is necessary to
specify the ratio of supersonic to total fluid turning angle as a
function of radius for each blade row. Obviously, this variation,
is not known in the design process until after specific blade sec-
tion geometries are known. It is this feature of the design pro-
cess which makes iteration between meridional plane calculations
and blade section geometry selection necessary. For the first few
iterations on solution of the mer.id:ianal plane distribution problem,
the ratio of supersonic to total turning was set at 0 for all blade
sections. This permitted adjustment of maximum rotor tip diffusion
parameter for the various stages to reach the desired overall total-
pressure ratio. The remaining trials were then devoted to succes-
sive improvement of agreement between supersonic to total turning
ratios input to the meridional plane program and the values calcu-
lated for the blade section geometries determined in the blade
selection process. These ratios have an important effect on the
magnitude of shock loss for the blade sections having supersonic
relative inlet velocities. The variations used in the recommended
design meridional plane computer output are shown in figure 7.
There was no supersonic turning in any stator row.
Determination of Blade Section and Row Geometries
The blade determination phase of the compressor design process
involves specification of rotor and stator row geometries such that
the fluid velocity distributions computed in the meridional plane
solution will be attained.. At the same time, the blade geometries
must give acceptable total-pressure losses and blade-to-blade(intrab lade) flow passage areas which do not produce choking. To
simplify the coordinate determination process, it was decided to
use only two blade section profile types. These were the double-
-circular-arc (DC,A) profile and the multiple-circular-arc (MCA)
profile, which are described in considerable detail in references
13 and 15. DCA geometry was specified for all stator blade sections
and for rotor blade sections at which acceptable shock loss levels
could be maintained. MCA section geometries were required for sub-
stantial fractions of the blade height in the first three rotors.
The meridional plane velocity and property distribution pro-
gram determines the flow conditions only in calculation planes that
are perpendicular to the axis of the compressor and located in the
axial gaps between rows. in this design study, the calculation
planes were located in the configuration selection process. For
blade specification purposes, it was necessary to locate each blade
row within the available axial distance between calculation planes
by positioning of the section stacking axis. This was done for the
individual rows so that the point of intersection of the leading
edge of the meridional plane projection of the blade row and the
.hub contour would be from 0.051 to 0.105 cm (0.020 to 0.070 in.)










Table 3 gives the axial location assigned for all blade rows with
the- reference plane location as given in table 2 and on figure 4 .
All stacking axes were assumed to be radial lines (perpendicular
to and passing through the compressor rotational axis).
The steps in specification of blade row geometries were as
follows:
4	 1. Radial distributions of velocity components and relative
flow angle were computed for the calculation planes immediately
upstream and downstream from each blade row.
2. For blade section selection and coordinate computation,
the flow was assumed to occur along conical surfaces connecting
radial stations in the upstream and downstream calculation planes
Located 0, 10, 30, 50, 70, 90 and 100 percent of the total passage
flow from the effective outer passage wall as shown in figure 8
for the first stage.
3. Geometric properties to be used in computing blade section
coordinates for each conical blade selection surface were speci-
fied. These properties were in some cases fixed on the basis of
best aerodynamic characteristics and in other cases on the basis
of mechanical or fabrication limitations. Examples of the latter
category are the blade section maximum thickness, the leading-and
trailing-edge radii, and the section aerodynamic chord length.
4. A trial value of incidence angle measured from a line
tangent to the blade section suction surface at the leading edge
was selected for each conical selection surface.
5. Using an iterative calculation process, values of fluid
deviation angle, blade section camber and blade setting angle were
computed.
6. Blade section coordinates were calculated for the un-
wrapped conical surface.
7. Blade-to-blade channel areas were computed for stream
tubes in each blade row to obtain local values of A z/Az* (the
critical area ratio for passage choking margin).
In computing the blade section geometries, velocities and
fluid properties were adjusted from the calculation planes to radii
corresponding to the axial location of the leading and trailing
edges of the blades using an assumption of constant angular momen-
tum along a conical surface.
The number of blades used for each blade row was that given in
table 1 for the 5-stage configuration. Section geometric pro-
perty values for the various blade selection surfaces in each blade





For first iterative trials, suction-surface incidence angles
ware set at 0 0
 for all conical selection surfaces in each row.
Values were adjusted in subsequent trials to aid in reaching
acceptable Az/Az * ratios. This process of adjustment also involved
changes in location of maximum thickness and in ratio of super-
sonic suction surface turning to total turning. Final recommended
suction surface incidence angles for the first rotor are plotted
in figure 9 . For all other blade rows, the suction surface inci-
dence was set at 0 0
 for all blade sections as shown in table 4 .
Deviation angles were computed from Carter's rule modified by
an experience -based adjustment given as a function of radius. The
resulting deviation angle equation was:
(AS - i) me6 =	 11	 + 6ad j	 (6)
1--mcVa
for double-circular-arc (DCA) profile
me = 0.219 + 0.0008916 T + 0.000027085 T 2	 (7)
for multiple-circular-arc (MCA) profile
me = ( 0.219 + 0.0008916 T+ 0.000027035 T 2 ) (2 a/c) B (8)
B = 2.175 - 0.035525 T + 0.00019168 T z	(9)
The values of the increment 6adj used for each row are shown in
• figure 10. Total deviation angles estimated for each blade row
are given in figure 11. The values of dad- used were taken from
a correlation first published in reference h. This correlation	 v
was selected because it represents a rather comprehensive analysis
of experimental data from several compressor configurations. These
deviation angles, as well as the incidence angles, are measured and
Located in the conical surfaces corresponding to the various stream
surfaces, not on plane surfaces parallel to the compressor rota-
tional axi . Values of 6adj and S are also given in table 4.
Blade-to-blade passage areas A./Az Each blade row were
computed by a method similar to the one describedn reference 13.
Experimental results reviewed in references 9 and 12 have demon-
strated that this ratio should be controlled in order to avoid
choking of the blade channels and to insure a reasonable range of
operation. Figure 12 shows the minimum Az/Az* ratio as a
function of passage height for each rotor and stator row. It is
believed that in each row acceptable conditions exist. Consider-
able difficulty was experienced in obtaining adequate A./Az*
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margin in the first three rotor roars because of the need to main-
tain minimum blade-thickness/chord-length, ratio and leading-edge
radii for fabrication and mechanical reasons. As noted previously,
it was necessary= to modify the hub contour in the first two stages
(see table 2 ) to reach acceptable Az/Az* levels in these stages.
For blade mechanical design and fabrication, it is desirable
to compute coordinates for blade sections cut by planes parallel
to the compressor axis. A, computer program described by Crouse,
Janetzke and Schwirian in reference 8 was used for this purpose.
Plane section coordinates, blade setting angles, and section pro-
perties were calculated for eight radial locations for each blade
row. Figure 13 shows the locations of sections specified for an
example rotor geometry. Appendix D contains detailed nomenclature
and figures defining the geometrical quantities in the fabrication
coordinate results as well as tabulated geometry for all blade rows
in the recommended 5-stage compressor configuration. All blade
rows have a radial. stacking axis and the stacking point for each
section is its center of gravity.
Evaluation of Recommended Aerodynamic Design
For convenience, the recommended overall compressor unit con-
figuration and operating parameters for the miniature gas turbine
engine are repeated below:
Working fluid	 Air
Compressor inlet total pressure	 10.131 N/cm a (1.4.696 lbs/in. )
Compressor inlet total temperature	 288.2°K (518.7°R)
Flow rate	 0.863 kg/sec (10905 lbm/sec)
Rotational speed	 77,986 rpm
Overall total./total pressure ratio 	 4.66
Overall total/total adiabatic 	 0.853
efficiency (estimated)
Number of stages	 5
Rotor tip diameter (constant throughout) 9.14 cm (3.60 In.)
First rotor inlet hub-to-tip diameter	 0.586
ratio
Rotor tip speed	 373.4 m/sec (1225 ft/sec)
Compressor unit axial length 	 7.98 cm (3.14 in.)
2a
E,
iThe estimated unit overall total-pressure ratio is a mass-
average value based on cal . .,ula.ted total-pressure distribution for
the station at the fifth-stage stator exit. It should also be
observed that for design point calculations no loss in total
pressure was assumed through the engine inlet. The unit's overall
adiabatic efficiency was computed in the meridional plane solution
program. Its validity depends principally on the profile and
secondary loss parameter correlations designated as meridional
plane program input on the shod loss estimation model used and on
the accuracy of deviation angle estimates. These and other aspects
of the Compressor design method and results are the subject of this
subsection.
Figure 14 compares first rotor inlet meridional velocity
components and relative fluid angles from the inlet passage poten-
tial flow solution supplied by NASA *frith the meridional plane
distribution program solution obtained for the recommended 5-stage
compressor. This comparison is essential because the inlet passage
solution does not reflect any effect of the presence of the com-
pressor bladed section and because the meridional plane solution
input does not reflect the true shape of the inlet. Agreement
between the two estimated distributions is important because of the
significance of alignment of the first rotor blade sections with
the relative inlet flow.
Examination of first rotor entrance calculation plane values
in appendix C, (station number 5, see fig. 4) shows a relative Mach
number of about 1.31 at the tip section, decreasing to about 0.90
at the hub. The transition to subsonic relative flow occurs at
about 65 percent of the passage height from the tip. The entrance
Mach number and relative flour angle distributions are consistent
with adequate stage performance as demonstrated by recent experi-
mental investigations at much larger scale [above 76 cm (30-in.)
tip diameter] (references 12 and 16). Rotor and stator blade
section aerodynamic loading as indicated by diffusion parameter
distributions is conservative. Maximum stator entrance Mach number
occurs at the hub section and is about 0.69. Full--scale stage
experience would indicate that estimated rotor and stage mass-
average adiabatic efficiencies of 0.88 and 0.36 are reasonable.
Inspection of first stage blade row section characteristics
given in figure 12 shows that minimum Az/Az* ratios are on the
order of 1.04 for the rotor and 1.13 for the stator. These ratios
together with the low section aerodynamic loadings (D R and DDS)
mentioned previously would help to provide satisfactory stage
operating range and compressor starting characteristics in the
single--shaft miniature gas turbine engine.
All of the remaining stages, when compared on the basis of
similar standards (that is, relative Mach number, section aerody-
namic loading and blade-to-blade cr i tical passage area ratios) have
similar characteristics. All except stage five exhibit mixed
supersonic-subsonic relative rotor flows (transonic stages). There
is a tendency toward increased maximum rotor relative flow angle




fifth rotor tip. Stator diffusion parameters and maximum inlet
Mach numbers are low throughout the compressor so that double-
circular-arc blade section geometries should provide good perfor-
mance. The computed distribution of axial Mach, number component
at the fifth stator exit is shown in figure 15. This distribution
is of significance in terms of its influence on combustion chamber
performance.
Primary sources of uncertainty in the design point calcula-
tions lie in the estimation of blade section total-pressure losses
and deviation angles and in the estimation of annulus hub and tip
effective area ratios (blockage factors) for each calculation
plane. Maximum errors in loss may be expected to occur in the
estimate of combined profile and secondary loss parameter for
individual blade sections. The extremely small passage and blade
section dimensions required in this application have not been
duplicated in any known transonic axial-flow compressor prior to
this study; there is no satisfactory way to make a reasonable
engineering estimate of the deterioration in compressor perfor-
mance due to low Reynolds number and scale effects.
The smallest multistage axial-flow compressor known to have
been built to research standards and to have been tested in an
adequate facility was described in references 17, 18, and 19. This
6-stage unit had a tip diameter of 9.4 cm (3.7 in.) and was designed
for a pressure ratio of 2.36 at an equivalent flow rate of 0.69
kg/sec (1.52 lbm/sec) in argon. The compressor had subsonic rela-
tive Mach numbers in all rows, and as a result, used blade section
geometries with considerably greater maximum thicknesses and edge
dimensions than were indicated for the present design. In the test
tprogram, the pressure ratio was substantially greater than the
design values at design flow and rotational speed. The peak effi-
ciency at the design rotational speed was 0.755 as compared to a
design value of 0.825. No detailed interstage measurements were
made, but analysis of the results led to a conclusion that over--
.compensation for the effect of Reynolds number on deviation angle
and use of low estimated effective area ratios (blockage factor) 	 E
in design could have contributed to the measured discrepancies in
performance. The blade-chord Reynolds numbers in the design of the
reference 17 compressor reached a maximum in the first rotor at
about 100,000, while stator values remained in the range 60,000 to
70,000. Minimum aerodynamic blade section chord was 1.27 cm
(0.55 in.). Passage effective area ratios varied srom 0.961 at the
first rotor entrance to 0.925 at the sixth stator exit. In the
recommended 5-stage configuration, rotor tip blade chord Reynolds
numbers were in the range 190,000 ( first stage) to 290,000 (fifth
stage). Blockage factors were discussed previously.
Some additional effects of Reynolds number as contrasted to
geometric scale redaction on-plane cascade and multistage axial
flow compressor performance were given in references 20-22. It is
shown that for a pure Reynolds number reduction, values less than
about 200,000 lead to substantial increases in total-pressure loss
parameter and reduction in blade section turning (increased devia-
tion angle) .
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In selection of deviation angle values, loss parameter corre-
lations, and blockage factors, consideration was given to the
limited related dada reviewed above. It was decided that there has
been an inclination to overcompensate for these effects in numerous
cases of transonic compressor design (ref. 23). Furthermore, the
very limited data on very small turbomachi,nery seem to indicate
that carefully constructed small-size configurations are not sub-
ject to as serious deterioration in performance as anticipated. It
was decided, therefore, that no special allowance would be made for
the effects of Reynolds number of geometric scale on deviation angle,
loss correlations or blockage factors. All of , these design method
input variables were estimated to have numerical values typical of
those used in full-scale transonic compressor design.
in the case of loss parameter correlation curves only, some
alternate choices were used in trial meridional plane program
solutions. The general results obtained may be of interest in
evaluating the final result. The combined profile and secondary
loss parameter estimation curves used for the majority of the
studies of design alternatives were those shown in Figures 5 and
6 . These curves are slight modifications of those given in ref-
erence 12 for rotors and 13 for stators. The absolute values of
the loss parameter and the pattern of increase with diffusion para-
meter led to reasonable values of blade section, row and overall
performance. A second trial set of combined profile and secondary
loss correlation curves for rotor sections was taken from figure 33
of reference 13, The shock loss model was not changed for this
trial. The trend in results produced by this change in rotor loss
correlation alone is typified by an estimated unit overall adia-
batic efficiency of 0.950. This value, together with intermediate
results, such as rotor and stage efficiency values, appeared to be
unrealistic.
A Second type of alternate solution was obtained by using loss
correlation input tables Lased on doubling the loss parameter
values at a given, D level shown in figures 5 and 6. The purpose
of this trim was to identify some of the velocity diagram and
overall performance changes that would result if a, substantial
Reynolds number effect were to occur. The results showed a signi-
ficant reduction in both estimated overall pressure ratio and
efficiency (fear sirailar blade section aerodynamic loading) . For
example, efficiency was reduced by about 10 percent.
These results, while not based on comprehensive studies, show
rather conclusively that experiments defining Reynolds number and
geometric scale effects are required for accurate design of minia-
ture turbomachinery units. They also show that in all ranges of
scale and Reynolds number, the design correlations used for losses
and end-wall (blockage factor) effects are extremely important and
ill need of better definition.
In the meridional plane distribution program, attention should
be called again to the method for loss parameter determination in
the case of combined profile and secondary losses. The three-point




quality of the program flow model. Further experiments should be
scheduled to provide a more weld.-defined loss parameter profile at
each calculation plane.
Blade-section geometry recommendations might be improved by
additional investigation of incidence angle distribution choice and
of the estimation of deviation angle. Only a limited number of
incidence alternatives were considered in this study. In the devi-
ation angle calculations, experienced-based corrections to Carter's
rule such as the 8adj of figure 10 are common in design. Most
of these corrections are, however, based on insufficient and wholly
empirical information. No valid data are available for adjustment
in the case of transonic stages at low Reynolds number.
Some unique geometric requirements were a major influence in
blade selection for the recommended axial.-flow compressor design.
Ordinarily, for the relative Vlach number levels computed for the
rotor blade 	 in the present design, maximum section thickness/
chord ratios near the tip would be specified in the range 0.025 to
0.040. Similarly blade section leading--edge and trailing edge
radii would be set at the lowest possible levels. In this design
case, fabrication capabilities suggested that no blade section
minimwn thickness should be less than .038 cm (0015 in.). Both
fabrication and maintainability requirements indicated that min-
imum leading-and trailing-edge radii of .008 cm (0.003 in.) might
be specified. To remain within these limits, blade section deter-
mination was based on maximum thickness values given in table 4




COMPRESSOR BLADE FLUTTER ANALYSIS
The analysis of compressor blading for self-excited aero-
elastic instability is generally conducted on two bases:
1. Classical cascade flutter (attached flow) at the design
point or other condition of maximum velocity of airflow relative
to the blades.
2. Stall flutter (separated flow) of the first few stages,
generally assumed to occur at about 70 per cent corrected speed.
The first category has not generally proved to be troublesome in
practice; furthermore, the analytical tools to describe the non-
steady aerodynamics are just now becoming available and are not yet
widely programed for digital computation. The present analysis was,
therefore, confined to the stall flutter regime.
When the flow stalls and unstalls periodically during each
cycle of vibratory blade displacement the prediction of aerodynamic
reactions, and hence aercelastic instability, cannot be treated
wholly analytically; a semi --empirical method is required. Ideally,
an experimentally determined flutter boundary is determined from
tests on similar blading, and the analytically predicted incidence,
relative airspeed and natural frequency of the blade being analyzed
are compared with the boundary over a range of operating conditions.
r
Stall Flutter Analysis
In the absence of experimentally determined flutter boundaries
for radically new type compressor blade sections (that is, the
miniature compressor under the present contract) and/or the unavail-
ablility of such data for proprietary reasons, the instability
boundary to be avoided is usually contracted into a single value of_
the reduced frequency parameter which must be exceeded for safety.
Although the criterion then has the merit of extreme simplicity and
reliability, it may suffer in some instances from excessive conser-
vatism. The blade satisfying the criterion may have a very large
stability margin and may, therefore, actually be thicker or have a
larger chord than is in fact necessary. Be that as it may, in the
absence of the experimental data noted above, and without off--design
incidences and relative velocities, the single parameter method is
all that is possible.
Under these circumstances, the stall flutter criterion is
21rfbo/V > 0.33	 (10)
27rftc/V > 1.60	 (11)
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in order to avoid dangerous vibration. In these inequalities, c
is the blade chord; V is the relative velocity at the tip of a
cantilever blade; and f is the natural frequency in hertz with
subscripts denoting bending or torsion. Although flutter, if it
occurs, appears in the neighborhood of 70 percent speed, the fre-
quency parameter is still calculated at design speed because this
is the manner in which the correlation was originally obtained.
Parameter Values
From computer printouts of the predicted aerodynamic con-
ditions at design, it was possible to determine the relative inlet
airspeed, V, at the rotor tips.
V
Rotor #1	 428 m/sec (1404 f t/sec)
Rotor #2	 921 m/sec (1381 ft/sec)
The stators were not analyzed initially because of the lower air-
speeds ( circa) 213 m/sec (700 ft/sec) and greater degree of blade
fixity.
The chords for the first two rotor blades were taken from a
summary of the principal dimensions and checked, for the first
rotor, against a computer printout of first rotor and stator blade
section properties.
c
Rotor #1	 0.76 cm (0.30 in.)
Rotor #2	 0.64 Cam (0.25 in.)
The natural frequencies of the rotor blades were not available,
although an experimental program to determine the frequencies of
over-size models was planned. By scaling the frequencies to proto-
type dimensions, an excellent estimate of blade frequencies could
have been obtained. Initially, therefore, some exceedingly crude
estimates of blade natural frequencies were obtained by scaling
the frequencies of known blades using only inverse blade length
as the parameter. The simplistic nature of this estimate may be
appreciated by noting that chord, taper ratio, cambers thickness,
twist, stagger, and rotation all have an effect on the frequency.
Nevertheless, as a first cut these frequencies'were predicted,
including the rotational stiffening.
f
Rotor #1	 3,000 hz (bending)





Motor #2	 4, 000 hz (beriding)
18,750 hz (torsion)





Rotor #2	 0.38 (bending)
1.78 (torsion)
Of these values, only the first rotor in torsion appears to be
unsafe. (See equations 10 and 11)
Frequency Calculation
The confidence in the results of the previous calculation were
very low, stemming from the gross uncertainty in the frequencies.
While awaiting better frequency estimates from analysis (computing
programs being procured) and from experimental determinations, it
was decided to refine the frequency estimate for the first rotor
blade in torsion. This was based on a number of considerations.
1. The prediction was just barely unsafe.
2. Transonic stages have tended in the past toward the tor-
sional mode in flutter.
3. Centrifugal stiffening is most effective in bending,
tending to keep the frequency high despite poor area taper char-
acteristics.
4. The rearward point of maximum thickness along the chord,
and the increasing chord toward the tip, indicated a possibly much
lower torsional frequency than had been estimated.
Consequently, taking the blade element structural data from the
computer printout, a hand calculation was made of the torsional
natural frequency of the first rotor blade.
The Rayleigh method was used assuming a torsional mode shape
given by:
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6 — 6, sin (Trz/2L)
	 (12)
and resulting in a frequency expression of the following form:
2Trf t --	 Te 6 G1 W	 (13)
where
!a Fc cos' (°rrz/2L)dz	 (14)
J - j o 1p sin z (7rz/2L) dz	 (15)
Fc _ F[1 + (c'aL/tavg) 2 /241	 (16)
F = !u i s dx
	 (17)
and p is material density, c is chord, t is thickness, a^ is rate
of blade twist, z is length coordinate and x is the chorawise
coordinate. The length of the blade is L, G is the modulus of
rigidity and l is the polar moment of inertia about the torsion
center taken it coincide with the point of maximum thickness along
the chord.
A correction for differential bending had a negligible effect
and was omitted from the final calculation. The slopes ay were
obtained at a number of spanwise stations by numerical integration
and the spanwise integrals I and J wereobtained graphically.
By the means described above the torsional frequency was
predicted to be:
#1 Rotor	 6610 hz (torsion)
which is slightly more than half of the first crude estimate of the
value. The centrifugal stiffening effect, Qmi.tted here, is known
to be small for the first torsional rode. This is also compensated
by the fact that the Rayleigh method is known to predict frequencies
that are slightly too large.. Hence, the degree of confidence in
the result is quite high.
The first rotor blade as presently designed (TBA 010 TRIAL 1)
will probably flutter in torsion. A similar conclusion concerning
the second rotor cannot be drawn at present owing to the Lack of
definitive data. However, the stability margin is likely to be
minimal if not negative. Bending stall flutter is probably absent
in both rotors, but should be checked.
More accurate frequency parameters should be obtained to
finally assess the stability margins of the first rotor in bending
and the second rotor in bending and torsion.
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The first rotor blade must be redesigned to increase its fre-
quency parameter in torsion; a doubling of the frequency times
chord product is required. This may be attained by changing the
material to beryllium or by increasing the chord and thickness.
Alternatively, the frequency may be raised by adding a tip or
pant--span shroud.
COMPRESSOR MECHANICAL DESIGN
The last four rotors of the compressor have been designed to
be bolted together with tie bolts and are piloted in such a manner
as to Cause the pilot fits to become tighter as the rotational
speed increases. Each rotor is made separately to facilitate
manufacturing.
Blade Stresses
`	 The mechanical design of the compressor rotors was facilitated
by the use of a disk stress analysis computer program based on an
? I°	 NACA report.^	 p	 (See ref. '?.4) . The stresses shown in figure 16 are
x#	 for a %Theel made of 17-4PH stainless steel, a hardenable stainless,
}A
	
	 ANS 5643. Using 17-4PH in the H-900 condition of heat treat with
a yield strength of 127,540 N/cm 2
 (185,000 lbs/in. 2 ) the margins
^C
are adequate.
The centrifugal blade stress at the blade root is calculated
$	 as follows:
	
w	 2w n 2
	
sbr _ g	 60	 ycg	 (18)
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The combustor development program was a continuation of the
work done in reference 1. The required AT across the burner for
the miniature engine was 978°K (1300 1 x') at a pressure of 48.1 N/CM2
(4.75 atmospheres). The test burner was designed and built for
eventual use in the gas turbine engine.
r	 Test Installation
The air supply for this program was compressed and stored in
storage tanks at 2068 N/cm 2 (3000 lbs/in. 2 ). To simulate the heat
of compression, the burner used in reference 25 was put in the line
in front of the test burner. This pre-burner used hydrogen' as a
fuel and served to heat the test burner inlet air to approximately
494'K (430°F) . Air flow was measured in the air line by use of an
orifice plate. Air flow rates have been corrected to include
hydrogen burned in heating the inlet air by the following equation:
W	
AT (Cp) air (Waif^)
f	
4H
The hydrogen was stored in a truck trailer at 1724 N/cm2
(2500 lbs/i,n. 2 ). The burner section was mounted horizontally in
a test oell, which was open at both ends for ventilation. Remote
controls for operating the test were located in the control room;
figure 17 shows the general layout of the test setup.
Instrumentation
Airflow rates were measured by a square-edged orifice in-
stalled according to ASME specifications. The flF across the
orifice plate was read on a mercury "U" tube manometer. Temp-
eratures for the flow calculations and for the combustion chamber
inlet were measured with iron-constantan thermocouples and read on
a Honeywell multi-channel dial type instrument. Combustor exit air
total temperature was measured with Chrome.-Alumel ceramic insu-
lated thermocouples oxa a recording chart type ':Honeywell-Brown
Electronih" instrument.
Hydrogen flow was measured with a Fisher & porter flowrator
meter. Inlet air total pressure was measured with a three-tube
equal.-annular area rake and read on standard Bourdon tube-type
gages. Combustor exit total pressure was Measured at five points




The characteristics of the combustor were calculated as
follows and the results are presented in Table 5.
Combustion efficiency nc was defined as the ratio of actual




c _ AT (theoretical)
Where AT (theoretical) =
	
AH	 (21)
(MCP) H2O + (MCP) N2 + (mCP ) AIR
and the values for (m) are obtained from the chemical equation
(22)
H 2 	+ 1/2 ®2 + 1/2 (3.76) N 2
 + Wea	 H2O + 1/2(3-76)N 2 +Wea
(1) _	 (8)	 +	 (26.34)	 +(92.41)	 (9) +	 (26.34)	 +(92.41)




















92.41 kg(lbs) excess ai.rjkg(lbs) fuel	 (23c)
Combustor pressure loss AP /P was defined as the drop in total
pressure from inlet to exit of the combustor divided by the inlet
(to the burner) total pressure. The term ATVR is calculated as
:allows: (z4)
ATVR = (max. local comb. outlet temp.) - (aver. comb. inlet temp.)
(aver. comb. outlet temp.) - ( aver. comb. inlet temp.)
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t Test procedure
The procedure for operation of the burner test was as follows:
1. Inlet air pressure adjusted to about 0.7 or 1.4 N/cmz
.	 1 or 2 lbs/in. ) .
2. Ignitor turned on.
1	 3. Vernier fuel flow valve opened.
4. When temperature jumped to 589°K (600°F) to 700°K
Sou°F), air flow valve was gradually opened to full open position;
ne spark plU q was shut off, and at the same time the main fuel
•:;;;	 •alve was opened at a rate sufficient to prevent temperatures over
x.367°K (2000°F) .
5. The fuel flow, combustor air inlet pressure, and inlet
air temperature were adjusted to desired conditions.
6. Data recorded.
7. To shut down, the fuel valve and then the air valve
vveie turned off.
Combustor Results
An annular combustor was designed and built for use in the
miniature gas turbine engine. The design was based on that of the
:ombustor reported on in reference 1. Figure 18 shows a cross-
sectional view of the liner and housing used in the development
program. one major difference in this burner is the height of the
turbine nozzle which was 1.775 cm (0.700 in.). The burner reported
on in reference 1 had a height of 0.838 cm (0.330 in.).
The difference in turbine nozzle height presented a new temp-
erature distribution problem; radial temperature variations were
,onsiderabl.e. Therefore, after discovering the poor radial temp-
erature profile, the development program was concentrated on ob-
taining an even radial temperature profile at the turbine nozzle.
Combustor test runs 1 through. 22 were made with total temp-
erature rakes arranged to determine circumferential temperature
distributions. Twelve thermocouples circumferentially spaced on
the centerline of the annulus were used on these initial runs. The
results indicated greater than 100 percent combustion efficiency.
This was caused by measuring temperature on the annulus centerline
which was much hotter than the inner and outer extremes of the
annulus. Therefore, from run 23 on, a rake assembly containing
seven rakes of five thermocouples each was used to obtain a radial
temperature profile at seven circumferential- locations. Figures 19
36
r.
thru 23 shoat the various combustor liners tested. These results
are presented in table 5. The combustion efficiency as shown in
table 5 is low. This could be due to poor combustion, but it is
more likely due to improper temperature sampling of turbine nozzle
temperature. It is recommenaed that in future developmental work
a greater number of thermocouples be used to establish that all the
fuel is burned.
The first real improvement in ATVR was made with the changes
shown for runs 30, 31, and 32 in fig. 22. A new liner was installed
with open area near the fuel nozzle. A deflector was also added in
an effort to mechanically mix the hot and cold air streams. Since
more than one change had been made between runs 29 and 30, runs 33
and 34 were made with the deflector removed. No real difference
was noted in the burner performance in runs 33 and 34. In an
attempt to further reduce the value of ATVR, run 35 (fig. 23)
incorporated a new fuel nozzle with smaller orifices to increase
the velocity of the fuel for better mixing. This design was
improved by replacing the deflector in run. 36 (fig. 23)
Testing was stopped after run 36. This run had the best per-
formance of the program, but as can be seen in table 5 the average
exit temperature of 1097°K (1515°F) required for design point per-
formance was not reached; the limiting factor still being the
local hot spots. Hot spots cause loss of turbine performance due
to off design conditions as well as burning of the nozzle and
turbine. Further development work must be done to reduce the ATVR
factor to near unity to enable the eventual engine to operate suc-
cessfully.
TURBINE AERODYNAMIC DESIGN
Aerodynamic designs for two turbines for the NASA miniature
.gas turbine engine are presented. The initial design was for a
rotational speed of 82,500 rpm. Later, for reasons presented
elsewhere in this report, it was decided to reduce the rotational
speed to 78,000 rpm. The turbine was then redesigned to this
lower speed while retaining the same inlet flow conditions and
power output as the initial design. This resulted in a somewhat
higher stage loading for the final design and consequently a lower
predicted efficiency.
The required inlet flow conditions and output energy were
specified for both turbines by the engine cycle selection and are
as follows:
Inlet total. temperature, °K (R°)	 1217 (2190)
Inlet total pressure, N/cm2 (lb/in. 2 )	 40.88 (59.30)
Inlet mass flow, kg/sec (lb/sec)
	
0.86 (1.90)
Output energy, J/(kg) (BTU/1b)	 2.08 x 10 5 (89.50)
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The rotational speed was required to be 82,500 rpm for the initial
design and 78,000 rpm for the final design. These speeds were as
high as possible consistent with the degree of Mechanical. risk
intended for each design.
A maximum tip diameter of 10.1.6 cm (4.00 in.) was imposed on
the turbine in order to keep th,a overall engine diameter within
its objectives. A single-stage turbine was required to meet over-
all engine length objectives.
Although a specific objective for the efficiency of the
turbine was not set, it was desired to have the maximum efficiency
consistent with the above requirements so as to maximize the
`	 engine's thrust output. Table 6 presents a summary of the signi-
ficant design point parameters for each turbine.
Design Approach
General Considerations
Stage loading. - The stage loading parameter (gJAh/2U 2 ) is
very important in determining the maximum efficiency potential
from any turbine stage. For this design, however, the stage load-
ing parameter has been determined within very narrow limits by the
design requirements placed on rotational speed, tip diameter, and
output energy. The resulting stage loadings are relatively high
for a single-stage turbine, being 0.854 and 0.970 for the initial
and final designs, respectively. Because of these high loadings,
then we must expect and accept efficiencies which may be rather
on the low side. A correlation of turbine efficiency versus
stage loading has been made which substantiates this.
Another result to be expected from high stage loading is a
relatively large residual swirl in the exhaust flow. This residual
swirl velocity is partially responsible for the loss of efficiency
and may make it desirable to use straightening vanes in the turbine
exhaust stream.
Axial velocities. - Several factors were considered in the
choices of the turbine exit axial. velocity. First, as the axial
velocity increases, the required flow area decreases and the hub
diameter may be allowed to increase. This then increases the
average wheel speed, lowers the stage loading, and should result
in higher efficiency. This also results in shorter buckets and
lower bucket centrifugal. stresses. The shorter buckets should also
make them easier to machine from a solid wheel..
The exit axial velocity cannot be increased indefinitely,
however, whithout other sacrifices. With increased axial velocity,
the exhaust nozzle losses will probably increase. More important
than that, however, is the loss of margin in the turbine to
operate effectively at increased pressure ratios in the event that
either the turbine or compressor performance is less than predicted.
With an exit Mach number of 0.5, the turbine would have enough




compressor or turbine efficiency. With an exit Mach number of 0.6,
this margin decreases to approximately 12 percent. Based on this,
<<	 it was decided to keep the exit Mach number under 0.5
Selection or axial velocities at other stations in the turbine
is considerably less critical, since they will vary much less with
pressure ratio and will not limit turbine energy output. Generally,
velocities should progressively increase through the turbine and
result in a smooth flow path geometry.
{
Root reaction and exit swim..- For a free vortex design, the
designer may choose one additional parameter to define the velocity
=^	 r diagrams. This can be root reaction or exit swirl angle.	 These
are related such that an increase in one results in an increase in
the other. Reaction is the fraction of stage ideal enthalpy drop
occurring across the rotor and may be expressed in terms of pres-
sures as:
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The significance of reaction is that a positive value indicates a
static pressure drop across the turbine rotor and a negative value
indicates a pressure rise. most past experience :indicates that a
moderately positive root reaction is desirable to insure smooth
flow through the rotor. Also, positive reaction tends to lower
the rotor inlet Mach numbers and should result in a turbine with a
.higher efficiency over a broader operating range than one designed
with zero or negative root reaction.
Since the requirements for this turbine result in a quite high
stage loading, a rather high exit swirl angle must be accepted.
The only other alternative would be to design with rather high
negative values of root reaction. It was felt that the best com-
promise would be to design to the minimum root reaction needed to
insure a static pressure drop at the turbine rotor root and accept
the known losses due to exit swirl.
Nozzle and bucket solidity.- Soli.dities for nozzles and buckets
were selected primarily to give optimum aerodynamic performance.
The criteria used was the Zweifel blade loading parameter (1)




Z :--	 2V2 cos a2	 (26)
144(W/S) (P Ti- PS2 ) (1/PIV I + 1fp 2 V2 sin 02)
for nozzles and,
2 (R 3 COs a# 3 + R 4 Cos $1 4)
144 (W/s) (P TB
-
 Ps4 ) (1/P 3R3 sin 01, + l/P 4 R 4 si.n 4)
(27)
for buckets.
Zweiffel`s original paper,reference 26,recommends a value for
Z of 0.8 as being optimum for aerodynamic performance. This seems
to work quite well for buokets, and the buckets for these turbines
have Z equal to 0.8 at all sections.
This was not done for the nozzles, however, since a value of
0.8 seems to result in solidities too low for high pressure ratio
nozzles. Also, a radially constant value of Z required a higher
nozzle solidity at the tip than at the hub, which is usually dif-
ficult to achieve in most designs. For the nozzles, then, the
approach was to set Z at about 0.6 at the tip and let the hub and
pitch values fall out as they would with a reasonable reduction
in axial width from tip to hub. This resulted in hub loading
values in the vicinity of 0.4 for the nozzles.
Nozzle and bucket number.- After selection of solidities for
the nozzles and buckets, the selection of their number will deter-
mine their spacing, axial widths and aspect ratios- Two primary
factors governed the choice of nozzle and bucket numbers in these
designs. First, the fewer blades in any blade row, the greater
the axial width for a given solidity. This increases the overall-
length of the engine and weight of the turbine rotor. Thus, for
minimum length and rotor weight a high number of nozzles and buckets
is desired. Second, the more blades there are, the more difficult
it becomes to machine them out of a solid wheel, both because of
their increased number and because their decreased spacing requires
smaller diameter cutters. It was felt that minimum spacing between
blades could be 0.254 cm (0.10 in.) for the nozzles and 0.40 cm
(0.16 in.) for the buckets. This then effectively determined the
maximum number of blades in each row.
Turbine performance is also affected by the selection of blade
numbers because of the effects on blade aspect ratios and Reynold°s
nimibers. These two factors tend to oppose each other, however, and




VVelocity Diagram and Fluid Property Calculations
The design of this turbine was based on the assumption of
"free vortex" flow at the entrance and exit to each blade view.
This assumption. implies:
1. Radially constant axial velocity, total pressure, and
total temperature at each station.
2, Tangential gas velocity varies inversely proportional to
radius at each station.
In addition, it was assumed that the working fluid was a perfect
gas with the specific heat ratio and gas constant evaluated at
the average of the inlet total and exit static temeratures.
A. time--sharing computer program was written to solve the
continuity and energy equations based on the above assumptions.
This program then calculated velocity diagrams and gas properties
at hub, pitch and tip radii.. A number of loading and performance
parameters were also calculated. Appendix E presents this program
in detail. It is realized that much more sophisticated methods of
turbine analysis are available, which remove many of the restric-
tions of the free vortex approach; but the time and expense of
developing such a computer program was not considered warranted.
Blading Profile Design
After establishing boading numbers, solidities, and velocity
diagrams at hub, pitch and tip, the blade profile sections were
Said out. lox the initial design, these sections were developed
on the conical surfaces corresponding to the hub, pitch and tip
stream surfaces. For the final design, it was decided that it
would be more convenient to develop the sections on cylindrical
surfaces whose radii corresponded to the hub, pitch and tip radii
at the nozzle and bucket trailing edge stations.
Throat areas for the blading were calculated by applying a
flow coefficient to the ,ideal areas calculated from ideal relative
total pressures and downstream static pressures. The flow coef-
ficients used were 0.965 for nozzles and 0.94 for buckets. These
are both about 1 percent smaller than would be used for a larger
size turbine because of the relatively low Reynolds number for this
turbine. These flow coefficients were not applied in addition to
the 0.95 flow coefficient on annulus area but represent the net
flow coefficients for the boading throat areas.
Physical blade exit angles were set by subtracting a deviation
angle from the calculated velocity diagram angle and making the
sutti,on surface at the triali.ng-edge tangent to this angle. The
deviation angles used were 1 0 for the nozzles and 2° for the






additional deviation angle was added at this section to account
for the supersonic expansion downstream of the throat. This
amounted to about 0.50.
Another angle of considerable importance in turbine beading
design is the "unguided turning angle." This is defined as the
angle between the tangent to the suction surface at the throat
and the exit velocity diagram angle. The "unguided turning angle"
then is a measure of the turning required of the uncovered portion
of the trailing suction surface. For nozzles, this angle was kept
under 7°; for buckets, this angle was kept under 10°.
At the bucket root section, the suction surface leading edge
was set tangent to the incoming air angle. In the final design,
where the sections were developed on cylindrical surfaces, the
bucket leading edge of the root section was outside of the actual
flowpath. The equivalent leading-edge air angle for this section
was obtained by extrapolation of the calculated velocity diagram
angles to this radius. Leading-edge angles for all other sections
were set by eye and resulted in slightly negative incidence angles
relative to the section mean lines.
Turbine Design Details
Figure 24 shows the flowpath details for the initial and
final designs respectively. Tables 7 and 8 are the computer
printouts for the initial and final designs respectively. These
printouts give the details of the velocity diagrams, fluid pro-
perties, and various loading and performance parameters.
Figures 25 through 28 show the blading profiles. Tables 9
and 10 list some of the important blade profile parameters. Tables
11 and 12 list coordinates of the turbine blade profiles.
TURBINE MECHANICAL DESIGN
The turbine disk has been designed for minimum weight and
stress. It will be of integral construction (that is, buckets
investment cast integral with the wheel). The tentative material
is MAR--M alloy 246 produced by Martin Marietta. This material was
chosen f®r its high temperature strength characteristics.
The disk stresses: were calculated using the equations and
methods described in reference 24. The method is essentially a
finite difference solution of the equilibrium and compatibility
equations €or elastic stresses in a symmetrical disk. Account can
be taken of point to point variations in disk thickness, temper-
ature, elastic modulus, coefficient of thermal expansion, material
density and in Poisson's ratio. The most recent summary of stresses
(including thermal effects) are listed in table 13.
The bucket temperature is expected to be 1097°K (1515 0F) which
is the temperature used for the disk rim temperature. The disk
temperature distribution calculations were described in the
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"Bearing System" subsection of this. report.
The bucket root stress duee to centrifugal effects is
43, 430 N/c]4m2
 (63,000 lbs/in. 2 ) . The stress is calculated using
equation 18. The airfoil shape produces a relatively stiff bucket,
however, vibrational analysis should be done prior to release of
the turbine rotor to manufacturing.
EXHAUST NOZZLE
The basic flow parameters were obtained from a computer run
of the program described in appendix E. The following conditions
were used a basis for the exhaust nozzle design:






Ratio of specific heats
340 m/sec (117 ft/sec)
0.85 kg/sec (1.9 lbs/sec)
1050°K (1890 0R)
989°K (1780 0R)
19.87 N/cm 2 (28.82 lbs /in.2)
52.84 cm 2 (8.19 in .2)
1.312
It was desired to keep the total length of the engine as short
as possible, preferably within 19.3 cm (7.5 in.). Three types of
nozzle configurations were considered: conventional plug, concave
base, and short plug. As seen in figure 29, minimum length can be
attained Only with the concave base on the short plug. The esti-
mates of discharge coefficient CD and thrust coefficient CT
shown in table 14 were based on information in references 27 and 28.
The concave base appears to afford the best compromise between
length and thrust coefficient; however, there is some question
regarding the stability of this type of nozzle,. Since changing
nozzle configurations would be relatively simple and inexpensive,




PROGRAM INPUT AND OUPUT DATA EXAMPLES
Appendix A includes tables A-1 and A-2 which list
independent input variables to the configuration selection
program for the candidate 4- and 5--stage axial-flow com-
pressor designs. As an example of the configuration selection
program output, the computer output for the 5-stage compressor














TABLE A-l.- CONFIGURATION SELECTION PROGRAM INPUT POR 4-STAGE CANOMTE COMPRESSOR
variable	 Value
Assigned
Working fluid constant pressure specific heat joules /(kg)(°R) [btu/( lbm)(°F)) .. 1005 (0.240)
Working fluid molecular weight kg/kg mole (lbm/lb mole) ...................... 28.97 (28.97)
Working fluid specific heat ratio ........................................ 1.40
Compressor inlet total twTorature °K (°R) •••••....•....•. • ••.....••..•..••••.. 288 (518.7)
Compressor inlet total absolute pressure N/cm' (lbs /in. t ) .................. 10.131 ( 14.696)
Minimum acceptable compressor total pressure ratio ................................... 4.75
First rotor inlet tip radius cm (in.) ..........................................
	 4.57 (1.80)
First rotor inlet blade tip speed m/soc (ft/sec) ................................ 396 (1300)
First rotor inlet hub -to-tip radius ratio
	
0.591
First rotor inlet tip axial velocity component m/sec (ft/sec)
	
197 (646)
Number of stream surfaces prescribed for computation ..........I ........................ 11
Stage Variable
Stage
1 2 3 4
Rotor pelytropic efficiency 0.86 0.86 0 . 86 0.B6
Stage polytropic efficiency 0.82 0.83 0.83 0.83
Maximum rotor tip diffusion 0.35 0.42 0.45 0.45
parameter
Maximum stator hub diffusion 0.60 0 . 60 0.60 0.60
parameter
Haxinum stator hub Mach number 0.90 0 . 90 0.90 0.90
Exit/inlet axial velocity ratio 0 . 930 0.920 0 . 917 0.912
rotor tip
Exit/inlet axial velocity ratio 1 . 040 1 . 042 1.045 1.047
stator tip
Tangential velocity stator exit 0 p 0 0(all radii) n/sec ( ft/sec)
Rgter inlet mass flow blockage 0.99/0 .99 0.98/0.98 0.97/0.97 0.97/0.97
factor	 tip/hub i
Rotor exit mass flow blockage 0.98/0.98 0.97/0.97 0.97/0.97 0.97/0.97
factor	 tip/hub
Stator exit mass flow blockage 0.9B/0 . 98 0.97/0.97 0.97/0.97 0.97/0.97
factor	 tip/hub
Rotor tip solidity 1.300 1.040 0.995 0.952
Stator hub solidity 1.700 1.520 1.390 1.305
Rotor blade row aspect ratio 2.000 1.700 1.368 1.117
Stator blade row aspect ratio 1.800 1.900 1.235 1.017
Allowable passage convergence 0/40 0/40 0/40 0/40
(ramp) angle
rotor tip/rotor hub	 deg/deg
Allowable passage convergence 0/40 0/40 0/40 0/40
(Xa . ) angle




1 2 3 4 5
Rotor polytropic efficiency
Stage polytropic efficiency
Maximum rotor tip diffusien
parameter
Maximum stator hub diffusion
parameter
Maximum stator hub Mach number
Exit/inlet axial velocity ratio
rotor tip
Exit/inlet axial velocity ratio
stator tip
Tangential velocity exit
(all radii) m/sec (ft/sec)

















































Rotor exit mass flow blockage
factor	 tip/hub
0.99/0.99 0.98/0.98 0.98/0.98 0.90/0.98 0.98/0.98




Rotor blade row aspect ratio
Stator blade row aspect ratio
Allowable passage convergence
(ramp) angle
rotor tip/rotor hub 	 deg/deg







































TABLE A-2.- CONFIGURATION SELECTION PROGRAM INPUT FOR 5-STAGE CANDIDATE COMPRESSO$
Variable	 Value
Assigned
Working fluid constant pressure specific heat Joules/ (kg)(°K) (btu/(lbm)(°F)) 	 1005 (0.240)
Working fluid molecular weight kg/kg mole (lbm/lb mole) 	 28.97 (28.97)
Working fluid specific heat ratio ....................................................
	
1.40
Compressor inlet total temperature	 (°K) ....................................... 	 208 (518.7)
Compressor inlet total absolute pressure N/cm = (lb/in.')
	
10.131 (14.696)
Minimum acceptable compressor total pressure ratio ................................... 4.75
First rotor inlet tip radius cm (in.) •••••.•••••• .........................••..
	
4.57	 (1.80)
First rotor inlet blade tip speed m/sec (ft/sec) ...... 373 (1225)
First rotor inlet huh-to-tip radius ratio ........................................... 0.591
First rotor inlet tip axial velocity component m/see (ft/sec) .................... 197 (446)
Number of stream surfaces prescribed for computation ................................... 11
4
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COMPRESSOR DESIGN EXAMPLE TO—012
**a--*** PARARETRIC STUDY OF ADVAK ED MULTISTAGE AXIAL-5LDH COMPRESS7RS xr*--s}*
*«* ROTOR INLET I N P U T 0 A I A ***
NO. RAO.	 NUMBER SP. HEAT 4DL. HT. RATIO OF IN. TOT. TEMP. IN. TOT. PR .	 MASS AVG. TOT.
STATIONS	 STAGES [BTU/ (LB—R1) IMOLES) SP. HEAT IOEG. RI (PSI)	 PR. RATTO
11	 6 0.2400 28.9700 1.4000 518.7000 1.4.6964	 4.7500
TIP RADIUS TIP WHEEL SPEED HUB TO TIP AXIAL VEL. T1P BLOCKAGE HUB BLOCKAGE
(INCHES) IFT/SEC) RADIUS RATIO IFT/SEC) FACTOR FACTOR
1.8000 1225.0000 0.5910 646.000 0.9980 0.9980
COEFFICIENTS IN TANGENTIAL VELOCITY EOUATION
B C D f
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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*M****** S T A G E D A T A
STAGE NO. I
a** ROTOR INPUT DATA ***
TIP HUB MAX ANGLE MAX ANGLE
AXIAL VEL. POLYTROPIC SOLIDITY ASPECT BLOCKAGE BLGCXAGE HUB TAPER TIP TAPER
RATIO EFFICIENCY AT TIP RATIO FACTOR FACTOR (DEGREES) ( DEGREFS)
0.9300 0.8600 1.3000 2. 0000 0.9900 0.9900 40.000 0.0
MIN REL. FLOW COEFFICIENTS IN TANGENTIAL VELOCITY EQUATION
MAX ROTOR ANGLE ROTOR HUB
DIF. FACTOR iDEGRF. ESl B C D E
0.35D0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.D 0.0
a:	 STATOR INPUT DATA aa*
AXIAL TOTAL TIP HUB MAX ANGLE MAX ANGLE
VELOCITY POLYTROPIC SOLIDITY ASPECT BLOCKAGE BLOCKAGE HUB TAPER TIP TAPER
RATIO EFFICIENCY AT HUB RATIO FACTOR FACTOR IDEGREES) ( DEGREES)
(.0820 0.82OD 1.6000 1.8000 0.9800 0.9800 40.00 0.0
COEFFICIENTS IN TANGENTIAL VELOCITY EQUATION
FLAX. STATOR MAX HUB INLET
OIF. FACTOR MACH RUMBER e C D E
0.6900 0.9000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
g*s--sa--s*a S T A G E	 O U T P U T	 D A T A aaa.-as _aee
HASS FLOW ILB/SEC) -	 L.903
OVERALL OVERALL OVERALL MASS AVE. MASS AVE. ROTOR STATOR
HASS AVE. HASS AVE. HASS AVE. PIESSURE TEMPERATURE HASS AVE. ASPECT ASPECT
PR. RATIO TEMP. -RATIO EFFECIENCY RATT4 RATIO EFFICIENCY RATIO RATIO
1.4902 1.15E4 0.8098 1.4602 1.1464 0.0098 2.0000 G.BD00
ROTOR TIP ROTOR HU8 ROTOR TIP ROTOR HUB STATOR TIP STATOR HUB ROTOR PROJ. STATOR PROJ.
RAO. 1-G RAO. 3-G RAD. 2-G RAO. 2--G RAD. 3-G RAO. 3-6 1ENGTH LENGTH
firCHES) flucHES) ) INCHES) (INCHES) iTNCHESI ( INCHES) I04 HES1 ( INCHES)
1.60DD 1.0628 1.8000 1.1965 ).8000 1.2439 0.3681 0.3353
•ROTOR TIP ROTOR HUB STATOR TIP STATOR NUS
RA14P ANGLE RAMP ANGLE RAMP ANGLE RA MP ANGLE
(DEGREES) IDEGREESI / DEGREES) ( DEGREES)
0.0 19.8301 0.0 8.0+(-00
WI^YATi"i11M1^5a"^'^i^4nK^?.1143u::.f^ : 	 ^ _°'
m..w,..?.^.,.rx..e.+.--ti+.w, w^. ^ew•^.r. ^s[s rs..-..p". :^ '. •- L .t ^'1: _
s#k--a#--.*ka+
 R 0 1 0 R I N L E P 0 U T P U T b ?E T A #es -sc--ska
RADIUS
	
WHEEL	 AXIAL TANGENT.	 ADS.	 REL.	 ADS.	 REL.	 TOTAL	 TOTAL	 REL.	 ADS.
ST.A -E	 SPEED	 VEL.	 VEL.	 VEL.	 VEL.	 AIR ANG. AIR ANC. TEMP. 	 PRESS.	 MACH	 POACH LOSS
N0. lIN)	 (FT/SEC) IFTISEC) (FT/SEC) ( FT/SEC) IFT/SEC) IDEG) 	 (BEG)	 ( DEG A)	 (PS))	 NO.	 No.	 COEFF
L	 1.799 1224.202 646.000 	 0.0	 646.000 1384.189	 0.0	 62.180	 518.700	 14.696	 1.284 0. 5 99 0.102
2	 1.726 1174.314 646.000 	 0.0	 646.000 1340.271 	 0.0	 61.184	 518.700	 14.696	 1.243 0.599 0.107
3	 1.652 1124.426 646.000 	 0.0	 646.000 L296.783	 0.0	 60..122	 518.700	 14.696	 1.203 0.599 G.112
06	 1.579 1074.537 646.000	 0.0	 6(*6.000 L253.771	 0.0	 58.966	 518.700	 14.696	 1.163 0.599 0.117
5	 1.50E 1024.649 646.000 	 0.0	 646.000 1211.288	 0.9	 57.TTG	 518.700	 14.696	 1.123 0.599 0.123
6	 1.432
	
974.761 646.000	 0.0	 646.000 1169.390	 0.0	 56.466	 518.700	 14.696	 1.084 0:599 0.130
7 1.359 924.873 646.000	 0.0	 646.000 1128.142	 0.0	 55.067	 518.700	 14.696	 1.046 0.599 0-136
8	 1.286	 874.984 646.000	 0.0	 646.000 1067.618 	 0.0	 53.562	 518.700	 14.696	 1.409 0.599 4.144
9	 1.212 825.096 646.000 	 0.0	 646.000 1047.902 0.0 	 53.941	 518.700	 14.696	 0.972 0.599 0.152
10	 1.139	 775.208 4546.000	 0.0	 646.000 1009.090 0.0	 50.I95	 518.700	 14.696	 0.936 0.599 0.161
11	 1.066	 725.320 6496.000 	 0.0	 646.000 971.290 0.0	 48.310	 516.700	 14.696	 0.901 0.599 0.171
as7--a#--s*s R 0 T 0 R E X I T 0 U T P U T 0 A T A krib--#s--kea
RADIUS	 WHEEL	 AXIAL TANGENT.	 ADS.	 REL.	 ADS.	 REL.	 TOTAL	 TOTAL	 ROTOR REL.	 ADS.
STA -E	 SPEED	 VEL.	 VEL.	 VEL.	 VEL. AIR ANG. AIR AUG. TEMP. 	 PRESS.	 OTF.	 MACH MACH LOSS







1	 1.795 1221.5T6 BOD.780 373.487 707.410 1039.322 31.868 54.686 595.655 	 22.174 0.353 0.902 0.614 0.023
2 1.736 1181.362 600.780 386.201 714.20► 996.603 32.734 52.927 594.655 	 22.174 0.361 0.865 0.620 D.024
3 1.677 1141.148 600.730 399.810 721.655 954.211 33.643 30.979 594.65`'5 22.174 0.369 0.829 0.627 0.025
4. L.618 1100.435 600.780 414.4L4 729.856 912.275 34.59B 48.811
	
594.655
	 22.174 0.378 0.793 0.635 0.026
5 1.555 1060.T2L 600.7430 434.125 732.881 870.969 35.601 46.387 	 594.655	 22.174 0.387 0.756 0.643 0.028
6 1.5DC 1020.507 600.780 467.075 740.874 830.519 33.655 4;.666	 594.655	 22.174 0.397 0.724 0.653 0.029
7 10440 980.293 600.780 465.415 759.966 791.225 37.76§ 40.547
	 594.655
	
22.174 0.407 0.690 0.663 0.031
8	 1.381 940.079 600.780 405.324 772.3I9 753.485 38.932 37.124
	 594.655	 22.174 0.417 0.658 0.675 0.033
9	 1.322	 899.1365 600:780 507.012 786.129 717.823 40.162 33.181	 594.655
	 22.174 0.427 0.628 0.688 0.034
10 1.263	 859.652 604.780 530.730 80L.630 684.928 41.457 28.700 594.655 22.174 0.435 0.601 0.703 0.036
11	 1.20A 819.438 600.780 556.775 819.107 655.689 42.823 23.615
	 594.655	 22.174 0.440 0.576 0.720 0.038
ass--ma--#pa S 3 A T 0 R E X I T 0 U T P U T 0 4 T H xs#--as-ams
RADIUS	 AXIAL TANGENT.	 ADS.	 ADS.	 STATOR AXIAL	 ASS.
STA -E	 VEL.	 VEL.	 VEL.	 AIR AUG.	 LOSS
	
OIF. MACH	 MACH LOSS
W. (IN)
	 (FTISSECI IFT/S'ECI (FTifSEC)
	
101: GI
	 COEFF FACTOR 'NO.	 NO.	 FUNC
1 1.791
	 626.01.2
	 0.0	 626.012	 0.0	 0.084 0.355 0.539 0.539 0.039
2 L.737	 426.013




	 0.081 0.369 0.539 0.539 0.035
4 1.631	 62601453	 0.0
	 626.013	 0.0	 0.080 0.376 0.539 0.539 0.033
5 1.577	 625.013
	 0.0	 626.013	 D.0
	 0.074) 0.385 0.539 0.539 0.031
b 1.524	 626.013	 0.0




	 0.074 0.403 0.539 0.539 0.02A
8 1.417	 626.033
	 0.0	 626.013	 0.0	 0.072 0.413 0.539 0.539 0.026
9 1.344
	 626.013
	 0.0	 626.013	 13.0




	 0.067 0.435 0.539 0.539 0.022
11	 L.257	 626.813
	 0.0	 626.013
	 0.0	 0065 0.40#9 0.539 0.539 0.020
tG
01
**4*aaam S T A G E O A T H taaaa*aa
STAGE ND. 2
*** ROTOR INPUT DATA asv
TIP HUB MAX ANGLE MAX ANGLE
POLYTRGPIC SOLIDITY ASPECT BLOCKAGE BLOCKAGE HUB TAPER TIP TAPER
EFFICIENCY AT TIP RATIO FACTOR FACTOR IDEGREESI IDEGREESI
0.8600 1.0400 1.7000 0.9800 0.9800 40.000 0.0
MIN REL. FLOW COEFFICIENTS IN TANGENTIAL VELOCITY EQUATION
ANGLE ROTOR HUB
(DEGREES) B C 0 E
0.0 0.0 0.0 G.0 0.0
aaV STATOR INPUT DATA aac
TOTAL TIP HUB NAN ARGLE MAX ANGLE
POLYTROPIC SOLIDITY ASPECT BLOCKAGE BLOCKAGE HUB TAPER TIP TAPER
EFFICIENCY AT HUB RATIO FACTOR FACTOR [DEGREES) (DEGREES)
0.8300 1.4400 1.5000 0.980D 0.9800 40.0090 0.0
COEFFICIENTS IN TANGENTIAL VELOCITY EQUATION
HAN HUB INLET
MACH NUMBER B C O E
0.9000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
aaa--ap . ova S T A G E	 0 U T P U T	 0 A T A ®aa--as--ar4
HASS FLOSS ILB /SEC) s	1.903
OVERALL OVERALL HASS AVE. MASS AVE. ROTOR STATOR
Nisa5 AVE. -HASS AVE. P3£SSURE TEMPERATURE HASS AY[. ASPECT ASPECT
TEMP. RATIO EFFICIENCY RATIO RATIO EFFICIENCY RATIO RATIO
1.3030 0.8052 1.4506 1.1365 0.8208 1.7000 1.5000
ROTOR HUB ROTOR TIP ROTOR HUB STATOR TIP STATOR HUB ROTOR PROD. STATOR PROJ.
RAO. 1-G RAO. 2-G RAO. " RAO. .-:G RAO. 3-5 LENGTH LENGTH
IINCHESI IINCHESI (INCHES) IINHHES) I PICHES7 (INCHES[ (INCHES)
1.2439 1.8000 1.3347 1.8000 1.3799 0.3271 0.3102
ROTOR TIP ROTOR HUB STATOR TIP STATOR HUB
RAMP ANGLE RMP ANGLE RAMP ANGLE RAMP ANGLE
[DEGREES) IOEGREES) (0E0REES3 IDEGREES1
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RADtL5	 WHEEL	 AXIAL TANGENT.	 ADS.	 REL.	 ASS.	 REL.	 tOTAL	 TTITAL	 RFL.
STA	 -E	 SPEED
	
VEL.	 VEL.	 VEL.	 VFL.	 AIR ANG. AIR ANG. TEMP.	 PRFSS.	 MACH
N0. (INI	 SFT/SEC) IFT/SEC) IFT/SEC1 IFT/SEC) IFT/SECT	 14tG3	 1DFG3	 IOFS Rl	 (PSI)	 N0.
1	 1.791 1218.583 626.012	 0.0	 626.012 1369.575 	 0.0	 62.839	 594.655	 21.754	 1.179
2	 1.737 1182.300 626.013	 0.0	 626.013 [337.804	 J.0	 62.099	 594.655	 11.754	 L.151
3	 1.684 1146.016 626.013	 0.0	 626.UI3 1305.849 	 0.0	 61.954	 594.655	 11.754	 1.124
4	 1.631 1109.733 E26.013	 0.0	 626.013 1274.125 	 0.0	 60.572	 594.655	 21.754	 L.D96
5	 1.577 1073.450 626.013
	
0.3	 626.013 1242.652 	 0.0	 59.750	 594.655	 21.754	 1.069
6	 1.524 1037.1.67 626.013	 0.0	 626.013 1211.447 	 0.0	 58.886	 594.655	 71.754	 I.G42
7	 1.471 1000.883 626.013	 0.0	 626.013 1LRO.532	 0.0	 $7.976	 594.655	 7L.T54	 1.016
S	 I.k17	 964.600 626.013	 0.0	 626.013 1149.932 	 0.0	 57.017	 594.655	 21.754	 0.990
9	 1.364	 928.316 626.013	 0.0	 626.013 1119.671	 0.0	 56.006	 594.655	 21.754	 0.963
10	 1.311	 892.033 626.013	 0.0	 626.013 I089.777	 0.0	 54.939	 594.655	 21.754	 0.938
11	 1.257	 855.750 626.013	 0.0	 626.011 1060.287	 0.0	 §3.813	 594.655	 71.754	 0.912
sas--as--asa R 0 T 0 R E X) I U U T P U 1 D A T d asa-_ss__sas
RADIUS	 WHEEL	 AXIAL TANGENT.	 ADS.	 REL.	 ADS.	 RFL.	 TOTAL	 TOTAL	 ROTOI	 REL.
STA	 -E	 SPEED	 VEL.	 VEL.	 VEL.	 VEL.	 AIR ANG. Aia ANG. TFHP.	 PRFSS.
	
D1F.	 MACH
NO. (INI	 IFT/SEC) IFTISEC) (FT/SECT (FT/SEC) IFT/SECT	 E7EG)	 Ii1EGl	 IOFG R3	 !PSI)	 FACTOR NO.
1	 1.792 1219.472 580.939 400.118 705.397 1004.406 34.557 54.663 	 675.086	 3I.982 0.406 0.613
2	 L.747 1189.103 5$0.937 4IO.337 711.241 971.577 35.235 53.278 	 675.986	 31.982 0.414 0.787
3	 1.703 1158.732 1 60.940 4ZL.092 717.502 438.938 35.936 51.777 	 675.886	 31-902 0.422 0.761
4	 1.658 1128.363 500.940 432.426 724.212 906.542 36.662 50.146
	 6T5.066	 31-9B2 0.431 0.736
5	 1.613 1097.992 500•.940 444.366 731.417 874.466 37.414 48.369	 675.886	 11.982 0.440 0.710
6	 1.565 1067.623 580.940 457.027 139.165 842.8D3 38.197 46.426 	 675.886
	 3L.982 0.450 0.685
7	 1.524 1037.252 580.937 470.409 747.511 011.665 38.998 44.296
	 675.886	 31.982 0.460 0.660
8	 1.480 1006.883 580.937 484.597 756.520 781.198 39.834 41.957 	 675.686	 31.982 0.469 0.636
9	 1.435	 976.512 580.940 499.669 766.263 T51.579 40.699 39.380
	
675.866	 31.962 0.479 0.612
LO	 1.350	 946.L43 FB0.937 515.707 776.815 123.023 41.5% 36.536	 675.896	 11.982 0.489 0.590
11	 1.346	 9L5.772 580.937 532.810 789.273 695.808 42.526 33.393
	 675.196	 31.982 0.499 0.568
ss4.--as- ass
 5 T A 1 0 R E X I T O U T P U T D A T A ass__s«__ass
RADIUS
	 AXIAL TANGENT.	 ASS.	 ABS.	 STATOR AXIAL
STA	 -E	 VEL.	 VEL.	 VEL.	 AIR AUG.	 1055	 01 F. MACH
00. I1N)	 IFT/SECT IFT/SEC) IFT/SEC)
	 (RE G)	 COEFF FACTOR NO.
1	 L.793	 605.919	 0.0
	
605.919
	 3.0	 0.067 0.399 0.487
2	 1.752	 605.917	 0.0	 605.917	 0.D	 0.066 0.404 0.407
3	 1.712
	 605.919	 0.0	 605.91.9	 0.0	 0.065 0.410 0.487
4	 1.672	 E05.919	 0.0
	 605.919	 0.0	 0.064 0.416 0.447






605.919	 D.0	 0.062 0.429 0.487
7	 1.551	 635.917	 0.0
	 605.917	 3.0	 0.060 0.415 0.487
8	 1.510	 605.917	 0.0
	 605.917	 0.0
	 0.059 0.442 0.487
9	 1.470	 605.919	 0.0
	 605.919	 0.0	 0.058 0.450 0.487
LTI	 14	 1.430	 605.917	 0.0	 605.917	 0.0	 0.956 0.458 0.487
1-	 II	 1..350	 605.917	 0.3	 605.917	 0.0
	 0.055 0.466 0.487
t 	 r	
-
ri 1` „fix	 x r	 : i	 ^f	 M ua a	 swa	 -;-ws .-,aS cps ;a w a#^GM^+	 17i:L ^irrii%	y5	
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ssa*saga S T A G E	 0 A T A****s***
STAGE Na.	 3
ass ROTOR INPUT DATA **a
TIP HUB MAX AVGLF MAX ANGLE
AXIAL VEL. POLYTROPIC SOLIDITY ASPECT BLOCKAGE dLOCKAGF HUB T6PEP TIP TAPER
RATIO EFFICIENCY AT	 TIP RATIO FACTOR FACTOR [DEGREES) fOEGRKES)
0.9340 0.8600 0.9950 1.3680 0.9003 0.9800 40.000 0.0
MIN REL. FLOW COEFFICIENTS	 IN TANGENTIAL	 VEL3CItY EQUATION
MAX ROTOR ANGLE RCTOR HUB
DIF. FACTOR IOEGREESI 4l C D E
0.3900 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
d**	 STATOR INPUT DATA ats
AXIAL TOTAL TIP HUB MAX ANGLE MAX ANGLE
VELOCITY POLYTROPIC SOLIDITY ASPECT BLOCKAGE BLOCKAGE HUB TAPER TIP TAPER
RATIO EFFICIENCY AT HUB RATIO FACTOR FACTOR (DEGREES) tOEGREFSI
1.0370 0.8300 1.3200 1.2350 Q. 9800 0.9300 40.0000 0.0
COEFFICIENTS IN TANGENTIAL VELOCITY EQUATION
MAX. STATOR MAX HUB INLET
DIF. FACTOR MACH NLMBER 13 C D
0.6000 0.9000 0.0 0.0 D.0 O.G
ass--e*- osb S T A G E	 O U T P U T	 D A I d ass--as--sa•
HASS FLOW ILB/SEC)	 =	 1.903
OVERALL OVERALL OVERALL MASS AVE. MATS AVE. ROTOR STATOR
MASS AVE. HASS AVE. MASS AVE. PRESSURE TEMPERATURE MASS AVE. ASPECT ASPECT
PR. RATIO TEMP. RATIO EFFICIENCY RATIO RATIO EFFICIENCY RATIO RATIO
2.9392 1.4510 0.7985 1.3609 1.1141 0.8223 1.3680 L.2350
ROTOR TIP ROTOR HUB ROTOR TIP ROTOR HUB STATOR TIP STATOR HUB ROTOR PROJ. STATOR PROJ.
RAD. L-G RAD. 1-G RAD. 2-G RAD. 2-G RAD. 3-G BAD. 3-G LENGTH LENGTH
(INCHES; (INCHES) (INCHES) [INCHES) (INCHES) IINCHES) IINC14ES) IINCHFSI
1.11000 1.3759 1.0000 1.4340 L.0000 1.4622 0.3071, 0.2957
ROTOR TIP ROTOR HUB STATOR	 TIP STATOR HUB
RAMP ANGLE RAMP ANGLE RAMP ANGLE RAMP ANGLE
(DEGREES) (DEGREES) (DEGREES) IOEGREESI





ss#--a*--bas R O T O R I N L E T 0 U T P U T 0 A T 5 s•a-_ka-_ys*
RAO[US	 KNEEL	 AXIAL TANGENT.	 ASS.	 REL.	 ABS.	 RFL.	 TOTAL	 TOTAL	 REL.	 ABS.
STA	 -E	 SPEED	 VEL.	 VEL.	 VEL,.	 VEL.	 AIR ANG. AIR ANG. TFNP.	 PRFS5.	 44LCH	 MACH LOSS
N0. (IN)
	
IFT/SEC) IFTISEC) IFT/SEC) IFT/SEC) (FT/SECT	 IOFGI	 tOFf)	 (DFG RI	 (PSI)	 N0.	 NO.	 COEFF
1	 1.793 1219.938 605.919	 0.0	 605.919 1362.123	 0.0	 63.581	 675.986	 31.555	 1.094 0.487 0.096
2	 1,752 1192.507 605.917	 0.0	 605.917 1337.610	 U.0	 63.065	 675.806	 31.555	 1.074 0.487 04100
3	 1.712 1165.077 6C5.919 	 0.0	 605.919 1313.217	 0.0	 62.522	 675.886	 31.555	 1.055 0.487 0.103
4	 1.672 1137.646 605.9I9	 0.0	 605.919 1288.543 	 0.0	 61.960	 675.886	 31.555	 L.035 0.467 0,106
5	 1.631 1110.216 605.919	 0.0	 605.919 1264.797 	 0.0	 61.316	 675.886	 31.555	 1.016 0.487 0.109
6	 1.591 1002.785 60.919	 0.0	 605.919 1240.790	 0.0	 60.769	 675.886	 31.555	 0.996 0.467 O.1LZ
7	 1.551 1055.355 605.917	 0.0	 605.917 1216.924	 0.C% 	60.138	 675.886	 31.555	 0.977 0.487 O.L)5
B	 1.510 1027.924 605.917	 0.0	 605.917 1193.213	 0.0	 59.482	 675.686	 3L.555	 0.950 0.487 0.[18
9	 1.4I0 1000.494 605.919	 0.J	 605.919 1169.667	 0.0	 58.800	 675.986	 31.555	 0.939 0.487 0.122
10	 1.430	 973.063 605.917	 0.0	 605.917 1146.291	 0.0	 58.090	 675.886	 3I.555	 0.921 0.487 0.125
11	 1.390	 945.633 605.917	 0.0	 6D5.917 1123.100	 0.0	 57.350	 675.886	 31.555	 0.902 0.487 O.L29
#ss--as_,tea R 0 T t) R E X I T O U T P U T R A T A bas- ee--res
RADILS	 WHEEL
	
AXIAL TANGENT.	 ABS.	 REL.	 A8S.	 REL.	 TOTAL	 TOTAL	 R(lTOct	 REL.	 ABS.
STA	 -E	 SPEED	 VEL.	 VEL.	 VEL.	 VEL.	 AIR ANG. AIR ANG. TEMP.	 PRESS.	 DIF.	 MACH	 MAC14 LOSS
NO. tIN)	 IFT/56C) (FT/SEC) AFT/SEC; IFT/SEC) IFT/SEC) (DEG) 	 IOEG)	 IOEG RI	 (PSI)	 FACTOR NO.	 NO.	 FUNC
1	 1,793 1220.524 565.92E 379.662 681.482 I313.5713 33.856 56.058 	 753.031	 43.688 0.395 0.774 O.970 J.027
Z	 1.758 1196.677 565.927 387.228 685.725 987.664 34.301 55.041 	 753.031	 43.688 0.407 0.754 0.524 0.028
3	 1.723 1172.830 565.931 395.101 690.205 961.842 34.921 53.958	 753.031	 43.688 0.409 0.735 0.527 0.029
4	 1.688 1146.983 565.928 403.302 694.929 936.117 35.475 g 2.RO4	 753.031	 43.686 0.416 0.715 0.531 0.030
5	 1.653 1128.135 565.928 411.850 699.925 910.523 3b.045 51.571 	 753.031	 43.688 0.424 0.696 0.535 0.031
6	 1.618 1101.288 565.931 420.768 705.212 81i5.C9I 36.631 50.253 	 753.031	 43.68B 0.432 0.677 0.539 0.032
7	 1.583 1077.441 565.927 430.081 710.804 859.853 37.233 48.840
	 753.031	 43.688 0.440 D.658 0.544 0.033
8	 1.548 1053.594 565.927 439.815 716.136 434.863 37.853 47.323
	
753.031	 43.688 0.449 0.639 0.549 0.014
9	 1.513 1029.747 565.931 450.001 723.034 810.174 38.490 45.691
	
153.031
	 43.688 0.457 0.620 0.554 0.035
10	 1.478 1005.899 565,927 +160.669 729.719 785.843 39.!46 43.933 	 753.031
	
43.68B 0.466 0.602 0.559 0.037
11	 1.453	 982.052 565.927 471.855 736.832 761.954 39.820 42.035	 753.031	 43.688 0.475 0.584 0.565 O.D19
oar-_^t ber S T A T O R E X I T O U T P U T D A T 8 oa#--er--ssr




	 VEL.	 VEL.	 VEL.	 AIR ANG.	 LOSS	 D ( F, AACH	 MACH LOSS
N0. IINI






0.067 0.399 0.445 0.445 0.031
2	 1.761	 586.866
	 0.0	 586.666	 0.0









	 0.065 0.411 0.445 0.445 0.029
5	 1.664	 586.668	 11.0	 586.868




	 0.0	 O.G63 0.423 0.445 0.445 0.027
7	 1.599	 586.866
	 0.0	 586.866
	 0.0	 0.062 0.425 0.445 0.445 0.026
8	 1.567	 586.866	 0.0	 586.866	 O.0	 0.061 0.430 0.445 0.445 0.025
cn	 9	 1.535	 586.871	 0.0	 586.871
	 0.0	 0.060 0.435 0.445 0.445 0.024




	 0.059 0.440 0.445 0.445 O.OZ3
11	 1.470	 566.866	 0.0
	 5 Ob. (166









assasasa S T A G E
	
D A T A asasoxrs
STASE NO. 4
ass ROTOR INPUT DATA ++s
TIP HUB WAX ANGLE MAX ANGLE
AXIAL VEL. POLVTRCPIC SOLIDITY ASPECT BLOCKAGE BLOCKAGE HUB TAPER TIP TAPER
RATIO EFFICIENCY AI	 TIP RATIO C7ACT(TR FACTOR IOEGREFSI (DEGREES)
0.9400 0.8600 0.9520 1.1170 0.9Fa0 0.9800 40.000 0.0
MIN REL. FLOW COEFFICIFITS IN TANGENTIAL	 VELOCITY EQUATION
MAX ROTOR ANGLE ROTOR HUB
01F. FACTOR (DEGREES) 9 C D E
0.3700 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
aao STATOR INPUT	 DATA ••
AXIAL TOTAL TIP HUB MAX ANGLE MAX ANGLE
VELUCITY POLYTROPIC SOLIDITY ASPECT BLOCKAGE BLOCKAGE HUB TAPER TIP TAPER
RATIO EFFICIENCY AT HUB RATIO FACTOR FACTOR IDEGREESI (DEGREES)
1.0280 0.83co 1.2200 L.0170 0.9800 0.9800 40.0000 0.0
CJEFFICIENTS IN TANGENTIAL VELOCITY EQUATION
MAX. STATOR MAX HUB INLET
DIF. FACTOR MACH NUMBER R C D E
0.6000 0.9000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
saa -aa__aae S T A G E
	 O U T	 P U T	 0 A T	 A s+a--ee--aaa
MASS	 FLOW (LB/SEC)	 =	 [.903
OVERALL OVERALL OVERALL MASS AVE. KASS AVE. ROTOR STATOR
MASS AVE. MASS AVE. MASS AVE. PRESSURE TEMPERATURF MASS AVE. ASPECT ASPECT
PR. RATIO TEMP. RATIO EFFICIENCY RATIO RATIO EFFICIENCY RAT]] RATIO
3.8225 1.5892 0.7923 1.3005 1.0947 0.8236 1.1170 1.0170
ROTOR TIP ROTOR HUB ROTOR TIP ROTOR HUB STATOR TIP STATOR HUB ROTOR
	
PROJ. STATOR PR]J.
RAO. 1-G RAD. I-G RAO. 2-G RAO. 2^G RAO.	 3-G RAD. 3-G LENGTH LENGTH
IINCHESI (INCHES) IINCHESI IINCHESI (INCHES) IINCHESJ IINCHES) tINCHI?5)
1.8000 1.022 1.8000 1.4976 1.800D 1.5146 0.3OZ4 0.2974
ROTOR
	
TIP ROTOR HUB STATOR TIP STATOR HUB
RAMP ANGLE RAMP ANGLE RAMP ANGLE RAMP ANGLE
40EGREES) (4EGREES) (DEGREES) [DEGREES)
0.0 6.6673 3.0 3.2756
a"
ika_-*k--sk* R 0 T 0 R I N L E T 0 1.J T P U T D A T A •s1.-_ii_-*^i
RADIUS	 WHEEL	 AXIAL TANGENT.	 ASS.	 REL.	 ASS.	 REL.	 TOTAL	 TOTAL
	
REL.	 ABS.
STA	 -E	 SPEED	 VEL.	 VEL.	 VEL.	 VEL.	 AIR ANG. Alit ANG. TEMP. 	 PRESS.
	 MACH	 N!CN
 LOSS
NO. (1N)	 ( FT/SECT IFT/SEC) ( FTISEC) ( FT/SEC) IFT/SEC) [DEG)	 [DEG)	 ( DEG RI	 IPSII	 NO.	 NO.	 COEFF
1	 1.794 1220.826 ;86.867	 0.0	 586.067 1354.556	 O.D	 64.326	 753.03L	 43.195	 L. 027 0.445 0.089
2	 1.761 1198.766 586.866 	 0.0	 586.866 1334.708 	 0.0	 63.915	 753.031	 43.195	 1.012 0.445 0.091
3	 1.729 1L76.706 586.871
	
0.0	 586.871 L314.933	 0.0	 63.493	 753.031	 43.195	 0.997 0.445 0.093
4	 1.657 1154.646 586.868 	 0.0	 586.866 1295.228	 Q.D	 63.057	 753.031	 43.195	 0.982 0.445 0.095
5	 1.664 1132.587 586.868 	 0.0	 586.868 1275.603	 0.0	 62.608	 753.03L	 43.195	 0.967 0.445 0.097
6	 1.632 1110.527 586.871	 O.0	 586.871 1256.058	 0.0	 62.145	 753.031	 43.195	 D.g52 0.445 0.099
7 .1,599 1080.467 586.866	 0.0	 586.866 I236.594	 0.0	 61.668	 753.031	 43.195	 0.937 D.445 0.101
8	 1.567 1066.407 586.866	 0.0	 586.866 1217.223	 0.0	 61.IT5	 753.031	 43.195	 0.923 0.445 0.104
9	 1.535 1044.347 586.871	 0.0	 586.871 L197.94T	 0.0	 60.666	 753.031	 43.195	 0.908 0.445 0.106
10	 1.502 1022.287 586.866	 0.0	 586.866 1178.161	 0.0	 60.141	 753.03L	 43.195	 0.893 0.445 0.100
ll	 1.47C 1000.228 586.866	 0.0	 586.066 1159.683	 0.0	 59.596	 753.031	 43.195	 0.879 0.445 O.tl2
R D 1 0 R E X I T O U T P U T D A T A
RADILS	 WHEEL	 AXIAL TANGENT.	 ABS.	 REL.	 ASS.	 REL.	 TOTAL	 TOTAL	 ROTOR	 REL.	 ABS.
STA	 -E	 SPEED	 VEL.	 VEL.	 VEL.	 VEL.	 AIR ANG. AIR ANG. TEMP.	 PRESS.	 01F.	 MACH
	
MACH LOSS
N0. IINI	 (FTISECI IFT/SEC) (FT/SEC) (FT/SECT IFT/SECI ( DEG)	 IDEGI	 [ DEG R)	 ( PSI)	 FACTOR NO.	 NO.	 F UNC
1	 1.794 1221.223 551.655 350.630 653.655 1030.657 32.440 57.639 	 824.317	 56.711 0.374 0.749 0.475 0.025
2	 1.765 1201.470 551.653 356.394 656.763 1004.194 32.864 56 .864	 024.317	 56.711 0.380 0.733 0.477 0.026
3	 1.736 1181.717 °.51.658 362.352 660.020 987.768 33.299 56.049 	 824.317	 56.711. 0.306 0.718 0.480 0.026
4	 1.7C7 L16L.963 551.656 368.511 663.419 966.380 33.743 55.191
	
824.3I7	 56.711 0.392 0_702 0.482 0.927
5	 1.678 1142.210 551.656 374.885 666.480 945.046 34.199 54.286	 824.317	 56.711 0.399 0.607 0.485 0.028
6	 1.649 1122.457 551.661 381.482 670.715 923.782 34.664 53.332	 824.318	 56.711 0.405 0.672 0.488 0.4)28
7	 1.620 11132.704 551.653 380.315 674.616 902.591 35.147 52.325
	
824.317	 56.711 0.412 0.657 0.491 0.029
8	 1.591 1082.951 551.656 395.348 678.722 881.5D5 35.631 51.258	 824.317	 56.111 0.419 0.641 0.494 0.030
9	 1.562 1063.198 551.661 402.745 683.032 860.539 36.132 50.IZ9 	 824.318	 56.711 0.426 0.626 0.497 0.031
LO	 1.533 1043.444 551.656 510.369 687.551 839.707 36.645 48.931
	 824.317	 56.Tll 0.434 0.611 0.501 0.032
11	 L.5G4 1023.691 551.656 418.287 692.307 819.046 37.171 47.660
	 824.317	 56.711 0.441 0.597 0.504 0.033
k#$ski--k#i S T A T 0 R E X I T 0 U T P U T 0 A T A
RAOII.S	 AXIAL TANGENT.	 ABS.	 ABS.	 STATOR AXIAL
	
ASS.
STA	 -E	 VEL.	 VEL.	 vu-t.	 AIR ANG.	 LOSS	 DIF. MACH
	
MACH LOSS
NO. III41	 IFT/SEt) IFT/SEC) IFTISECI
	 ( DEG)	 COEFF FACTOR NO.	 NO.	 FUNC
L	 1.795	 567.101
	 0.0
	 567.101	 0.0	 0.066 0.393 0.410 0.410 0.032
2	 1.767	 567.899	 0.0	 567.099	 0.0
	 0.065 0.396 0.410 0.410 0.031
3	 L.74C	 567.104	 D.O
	






















	 0.0	 13.062 0.417 0.410 0.410 0.027
•9 	 1.5 T6	 567.1107	 0.0
	
567.1OT






	 0.0	 0.060 0.424 0.41D 0.410 0.025










mx*xsst* S T A G E	 D A T A mm*stxx#
STAGE NO.	 5
•** ROTOR INPUT DATA *a*
TIR HUB MAX ANGLE MAX ANGLE
AXIAL VEL. POLYTROPIC SOLIDITY ASPECT BLOCKAGE BLOCKAGE 4UB TAPE4 TIP TAPER
RATIO EFFICIENCY AT TIP RATIO FACTOR FACTOR IDEGRFESI iUEGREESI
0.9560 0.8600 0.9070 0.9340 0.980D 0.9800 40.000 0.0
MIN REL. FLOW COEFFICIENTS IN TANGENTIAL VELOCITY EQUATION
MAX ROTOR ANGLE ROTOR HUB
D'IF. FACTCR tDEGREESI 8 C D E
0.3500 0.0 0.0 0.0 D.0 0.0
*00 STATOR INPUT DATA aau
AXIAL TOTAL TIP HUB MAX ANGLE MAX ANGLE
VELOCITY POLYTROPIC SOLIDITY ASPECT BLOCKAGE BLOCKAGE HUR TAPER IIP TAPER
.RATID EFFICIENCY AT HUE RATIO FACTOR FACTOR IDEGREESI IDEGREES)
1.0200 0.8300 1.1500 0.9000 0.9800 0.9800 40.0000 0.0
COEFFICIENTS IN TANGENTIAL VELOCITY EQUATION
MAX. STATOR MAX HUB INLET
DIP. FACTOR MACH NUMBER 8 C 0 t
0.6000 0.9000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
*sm--r*--44040 S T A G E
	 O U T P U T	 0 A T A sss-_sa--m4s
MASS FLOW (LB/SEC)
	 =	 1.903
OVERALL OVERALL OVERALL MASS AVE. MASS AVE. ROTOR STATOR
HASS A'VE. MASS AVE. MASS AVE. P@ESSURE TEMPERATURE MASS AVE. ASPECT ASPECT
PR. RATIO TEMP. RATIO EFFICIENCY RATIO RAT 10 EFFICIENCY RATIO RATIO
4.7812 1.7165 O.TB68 1.2508 L.0801 0.8245 0.9340 0.9000
ROTOR TIP ROTOR HUG ROTOR TIP ROTOR HUB STATOR TIP STATOR HUB ROTOR PROD. STATOR PROD.
RAO. i-G RAO.	 I-G RAO. 2-G RAO. 2-G RAO. 3-G RAO. 3-G LENGTH LEXGTH
IINCHES) 1-Tlic"ES) tTNCHESI tINCHESI ( INCHES) (INCHES) IINCHESI IINCHES)
1.8000 L.5146 I.B000 1.54240 4.8000 1.5526 0.3056 0.2867
ROTOR TIP ROTOR HUB STATOR TIP STATOR HUH
RAMP ANGLE RAMP ANGLE RAMP ANGLE RARP ANGLE
(DEGREES) {DEGREES) tOEGREES) (DEGREES3
0.0 5.1298 R.^ 2.1185
k
ar*_*-_*rr R 0 T 0 R I N L E T 0 U T P U T A A T A *** -rr--tar
AADELS	 WHEELAXIAL TANGENT.	 ASS.	 REL.	 ASS.	 RFL.	 TOTAL	 TOTAL	 REL.	 ASS.
STA	 -E	 SPEED	 VEL.	 VEL.	 VEL.	 VEL.	 AIR ANG. AIR ANG. TEMP.	 PRESS.	 MACH	 ki ACF: LOSS
NO. fINI	 EFT/SECT fFT/SECI IFT/SECT IFT/SEC) IFT/SEC) 10EGI 	 T DEG I	 (DEG R)	 [PSII	 NO.	 NO.	 COEFF
1	 1.795 L221.417 567.101	 0.0	 567.101 1346.648	 0.0	 65.095	 $24.317	 56.175	 0.973 0.410 0.081
2	 1.767 1202.774 567.099	 0.0	 567.099 1329.759	 0.0	 64.756	 824.317	 56.175	 0.961 0.410 0.083
3	 1.740 1184.132 567.104	 0.0	 561.104 1312.924	 0.0	 64.47J9	 624.317	 56.175	 0.948 0.410 0.065
4	 1.713 1165.489 567,101	 0.0	 561.101 1296.133	 0.0	 64.053	 824.317	 56.175	 0.936 0.4LO 0.086
5	 1.685 1146.846 567.101	 0.0	 567.101 L279.396 	 0.0	 63.688	 824.3I7	 56.173	 0.924 0.410 0.088
6	 1.658 1128.204 567.L07	 0.0	 567.107 1262.115	 0.0	 63.313	 824.318	 56.175	 0.9Ia 0.410 0.090
7	 .1.630 1109.561 567.099	 0.0	 567.099 1246.082	 0.0	 62.92 11	 874.31'	 56.!75	 0.900 0.410 0.091
8	 1.603 L090.918 567.!01	 0.0	 567.I01 122 14.512	 0.0	 62.533	 924.317	 56.175	 0.888 0.410 0.093
9	 I.576 1072.276 567.107 	 O.D	 561.707 1713.005	 D.0	 62.126	 874.318	 56.175	 0.876 0.410 0.0`15
1D	 1.548 1053.633 567.101	 0.0	 567.101 1196.554	 0.0	 61.709	 824.311	 56.1 T5	 0.864 0.410 0.091
II	 1.521 1034.990 567.10[ 	 0.0	 567.101 1150.112 	 0.0	 61.260	 824.317	 56.175	 0.653 0.410 0.099
r#r--rs--r*s R 0 T 0 R E X I T 0 U T P U T 0 A I d err-- MR--iar
RADIUS
	
WHEEL	 AXIAL TANGENT. 	 ABS.	 RE.L.	 ABS.	 REL.	 ?0TAL	 TOTAL	 ROTOR	 REL.	 ABS.
STA	 -1=	 SPEED	 VEL.	 VEL.	 VEL.	 VEL.	 AIR AN- Afa ANG. r [HP.	 PRESS.	 OIF.	 MACH	 MACH LOSS
N0. IIN)	 (FT/StC) (FT/SEC) (FT/SEC) (FT/SECT IFT/SEC) I DEG ) 	 IDFG1	 [DEG R)	 (PSI$	 FACTOR NO.	 NO.	 FUNC
1	 I.T95 L221.735 542.148 324.566 631.876 1048.253 -30.908 58.856 	 890.332	 70.835 0.354 0.730 0.440 0.023
2	 1.77^ 120,5.803 542.146 329.105 634.218 1030.003 31.160 58.241	 890.332	 70.835 0.359 0.7LS 0.442 0.024
3	 1.74! 1188.031 542.151 333.774 636.657 1011.117 31.618 57.599 	 890.332	 70.635 0.363 0.705 0.444 0.024
4	 1.721 1171.179	 42.148 33 B. 576 639.186 993.554 31_985 56.930 	 890.332	 70.835 0.368 0.693 0.446 0.025
5	 1.696 1154.327 542.148 343.514 641.818 975.363 32.359 56.231
	
890.332
	 13.635 0.374 0.680 0.448 0.025
6	 1.671 1137.475 542.154 348.609 644.561 957.204 32.741 55.501 	 890.333	 70.835 0.379 0.668 0.449 0.026
7	 1.647 1120.623 542.146 353.051 647.405 939.075 33.132 54.738	 890.332	 70.835 0.384 0.655 0.452 D.026
8	 1.622 1103.771 542.148 359.253 650.375 920.994 33.530 93.938 	 890.332	 70.835 0.390 0.643 0.454 0.027
9	 1.597 1086.919 542.154 364.823 65:!.473 9153.966 33.837 53.700	 890.333	 70.835 0.396 0.630 0.456 0.028
10	 1.572 1070.067 5i2.148 37C.569 656.693 884.S98 34.351 52.221
	
890.332	 70.835 0.402 0.618 0.458 0.02B
11	 3.558 1053.215 542.148 376.498 660.057 867.104 34.178 51.300
	 B90.33Z
	
70.835 0.408 D.605 0.461 0.079
•sr--rr--rra S T A T 0 R E X I T N U T P U T U A T A ass _ rs - -rrr
RADIUS	 AXIAL TANGENT. 	 ARS.	 ASS.	 STATOR AXIAL
	 ABS.
STA	 -E	 VEL.	 VEL.	 VEL.	 AIR AUG.	 LOSS	 DIF. MACH	 MACH LOSS
NO. IINI
	 (F7/SEC) fFT/SECS IFT/SECT	 (DEGI	 COEFF FACTOR NO. 	 N0.	 FU"C
1	 1.795	 552.991	 0.0	 552.991	 0.0	 0.D65 0.383 0.384 0.384 0.033
2	 1-772	 552.988	 0.0	 552.988	 0.0	 0.064 0.385 0.384 0.384 U.0323	 1.748	 552.994	 0.0	 552.994	 0.0	 D.064 0.388 0.384 0.384 0.0314	 1.724	 °52.891	 0.0	 552.991
	 0.0	 0.043 0.390 0.384 0.384 0.0315	 1.700	 552.991
	 0.0
	 552.991	 0.0
	 0.063 0.393 0.384 0.364 0.3306	 1.677	 552.996
	 D.0
	
552.996	 0.0	 0.062 0.396 0.384 0.384 10.029
7	 1.653	 -5.2.988	 0.0	 552.988	 D.0	 0.062 0.398 O.3B4 0.384 0.027
3	 1.629	 1552.991	 0.0
	 $52.991	 0.0	 0.061 1.401 0.384 0.384 0.0289	 1.6105	 552.996
	
0.0




	 0.064 0.407 0.384 0.384 0.02T
U1	 •11	 1.558	 552.991	 0.0	 552.99i	 0.0	 D.059 0.410 0.384 0.384 x.07.6
V
rpr GVER&Lt. PRESSURE RATIO LIMY HAS AEEN REACIiFO -- G=1 TO NE-1 DATA rr*
1
APPENDIX B
COMPRESSOR INLET GEOMETRY AND VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS
Appendix B contains information defining the compressor
(engine) inlet shape for the miniature gas turbine engine.
This material was furnished by NASA Lewis Research Center
staff.
Calculations were made for standard conditions and no
inlet area blockage. Total flow rate was 0.864 kg/sec.
(1.905 lbm/sec.) The ratio of bellmouth axial depth to dia-
meter at the rotor inlet was set at 0.2, and the bellmouth
was designed to give a relatively constant velocity on the
shroud (tip) wall in the vicinity of the rotor inlet for the
static case (no crossflow). it should be noted that the NASA
calculations do not account for effects due to the rotor on
the upstream flow.
Coordinates are given in table 2. These coordinates were
interpolated from NASA results as replotted for the overall
inlet-compressor flow path design. Rotor inlet calculation
plane velocity distributions are listed in table B--1. Figure
B-1 shows computed shroud and hub surface velocities for
potential flow in the inlet as a function of surface distance
from the rotor inlet plane.
58
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TABLE B--1. PREDICTED ROTOR INLET PLANE VELOCITY PROFILE FROM
















2.700 (1.063) 193.7 (635.4) 177.0 (580.6) +23.97
2.845 (1.120) 192.2 (630.7) 180.7 (592.7) +20.00
3.002 (1.182) 190.5 (625.0) 182.8 (599.6) +16.39
3.160 (1.244) 190.6 (625.3) 185.5 (608.5) +13.31
3.317 (1.306) 191.8 (629.2) 188.5 (618.5) +10.61
3.475 (1.368) 193.7 (635.6) 191.7 (629.1) + 8.25
3.632 (1.430) 196.2 (643.8) 195.1 (640.1) + 6.17
3.790 (1.492) 199.2 (653.4) 198.6 (651.5) + 4.37
3.947 (1.554) 202.4 (664.0) 202.1 (663.1) + 2.83
4.105 (1.616) 205.8 (675.1) 205.7 (674.9) + 1.56
4.262 (1.678) 209.3 (686.6) 209.3 (636.6) + 0.58
4.420 (1.740) 212.7 (637.8) 212.7 (697.8) --	 0.08
































Figure a-1. - Estimated inlet bellmouth surface velocity
`variation from NASA potential flow solution.
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APPENDIX C
MERIDIONAL PLANE COMPUTER PROGRAM OUTPUT
Appendix C presents complete meridional plane velocity and
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NASA MINIATURE GTE COMPRESSOR TOA-013
***^w----** ADVANCED MULTISTAGE AXIAL-FLOW COMPRESSOR e$o---saes
**---** ANALYSIS AT DESIGN CONDITIONS **--**
----I NPUT D A T A----
THE MACHINE IS TO HAVE NO MORE THAN
	
5 STAGES A TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO OF 4.750 IS DESIRED
CALCULATIONS ARE TO BE PERFORMED AT 	 7 STREAMLINES THE INLET TOTAL PRESSURE IS 14 . 7C LBS/SO
	 IN.
THE INLET MASS FLOW RATE IS
	
1.90 LB /SEC THE INLET TOTAL TEMPERATURE IS 518 . 69 OEG. R
MOLECULAR HEIGHT OF THE FLUID IS
	
28.97 THE TIP SPEED IS 1225.0 FT./SEC.
AXIAL VELOCITY TOLERANCE IS 0.0100 THE LOADING LIMIT TOLERANCE IS 0.0100
THE EFFICIENCY TOLERANCE IS 0.0100 THE CONTINUITY TOLERANCE IS O.00D5
THE FRACTION OF THE TOTAL MASS FLOW BETWEEN THE HUD AND THE J-TH STREAMLINE IS.
r.0	 0.10D	 C.300	 C.500	 0.70C	 0.90:	 1.000
THE INLET GUIDE VANE LOSS COEFFICIENTS FOR THE 7 STREAMLINES ARE (FROM HUB TO TIP$
0.0	 0.0	 O.i	 0.0	 0.0
	 0.0	 0.0
THE INLET GUIDE VANE EXIT TANGENTIAL VELOCITY IS SPECIFIEC BY
A =	 0.0	 B =	 0.0	 C =	 0.0
	 D =	 C.0	 F -	 0.0
THE SPECIFIC HEAT POLYNOMIAL IS IN THE FOLLOWING FORM
CP - n.23747E 00 + 0.21962E-04*T + -O.B779IE-07*Tp 9, 2 + 0.1?991E-09*T**3 + -0.78'}56E-13*T**4 + 0.15C43E-16*T**5
THE RATIO OF THE AREAS OF THE LAST 3 STATIONS TO THE AREA OF THE LAST STATOR EXIT ARE 1.0819. 1.1629. 1.3429 .
1
;-r	 ^	 -,e ti	 .ya:-v- ^.•i, r^^
	
y. mac:	 ^•••.^-	 -'^.aazt.
-	 ^	 f)6 .v k.	 .	 _^..	 -	 ^-^^.'	 .._
	 _	
__.-.:.-.^.-•+.;'^,'•-'-i.•""tiv.."'_'3T'^n^.^'^"^ .^_... ".' Y'.^. ... ...^.... ._..t_^....^r.^l ^:.^en.^ ^+d J1 ^. .. /..	 • .,
----FLOW PATH DESCRIPTION-----
STATION AXIAL HUB HUB BLCCKAGE TIP TIP BLOCKAGE
N0. COORDINATE RADIUS FACTOR RADIUS FACTOR
t1".1 (1N.1 (IN.)
1 C.0 0.300 ).000 2.340 i.OGO
2 0.250 0.397 1.COL) 2.210 1.000
3 0.400 0.599 1.CDO 1.920 1.000
4 C.7CC 0.896 1.CC:1) 1.820 1.000
5 1.000 1.055 0.4943 1.800 0.998
6 1.368 1.166 0.990 1.800 0.990
7 1.703 1.256 6.981) 1.800 0.980
B 2.03I 1.335 0.580 1.800 0.980
9 2.341 1.400 0.58') 1.800 0.980
10 2.648 1.440 0.980 1.800 0.980
11 2.944 1.470 C.981; 1.800 0.980
12 3.246 1.496 C. 980 1.800 0.980
13 3.543 1.517 0.981) 1.800 0.980
14 3.849 1.538 0.980 1.80G 0.980
15 4.136 1.556 0.984 1.800 0.980
la 4.262 0.0 0.919.) 0.0 0.980
17 4.387 0.0 0.481) G.0 0.98018 4.636 0.0 0.98•) 0.0 0.980
CYtW
h





--_	 '-	 z_.._f_`-5-.`.u...^.._.....^_.....-.a^..w _...-.-^u..;'=^Yr.`^».]:"_[r+•'pn.a^R.r.a+..-...^ ._.
m
.... LOSS DATA SET NUMBER 1 ....
D-FACTOR AT 10 PERCENT AT 50 PERCENT AT 9C PERCENT
000 0.0121 0.0040 O.GI21
0.100 0.0145 0.0055 C.014tr
0.150 0.0155 0.0061 D.C155
0.200 O.C165 0.0070 0.0165
0.250 O.Ci80 0.0080 0.0180
0.300 0.0196 0.0090 0.0196
0.350 0.0220 0.0100 0.0220
0.400 0.0249 0.0113 O.C249
0.450 0.0279 0.01+40 0.0279
0.500 0.0310 0.0164 0.0310
0.550 0.0360 0.0205 0.0360
0.600 0.0425 0.0257 0.0425
0.650 0.0507 0.0323 0.03G7
0.700 O.C600 0.0400 D.C600
0.750 0.0705 0.0460 0.0705
0.804 0.0823 0.0572 0.0623
0.850 0.0951 0.0671 0.0951
0.900 0.109D 0.0779 0.109G
04950 0.1235 0.0890 0.1235
1.000 0.1390 001005 0.1390
{OF BLADE HEIGHT FROH
THE GEOMETRIC HUB. I
h6
.... LOSS DATA SET NUHBF.P. 2	 ....
D-FACTOR AT 10 PERCENT AT 50 PERCENT AT 90 PERCENT	 (OF BLADE HEIGHT FRO14
THE GEOMETRIC HUB.
	 F
0.0 0.0060 O.OG60 0.0080
00100 0.0065 0.10065 0.0085
0.150 0.0072 0.0069 0.0088
0.200 0.0075 O.OG71 O.0092
06250 C.0081 0.0075 0.010C
0.300 0.0090 0.OD82 0.0112
0.350 C.O099 0.0090 0.0125
0.400 0.0110 0.0098 0.0140
0.450 O.C123 0.0110 0.0160
00500 0.0140 6.0122 0.0184
C n 550 0.0158 0.0139 0.0218
00600 0.0185 0.0157 0.0261
00650 0.0220 0.0180 0.0328
0.700 O.C27c 0.0210 0.0450
0.750 0.0325 0.0240 C.060C
O.BDD 0.0390 0.0280 0.0750
0.850 0.0450 0.0315 0.092C
0.900 0.0520 0.0355 O.LiCO
0.950 0.0590 0.0400 6.1280
1.'000 00066C 0.0445 0.1480
ERROR NUMBER 9
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----STATION NUMBER	 I ----
S.L. STREAMLINE ABS4 MACH ABS. VEL. AXIAL VEL. RADIAL VEL. STREAMLINE
NO. RADIUS	 ( IN.I NUMBER (FT/SEC) ( FT/SECT ( FT/SEC) SLOPE	 (DEGSI
7 2.3000 0.201 224.04 224.04 0..0 G.0
6 2.1840 0.2C1 224.C4 224.04 0.0 0.0
5 1.9313 0.201 224.04 224.C4 J.0 C.0
4 1.6401 0.201 224.04 224.04 0.0 D.0
3 1.2845 6.201 224.04 224.04 0.0 0.0
2 0.7810 C.201 224.64 224.04 O.D D.0
I 0.3009 0.2P1 224.04 224.C4 0.0 C.0
S.L. STREAMLINE T11TAL PRES. TOTAL TEMP. FRAC PASS, HT
NO. RADIUS
	
( IN.) (LB/SQ	 IN . 1 (DEGREESI FROM TIP
7 2.3006 14.70 518.69 D.000
6 2.1840 14.70 518.69 0.058
5 1.9313 14.70 518.69 0.184
4 1.6401 14.70 518.69 0.930
3 1.2845 14.70 518.69 0.508
2 0.7810 14.70 518.69 0.759
1 0.3000 14.70 518.69 1.000
—STATION NUMBER	 2 ----
S.L. STREAMLINE ABS. XACH ABS. VEL. AXIAL YEL. RADIAL YEL. STREAMLINE
NO. RADIUS (IN.) NUMBER 1FT/SECT ( FT/SECT 19T / SECT SLOPE
	
IDEGSI
7 2.2100 0.122 135.70 95.44 -93.5213 -43.53
6 2.4087 0.213 236.97 178.64 -155.4576 -41.00
5 1.7253 0.296 327.52 275.26 -177.4916 -32.8,k
A 1.4709 0.324 358.50 336.20 -124.4709 -20.32
3 1.2179 G.314 347.73 347.27 -L7.7465 -2.93
2 0.8454 0.246 272.98 256.28 94.0086 20.14
I 0.3900 0.116 128.88 104.35 75.649E 35.94
S.L. STREAMLINE TOTAL PRES. TOTAL TEMP. FRAC PASS. HT
NO. RADIUS { IN.I 1LB/SQ IN . I dOEGREES) FROM TIP
7 2.2100 14.7C 518.69 0.000
6 2.0087 14.70 518.69 0.111
5 1.7253 14.70 518.69 0.266
4 1.4789 14.70 518.69 0.402
3 1.2179 14.70 518.69 0.545
2 a.8i.54 14.70 518.69 0.750







































----STATION NUMBER	 3 ---
S.L. STREAMLINE ABS. MACH ABS. VEL. AXIAL VEL. RADIAL VEL. STREAMLINE
NO. RADIUS (IN.) NUMBER (FT/SEC) IFT/SEC) IFT/SEC) SLOPE	 IDEGSI
7 1.9200 06453 495.55 374.48 -324.5483 -4C.91
6 1.8363 0.450 492.24 429.58 -240.3476 -29.22
5 1.6734 0.419 459.89 447.5C -106.0178 -13.28
4 1.4920 0.373 410.98 410.67 -15.8173 -2.13
3 1.2641 0.327 361.70 358.36 48.9105 7.85
2 0.9277 0.277 307.15 279.16 128.1115 24.69
1 0.5900 0.208 231.26 153.69 172.8102 48.35
S.L. STREAMLINE TOTAL PRES. TOTAL TEMP. FRAC SASS. HT
NO. RADIUS (IN.) (LB/SO IN.) IOEGREES) FROM TIP
7 1.9200 14.70 518.69 0.000
6 1.8363 14.70 518.69 0.063
5 1.6734 14.70 518.69 0.185
4 1.4920 I4.7C 518.69 0.322
3 1.2641 14 n 70 518.69 0 493
2 0.9277 14.70 516.69 0.746
1 0.5800 14.70 518.69 1.000
—STATION NUMBER	 4 ----
S.L. STREAMLINE ABS. MACH ABS. VEL. AXIAL VEL. RADIAL VEL. STREAMLINE
NO. RADIUS	 (IN.) NUMBER IFT/SECT (FT/SEE) IFT/SEC) SLOPE	 IDEGS)
7 1.8200 0.564 610.63 598.54 -120.8849 -11.42
6 1.7570 0.537 583.48 576.31 -91.2462 -9.00
5 1.6191 0.499 543.67 541.44 -49.t335 -5.18
4 1.4622 0.475 516.72 518.68 -6.6134 -D.72
3 1.2800 0.457 499.66 496.36 57.3393 6.60
2 1.0523 41.438 479.63 447.71 17;.0618 21.03
1 0.0960 0.424 465.43 367.29 285.8784 37.90
S.L. STREAMLINE TOTAL PRES. TOTAL TEMP. FRAC PASS. HT
NO. RADIUS (IN.1 (LB/SO IN.] IDEGRSES) FROM TIP
7 1.8200 14.TC 518.69 0.0
6 1.7570 IA*70 518.69 0.068
5 1.6191 14.70 516.69 0.217
4 1.4622 14.70 518.64 0.367
3 I.aeOA 14.70 518.69 0.584
1.0523 14.7-0 518.69 0.8=.1
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-STATION NUMBER	 5 ---- (INLET GUIDE VANE EXIT$
S.L. STREAMLINE A85. MACH ABS.	 VEL. AXIAL VEL. RADIAL VEL. STREAMLINE STREAMLINE FLOW ANGLE
NO. RADIUS	 ( IN.1 NUMBER (FT/SEC) ( FT/SECT (FT/SECI S1.5Pk	 (OFG1 CURVATURE ( CEGRFESIWIN.
7 1.7988 0.639 685.49 685.50 -25.b925 -2.16 C.17809 0.0
6 1.7414 C.63G 677.00 676.84 -14.7795 -i.25 0.16520 0.0
5 1.6190 C.614 661.35 661.19 14.5095 1.27 0.12198 O.0
4 1.4845 0.600 647.34 645.10 53.8104 4.79 G.05136 D.G
3 1.3335 0.589 63E.17 627.45 105.0245 '9.53 -0.05459 C.G
2 1.1584 C. 588 635.24 608.79 181.3786 16.61 -0.2644D 0.0
I 1.C570 0.598 645.29 595.75 247.9636 22.6C -0.51530 0.0
S.L. STREAMLINE TOTAL PRES. TOTAL TEMP. REL.	 VEL. 4HIRL	 VEL, RELATIVE REL.	 FLOW WHEEL SPEED FRAC PASS. HT
NO. RADIUS	 ( IN.I (LB/ S0	 I0 . 1 (DEGREESI ( FT/SECI ( FT/SECI MACH 140. ANG. ( DEGI (FT/ SECT FROM TIP
7 1.7988 14.70 518.69 1403.29 0.0 1.307 60.735 1224.195 O.002
6 1.7414 14.70 518.69 1364.83 L.0 1.270 30.262 1185.G90 0.079
5 1.6190 14.731 518.69 1285.87 L.0 1.193 59.026 1101.824 0.243
4 1.4845 14.70 518.69 1199.67 C.0 1.112 57.350 1010.265 0.424
3 1.3335 14.70 518.69 1108.28 C'.0 1.026 54.969 9C 7.501 6.626
2 1.1584 14.70 518.64 1012.42 a.9 G.937 51.138 788.333 0.861
1 1.0570 14.70 518.69 966.37 0.0 0.896 48.107 719.356 0.997
ITERATION ON LOADING WAS TAKING PLACE
w
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###--#*# FINAL FLOW PARAMETERS FOR STAGE NUMBER 	 1*^--*x*
*** STAGE INPUT PARAME TERS *A*
ROTOR. TIP D-FACTOR LIMIT 0.2840
HUB RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE LIMIT AT THE ROTOR EXIT C.0
STATOR HUB MACH NUMBER LIMIT IINI 0.8500
STATOR HUB O-FACTOR LIMIT 0.5500





	 RATIO SUPERSONIC SOLIDITY
PROFILE TO TOTAL TURNING VELOCITY TO TOTAL TURNING
A	 040 C .0	 0.339302E 01 A	 0.0 0.0 0.358018E 01
B	 0.100000E 01 0.100000E 01	 0,161058E 01 B	 O.0 0.1000CCE 01 0.205602E CL
C	 0.190000E 01 0.603000E 00	 0.0 C	 0.4 0.0 0.0
0	 0.0 0.7050DDE 00	 0.0 D	 0.0 0.0 O.0
E	 0.0 -4.315500E 00
	
O.0 E	 0.0 0.0 0.0
*** STAGE SCALAR QUANTITIES *as
ASPECT GEOME TRIC HUB	 GEOMETRIC
	
HUB RAMP TIP RAMP AXIAL LENGTH MASS FLOW 14A SS AVE.
RATIO RADIUS	 (IN.1
	
TIP RAO.IIN.)	 ANGLE (DEG) ANGLE
	 IDEGI I1N.1 ILB/SECI ADIABATIC EFF.
-ROTOR--	 2.024 1.1660	 1.8000	 16.785 0.0 0.3684 1.9050 0.8824
-STATOR-	 1.893 1.2560	 1.8000	 15.038 0.0 0.3350 1.9D50 0. 861!
CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE
VEL. RATIO HUB BLOCKAGE	 TIP BLOCKAGE
	 MASS AVE. MASS AVE. MASS AVE. MASS AVE. MASS AVE.
AT THE MEAN FACTOR	 FACTOR	 PR. RATIO TEMP. RATIO PR. RATIO TEMP. RATIO
	
ADIABATIC EFF.
-ROTOR--	 C.821 0.9900	 0.9900	 1.4786 1.1340 1.4786 1.1340 C.@824
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** ---- ** R 0 T 0 R E X I T**----**
S.L. STREAMLINE AXIAL VEL. WHIRL VBL. RADIAL VEL. ABS. VEL. ABS. MACH
NO. RADIUS ( IN.) (FT/SEC) (FT/ SEC) [FT/SEC) IFT/ SECI NUMBER
7 1.7948 562.559 375.62 -6.46 676.467 C.5847
6 1.7425 566.724 375.63 3.45 679.915 0.5690
5 1.6339 572.187 382.10 27.20 688.574 0.5989
4 1.5181 574o269 398.44 56.90 7('1.219 0.6119
3 1.3921 572.822 427.60 93.96 720.968 0.6311
2 1.2516 $73.906 465.90 142.54 752.826 0.6622
1 1.1740 575.708 492.27 173.74 777.142 0.6060
S.L. TOTAL TEMP. TOTAL PRES. ADIABATIC DIFFUSION WHEEL SPEED SOLIDITY
N0. RATIO RATIO EFFICIENCY FACTOR (FT/SEC)
7 1.1472 1.4786 Z. 8029 0.3797 1221.44 1.302
6 1.1430 1.4786 0.8270 0.3778 1185.84 1.343
5 1.1364 1.4786 0.8670 0.3786 1111.94 1.438
4 1x1321 1.4786 0.6949 043855 1033.19 1.558
3 1.1300 1.4786 009093 0.3987 947.41 1.717
2 1.1274 1.4786 0.9283 0.4049 851.77 1.942
1 1.2263 104786 0.9366 0.4032 749.00 2.097
S.L. TOTAL TEMP. TOTAL PRES. STATIC TEMP. STATIC PRES. SLOPE CURVATURE
N0. (DEGREES) ( LS/SO IN.) IDEGREESI ( LB/SQ	 IN.1 IOEG4EES1 1/1H.
7 595.07 21.73 557.00 17.24 -0.66 -0.00292
6 $92.84 21x73 554.39 17.18 0.35 0.01845
5 589.42 21.73 549.97 17.05 2.72 0.04258
4 587.23 21.73 $46.31 16.87 5.66 0.04469
566.14 21.73 542.88 16.61 9.32 O.G2695
2 564.76 21.73 537.59 16.19 13.95 -0002660
1 584.18 21.73 533.91 15.86 16.79 -0.08492
ADS. FLOW REL. FLOW PCT PASS. HT





























** ---- ** S T A T O R EXI T *p---_s*
S.L. STREAMLINE AXIAL VEL. WHIRL VEL. RADIAL VEL. ABS. VEL. ABS. MACH ABS. FLOW REL. FLOW
N0. RADIUS	 (IN.I (FT/SEC) IFT/SEC1 (FT/SEC) (FT/SEC) NUMBER ANGLE	 IDEGI ANGLE (DEGI
7 1.7907 653.314 0.0 -2.84 653023 0.5634 O.G 61.85
6 1.7456 654.414 0.0 9.09 654.477 0.5656 0.0 61.149
5 1.6524 655.164 0.0 35.44 056.121 0.5609 C.0 59.739
4 1.5$41 653.321 G.0 65.58 656.604 0.5764 0.G 56.168
1.4488 646.932 0.0 100.23 654.651 0.5692 0.0 56.418
2 1.3330 630.289 0.0 139.11 645.457 0.5614 0.0 54.568
1 1.26922 612.555 0.0 158.77 632.795 0.5500 0.0 53.773
S.L. TOTAL TEMP. TOTAL PRES. ADIABATIC DIFFUSION WHEEL SPEED SOLIDITY A*/S LOSS COEFF.
N0. RATIO RATIO EFFICIENCY -FACTOR (F-/SEC)
7 1.0000 0.9887 0.7783 0.2703 12_B.TO 1.176 0.689D 0.0548
6 1.0000 0.9407 0.8060 0.2659 1188.00 I.209 0.6937 0.0447
5 1.0000 0.9936 0.6520 0.2633 1174.58 1.203 0.6994 9.0297
4 1.0000 0.9948 0.0821 0.2706 1057.68 1.373 0.7006 D.0235
3 1.0000 C.9929 0.8917 0.2916 995.99 1.485 0.6977 0.0303
2 1.0000 0.9843 C.8887 7.3321 90 7. 17 1.632 0.6985 0.0615
1 1.0000 ('.9737 0.8693 0.3693 803.74 1.726 0.7003 0.0976
S.L. 70TAL TEMP. TOTAL PRES. STATIC TEMP. STATIC PRES. SLOPE CURVATURE REL. VEL. REL. MACH
NO. (DEGREES) (LB/SR
	
IN.1 (OEGREESI (LS/SO	 IN.1 (OPGREES) I/IN. IFT/SEL) NUMBER
7 595.07 21.48 559.56 17.32 -D.25 O.C4679 1382.7690 1.1925
6 592.84 21.53 557.21 17.33 0.80 0.02686 1356.3496 1.1722
5 589.42 21.59 553.61 17.33 3.1D -0.00797 1301.9844 1.1288
4 587.23 21.62 551.36 17.33 5.73 -0.04226 1244.9192 1.0815
3 586.14 21.57 55n.48 17.32 8.81 -0.08363 1183.52T3 1.029C
2 584.76 21,39 550.10 17.27
--2.45 0.12632 1113*3579 0.9683
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*** -*** FINAL FLOW PARAMETERS FOR STAGE NUMBER	 2*n*--***
*** STAGE INPUT PAPAIIETERS ***
ROTOR TIP D-FACTOR LIMIT 	 C.4000
HUB RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE LIMIT AT THE ROTOR EXIT	 o.0
STATOR HUB HACH NUMBER LIMIT (IN)	 C.8500
STATOR HUB D-FACTOR LIMIT	 0.5500
MAXIMUM TIP TANGENTIAL VELOCITY	 500.0
---ROTOR--- ---STATOR---
PRESSURE RATIO SUPERSONIC	 SOLIDITY WHIRL	 RATIO SUPERSONIC SOLIDITY
PROFILE TO TOTAL TURNING VELOCITY TO TOTAL TURNING
A	 0.0 -0.647800E 01	 0.370664E 01 A	 0.0 0.0 0.469167E CI
B	 0.10000DE 01	 0.100000E 01	 0.256788E 01 .1	 0.0 0.10000DE OI 0.316184E 01
C	 0.100000E 01	 0.943800E 01	 0.0 C	 0.0 0.0 0.0
D	 0.0 -0.673100E 01	 0.0 0	 0.0 0.0 0.0
E	 0.0 0.29720DE 01	 0.0 i	 0.0 0.0 0.0
*** STAGE SCALAR QUANTITIES •**
ASPECT GEOMETRIC HUB GEOMETRIC HUB RAMP T13 RAMP AXIAL LENGTH MASS FLOW MASS AVE.
RATIO RADIUS	 IIN.I TIP RAD.(IN.1 ANGLE	 (DEG) ANGLE	 (DEG) IIN.1 ILB/SECT ADIABATIC EFF.
-ROTOR--	 1.659 1.3350 1.3000 13.542 C.L 0.3280 1.9050 0.8920
-STATOR-	 1.500 1.4000 1.8000 11.842 0.0 0,3100 1.9050 0.8715
CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE
VEL. RATIO HU8 BLOCKAGE TIP BLOCKAGE MASS AVE. DAIS
	
AVE. MASS AVE. MASS AVE. MASS AVE.
AT THE MEAN FACTOR FACTOR PR. RATIO TEMIJ. RATIO PR. RATIO TEMP. RATIO ADIABATIC EFF-.
-ROTOR--	 C.873 (10{99130 13.9800 1.4357 1.1217 2.1030 1.2721' C. 6629







*----^^ R 0 T 0 R E X	 I T 's----xa
S.L. STREAMLINE AXIAL VEL. WH111L VEL. RADIAL VEL. ABS. VEL, ABS. M4 CH ADS. FLOW REL. FLnw
NO. RADIUS (I4.1 IFT/ SEC) 1FT/ SECT (FT/ SEC) 1-1/SEC) NUMBER ANGLE WEGI ANGLE	 IDEGI
7 1.7919 570.469 383.24 1.91 657.250 0.5574 33.893 55.698
6 1.717 575.799 379.01 1C.95 635.427 0.5614 33.349 54.691
5 1.6697 583.452 378.24 3n.n8 696.014 0.5742 32.918 52.379
4 1.5847 587.3C2 388.76 53.49 736.341 0.5811 33.393 49.469
3 1.4949 586.560 413.31 79.19 721.9,35 C.5952 34.926 45.582
2 1.3979 581.408 459.89 109.14 7:7.810 0.6146 37.315 40.232
1 1.3459 576.297 476.17 126.41 15@.177 0.6270 38.906 36.700
S.L. TOTAL TEMP. TOTAL PRES. ADIABATIC DIFFUSION gHESL	 SPEED 513LIDITY Ax / S LOSS COEFF.
NO. RATIO RATIO EFFICIENCY FACTOR (FT/SEC)
7 1.13n3 1.4386 0.8375 0.4004 1219.48 1.044 0.4736 0.1102
6 1.1265 1x4357 0.8580 0.3946 119£.19 1.069 0.484? 0.C962
5 1.1211 1.4315	 - 0.869D 0.3899 1136.35 1.126 11,5076 O.C764
4 1.1106 1.4298 0.9046 0.3951 1078.50 1.192 0.5337 C.C684
3 1.1191 1.4326 0.°"57 0.4125 1017.35 1.271 0.5626 0.0731
2 1.1218 1.4450 0.9080 0.4374 951.37 1.370 4.5992 O.C794
1 1.1240 1.4608 P.92CI 11.4511 915.94 1.430 C.5958 O.C744
S.L. TOTAL TEMP. TOTAL PRES. STATIC TEMP. STATIC PRES. 51OPE CURVATURE REL. VEL. PEL. MACH
NO. (DEGREESI IL8/SO TN.1 1DEGREEc1 IL8/50	 IN.) (DEGREESI I/IN. IFT/SEC) NUMBER
7 672.62 30.91 633.47 25.03 0.19 -4.00089 1012.2874 C.821C
6 667.83 3C.91 628.42 24.96 1.39 0.00403 996.3939 0.0I13
5 660.78 30.01 620.60 24.79 ..03 O.00120 957.1340 0.7642
4 656.84 30.91 615.45 24.59 5.21 -0.01?51 907.4646 0.7466
3 655.96 30.91 612.72 24.33 7.19 -0.02411 645.6860 $.6973
2 655x99 30.91 610.Op 23.96 IC.63 -0.06297 774.8684 0.64122



































































*R----** S T A T O R E	 X I	 T t.--_.*y
S. L. STREAMLINE AXIAL VEL. HHIOL VEL. RADIAL VFL. APS.	 VFL. AaS.	 MACH
10. RADIUS	 (IN.) (FT/SECT CFT/SEC) CFT/SEC1 IFTISEC1 HUMBER
7 1.7929 649.964 !.^ 1.71 64u.966 0.5254
6 1.7578 651.103 0.0 10.13 65}..182 G.5294
5 1.6862 652.96I C.^ 27.98 653.561 C.^334
4 1.6123 653.87[' f.p 47.45 655.509 C.5369
3 1.5350 652.63? 0•^ 68.98 656.268 0.5?78
2 1.4529 645.080 0.'1 92.79 651.71Q ^.5339
1 i.40Q1 6?6.?52 00 175.41 645.022 0.5278
S.L. TOTAL TEMP. TOTAL PRES. ADIABATIC 111FFUS1ON WHSEL SPEED SOLIDITY
*!C. PATIO RATIO EFFICIENCY FACTOR CFT/SECI
7 100CC r.9L%95 0.8119 0.3006 122D.15 1.132
6 1.00rD 0.9915 ?.8368 3.2932 1196.26 1.156
5 1.00Dr D.9944 0.8743 r^.2957 114'.56 1.209
4 1.0001) x..9954 0.8926 0.2887 109-F.25 1.269
3 1.0900 0.9938 0.6892 0.3G47 1044.62 1.339
2 1.0000 (1.9875 x.8753 0.3367 988.68 1.424
1 1.00^J D.9809 0.8709 ".34-23 958.91+ 1.473
S.L. TOTAL TEMP. TOTAL PRES. STATIC TEMP. STATIC
	
PRES. SLOPE CURVATURE
N0. IDEGQEES) CLB/S9 IN.3 IDFGREES) (L9/SO	 IN.) IDEGRFFSI I/IN.
7 67 2. 62 30.58 637.61 25.34 I1.I5 -0.00°68
6 EE 7. B ; 30.64 632.68 25.34 17.89 -^.02677
5 660.70 ?0.73 625.35 25.32 2.45 -C.06677
4 656.84 '0.76 621.19 25.24 4.1S -C.10514
3 655.96 30. 7I 620.23 25.23 6.04 -0.15089
2 655.99 38.52 620.76 25.14 0.19 -0.20639
1 656.0 3002 622.09 25.08 9.41 -0.?3989
^a	 1-	 1 1
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*--*** FINAL FLOW PARAMETERS FOR STAGE NUMBER	 3
*** STAGE INPUT PARAMETERS *v*
ROTOR TIP O-FACTr.IR LIMIT	 0.40.^C
HUB RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE LIMIT AT THE ROTOP EXIT	 r+.r•
STATOR HUB MACH NUMBER LIMIT (IN) 	 C.9500
STATOR HUB O-FACTOR LIMIT 	 0.5500
MAXIMU14 TIP TANGENTIAL VELOCITY	 50C.0
---ROTOR---	 ---STATOR---
PRESSURE	 RATTD SUPcRSONIC	 SOLIDITY	 WHIRL	 RATIO SUPERSO4IC
	
SOLIDITY
PROFILE	 TO TOTAL TURNING	 VELOCITY	 TO TOTAL TURNING
A	 0.+`	 -0.92980CE 01	 0.471166E 01	 A	 0.0	 D.0	 0.565096E DI
B	 C.10000QE Cl	 0.100000E 01	 0.373604E PI
	






	 0.0	 C	 n. (%	 0.0	 060
0 C. r 	 -0.775BOVE 0I	 0.0	 0 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
E	 0.0	 0.33540DE 01	 C.0	 E	 0.^	 0.0	 0.0
*** STAGE SCALAR QUANTITIES a**
ASPECT GEOMETRIC HUB GEOMETRIC
	
HUB RA+IP	 rip RAMP	 AXIAL LENGTH	 MASS FLOW	 MASS AVE.
RAT TO	 RADIUS (IN.) TIP RADeCINe) ANGLE (DEG) ANGLE IDEG3	 (IN.1	 ILB/SEC1	 ADIABATIC EFF.
-POTOR--	 1.303	 1.4400	 1.8000	 7.423
	 0.0	 0.3070	 1.9050	 0.8964
-ST AT'1R-	 1.216	 1.4700	 1.B000	 5.787	 D.0	 0.2960	 I.905D	 0.875?
CUMULAT IVE	 CUMULATIVE	 CUMULATIVE
	
VEL. PATIO HUB BLOCKAGF TIP BLOCKAGE MASS AVE. 	 MASS AVE.
	
MASS AVE.	 MASS AVE.	 MASS AVE.
AT THE MEAN
	 FACTOR	 FACTOR	 PR. RATIO	 TEMP. QATIO PR. RATIO
	 TEMP. RATIO ADIABATIC EFF.
-ROT OR-- 0.869	 e.48Cf1	 0.9801'
	 1.3812	 1.1071	 2.SB17	 1.4082	 0.8622
-STA Tf)P-	 1.{369	 44.9800
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**----** R O T O R E X I T**----**
S.L. STREAMLINE AXIAL VEL. WHIRL VEL. RADIAL VEL. ABS. VEL. ARS. MACH ABS. FLOW REL. FLOW PCT PASS. HT
NO. RADIUS
	 ( IN.I (FT/SEC) (FT/SEC1 (FT/SEC) (FT/SEC1 NUMBER ANGLE ( DEGI ANGLE ( DEG) FROM TIP
7 1.79?5 564.402 ?74.86 1.75 677,549 0.5193 33.591 56.262 0.018
6 1.7613 568.743 269.2? 6.21 678.112 0.5224 32.990 55.559 0.208
5 1.6962 574.725 365.95 17.39 681.567 n.5291 ?2.474 53.896 0.288
4 1.6295 577.665 374.21 29.62 688.917 G.5370 32.901 51.790 0.474
3 1.5601. 577.074 395.17 42.80 700.716 C. 5469 34.329 49.039 0.666
2 1.4867 573.646 426.4C 57.01 717.031 0.5596 ?6.489 45.440 0.870
1 1.4481 5710070 445.91 64.60 727.416 0.5674 37.608 43.104 0.978
S.L. TOTAL. TEMP. TOTAL PRES. ADIABATIC DIFFUSION WHEEL SPEED SOLIDITY A*/S LOSS COEFF. LOSS PARAR.
N0. RATIO RATIO EFFICIENCY FACTOR ( FT/SEC)
7 1.1124 1.3848 D. 8607 0.4402 1220.58 O.a98 0.4735 0.0901 0.0250
E 1.1795 1.3820 0.8778 0.3940 1198.64 I.C18 0.4815 O.C785 0.02i6
5 1-.1057 1.3781 0.0014 0.3896 1154.35 1.059 0.4990 O.C637 0.0177
4 1.1045 1.3766 0.9090 0.3965 Ito 8.99 1.105 0.5187 0.0606 0.0170
2 1.1058 1.3789 0.9026 0.4169 1061.75 1.157 0.5402 0.0688 D.0195
2 1.1088 1.3877 0.8962 0.4460 1011.78 1.218 0.5596 C.0746 0.0229
1 1.11-07 1.3970 0.8994 0.4627 985.50 1.253 0.5655 O.C813 0.023E
S.L. TOTAL TEMP. TOTAL PRES. STATIC TEMP. STATIC PRES. SLOPE CURVATURE REL. VEL. REL. MACH
NO. tDEGREES) ( LIB /S0 IN.) ( OEGREESI ( L8/SO IN.) [ DEGREES) 1/IN. IFT/S£C) NUMBER
7 748.21 42.35 710.34 35.25 0.11 -0.00138 1016.7539 0.7794
6 740.96 42.35 703.02 35.18 0.63 -0.00331 1005.7007 0.7749
5 720.64 42.35 692.27 35.01 1.73 -O.C1503 975.8000 0.7575
4 725.49 42n 35 686.27 34.82 2.94 -0.03304 935.1373 0.7291
? 725.36 42.35 684.79 34.57 4.24 -0.05231 882.7122 0.6889
2 727.35 42.35 684.87 34.25 5.67 -0.07453 821.5801 0.6412
1 729.28 42.35 685.56 34.06 6.45 -0.09150 788.3167 0.6149
**----** S T A T O R E X I-f**----^+
S.L. STREAMLINE AXIAL VFL. WHIRL VEL. RADIAL VEL. ASS.	 VEL. ABS. MACH
NO. RADIUS ( 14.1 (FT/ SECT (FT/SECI (FT / SECT IFT/ 5FC1 NUMBER
7 1.7940 60+3.569 0.r 0.92 603.579 0.4602
6 1.7643 6r5.157 C.0 5.4 P. 605.181 0.4638
5 1.7045 6".937 rl.0 14.90 607.12D 0.4687
4 1.643Z 607.281 n.0 25.11 607.799 0.4709
3 1.5797 6(15.115 0.r 36.13 696.193 0.4697
2 1.5127 595.979 0.0 47.78 557.891 0.4623
1 1.4773 586.569 R.0 53.56 5EQ.fi0l^ 0.4546
S.L. TOTAL TEMP. TOTAL PRFS. ADIABATIC DIFFUSION WHrEL SPFFD SOLIDITY
NO. PATICI RATIO EFFICIENCY FACTOR ( FT/SEC1
7 1.rC0f+ r.9897 0.832r 0.3637 1220.91 1.087
6 I.0000 0.9919 0.854E 0.3537 1200.74 1.1(66
5 1.0000 C.9948 0.8860 0.3433 1159.98 1.147
4 1.0000 0.9958 [•8964 9.3454 I118.29 1.191
3 1.0000 0.9943 0.8859 0.3620 1075.06 1.242
2 1.000^ 0.9888 9.8639 0.3949 1029.46 1.303
1 1.00DD 0.9834 0.8323 0.4201 11:15.40 1.333
S.L. TOTAL TEMP. TOTAL PRES. STATIC TEMP. STATIC PRES. SLOPE CURVATURE
N0. (DEGREESI ( L8/SQ IN.1 (OEGREESI ( L8/SQ	 IN.) 10E,RFES1 1/IN.
7 748.21 41.91 716.17 36.27 0.09 -0.08.075
6 T40.98 42.01 710.76 36.26 0.51 -0.00987
5 730.64 42.13 700.20 36.26 1.41 -0.02250
4 725.49 42.17 694.97 35.24 2.37 -0.03195
3 725.?6 42.11 695.01 36.22 3.42 -0.04186
2 727.35 41.87 697.83 36.18 4.58 -0.04978
1 729.28 41 n 65 700.63 36.16 5.22 -0.04898
ABS.	 FL01r REL. FLOW
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***--**+^ FINAL FLOW PARAMETERS FOR STAGE NUMBER	 4 ***--***
*** S TAGE INPUT PAPAMETERS**
ROTOR TIP D-FAC TOR LIMIT	 0.3BOC
HUB RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE LIMIT AT THE POTOP EXIT 	 0.0
STATOR HUB MACH NUMBER LIMIT ( INI	 C.8500
STATOR HUB D-FACTOR LIMIT 	 C.550C




SOLIDITY	 WHIRL	 RATIO SUPERSONIC 	 SOLIDITY
PROFILE
	
TO TOTAL TURNING	 VELOCITY	 TO TOTAL 'TURNING
A	 0.0	 -0.138020E 02	 (1.539703E 91	 a	 0.0	 0.0	 0.637140E 01
H	 0.10000CE 01
	
0.100000E 01	 0.467823E 01	 E	 0.0	 0.100000E O1	 0.513288E 01
C	 0.100000E 01	 0.155020E 02 0.0	 C	 0.0	 9.0	 0.0
D 0.(l	-0.118320E 02
	
0.0	 C	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
E	 0.0	 0.557100E 01	 0.0	 f	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
m** STAGE SCALAR QUANTITIES 0**
ASPECT GEOMETRIC HUB GEOMETRIC	 HUB RAMP	 TIT RAMP	 AXIAL LENGTH	 MASS FLOW	 MASS AVE.
RATIO
	
RADIUS ( IN.) TIP RAD.41N.) ANGLE ;DEG) ANGLE ( DEGI	 IIN . F	 (LB/SECT	 ADIA8ATIC EFF.
-ROTOR---	 1.093	 1.4p60	 1.8000	 4.921	 0.0	 0.3020	 1.9050	 0.9015









	 MASS AVE.	 MASS AVE.




TEMN RATIO PR. RATIO	 TEMP. RATIO ADIABATIC EFF.
-RDTOR-- C.887	 0.4800	 0.980fi	 1.3058	 3.0866	 3.7357	 1.5305	 0.0574
-STATOR- 1.066	 0.9800	 0.9800
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** ---- ko R 0 T 0 R E X I	 T+*----**
S.L. STREAMLINE AXIAL VEL. WHIRL VEL. RADIAL VEL. A34.	 VEL. ADS. MACH
NO. RADIUS	 (IN.) IFT/SECT (FT/SEC) IFT/SECI IF'/:ECI NUMBER
7 1.7944 5?5.382 345.49 0.79 i:7.18C 0.4654
6 1.7666 539.907 336.35 4.14 6:6.117 :.c+675
5 1.7109 544.899 328.52 11.42 516.174 (.4719
4 1.6543 546.733 331.95 19.18 5:9.905 0.4766
3 1.5958 546.506 345.25 27.50 61-7.010 0.4822
2 1.5346 542.643 360.05 36.46 657.261 0.4890
1 1.5027 539.112 385.25 41.27 563.906 0.4930
S.L. TOTAL TE MP. TOTAL PRES. ADIABATIC DIFFUSION WHSFL SPEED SOLIDITY
NO. RATIO RATIO EFFICIENCY FACTOR IGT/SECT
7 1.0927 1.3098 0.8536 0.9793 12;1.20 0.954
6 1.0897 1.3D69 0.8745 0.3696 1202.27 0.969
5 1.0862 103031 0.9013 0.3614 1164.35 1.002
4 1.0848 1.3018 0.9125 9.3653 i1i5.81 1.0?8
3 I.C851 1.3037 0.9145 0.3797 1086.0A 1.078
2 1.0872 1.3110 0.9117 0.4043 101-4.41 1.123 
I 1.G889 1.3182 0.9121 0.4202 1022.66 1.148
S.L. TOTAL TEMP. TOTAL PRFS. STATIC TEMP. STATIC PRES. SLOPE CURVATURE
Ito. (DEGREES( ( L8/SQ IN.) ( DEGREES) ( LB/SQ	 IN . ) (DEGREES) 1/IN.
7 817.54 54.90 704.23 47.36 0.07 -0.00077
5 807.47 54.90 774.25 47.30 0.44 0.00144
5 793.59 $4.90 760.3I 47.16 1.20 -0.00166
4 787.03 Si.90 753.35 47.02 2.01 -0.01011
3 7B7.10 54.90 752.68 46.86 2.88 -0.02119
2 790.81 54.90 755.29 46.65 3.64 -0.03706
1 794.13 54.90 757.90 46.53 4.38 -0.04956
tD
w
ASS. FLOW REL. FLOW PCT PASS. HT




























** ---- ** S T A T 0 R E K	 T T**----**
S.L. STREAMLINE AXIAL VFL. WHIRL VEL. RADIAL VEL. A3°.	 VEL. ARS.	 M6CH 685.	 FLOW REL.	 FLOW PCT PASS. HT
WC. RADIUS	 116!.1 (FT/SEC) (FT/SECT (FT/SEC) IFT/SFCI NUMBEk ANGLF	 IOFG) ANGLE	 (DEG; FROM TIP
7 1.7949 570.8?3 9.0 4.67 570.833 0.4152 0..' 64.951 0.018
6 1.7689 ;71.671 0.0 4.06 571.686 4.4185 64.598 0.110
5 1.7171 572.274 C.0 10.89 572.377 0.4217 0.0 63.903 0.293
4 1.6642 571.879 0.0 17.91 5'2.162 C.4243 0.0 63.198 0.480
2 1.6098 569.805 O.0 25.54 570.377 C.4229 0.0 62.498 0.672
2 1.5524 562.750 C.0 33.61 563.753 C.A16B O.0 61.923 0.873
T 1.5232 555.733 0.n 37.78 557.1)1° 0.1-108 0.0 61.749 0.978
S.L. TOTAL TEMP. TOTAL PRES. ADIABATIC DIFFUSION WHEEL	 S P E£O SOLIDITY A*/S LOSS COEFF. LOSS PARAM.
NO. RATIO RATIO EFFICIENCY FACTOR IF '/SEC;
7 1.0008 0.9919 ^.8268 0.3645 121.45 1.042 0.5947 0.0591 0.0283
6 1.0000 0.9937 C08531 0.3514 1203.87 1.058 0.6028 0.0454 0.0215
5 1.0009 0.99F1 0.0873 0.3372 llhs.53 1.091 0.6125 0.0280 C.0128
4 1.0000 0.9969 0.9011 0.3360 1112.60 1.I27 0.6160 C.022C O.CC97
3 1.00130 0.9959 0.8997 0.3474 I^Q%llA 1.167 0.6146 0.0284 0.0121
2 1.0000 0.9921 0.8841 0.3741 1?56.85 1.211 0.6075 0.0526 0.0217
1 1.0000 0.9886 0.8736 0.3954 1736.60 1.236 0.6015 0.0749 0.0303
S.L. TOTAL TEMP. TOTAL PRES• STATIC TEMP. STATIC PRES. `LOPE CURVATURE REL.	 VEL. REL. MACH
110. (DEGREES) (L8/5Q IN.) tOEGREES) (LB/50	 IN.) TDFGREES) 1/I4. (FT/SECT NUMBER
7 817.54 54.45 790.81 48.39 0.07 -C.00009 1348.2500 0.9807
6 607.47 54.55 780.64 48.39 0.41 -C.00532 1332.7126 0.9755
5 793.59 54.68 766.67 48.39 1.09 -0.01120 1301.1853 0.9609
4 787.03 54.73 760.11 40.38 1.80 -0.01403 1268.9158 C.9410 .
3 787.111 54.67 760.36 48.37 2.57 -0.01504 1235.1575 0.9158
2 790,81 54.47 764.69 48.35 3.42 -0.01193 1197.8113 0.8857
1 794.13 54.27 768.64 48.34 7.B9 -0.00659 1176.7813 0.8679
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#x^a--*** FINAL FLOW PARAMETERS FOR STAGE NUMBER	 5	 **^--*s+
*** STAGE INPUT PARAME TERS ***
ROTOR TIP C-FACTOR LIMIT	 0.360+1
HUB RELATIVE FLOW ANGLE LIMIT AT THE ROTOR EXI T 	O.G
STATOR HUB HACH NUMBER LIMIT IIN:
	
0.8500
STATOR HUB D"FACTOR LIMIT	 0.5500
MAXIMUM TIP TANGENTIAL VELOCITY	 500.0
---ROTOR--- ---STATOR---
P,'.p S.URE RATIO SUPERSONIC	 SOLIDITY WHIRL RATIO SUPERSONIC SOLIDITY
PROFILE TO TOTAL TURNING VELOCITY	 TO TOTAL TURNING
A	 G. r' -C.16452DE O2	 0.598636E OI A	 0.0 0.0 0.7076BLE 01
B	 0.100000E 31 0.10DODDE CI	 0.560550E 01 0	 0.0 0.100000E 01 0.611462E 01
C	 0.100000£ 01 0.184520E 02	 0.0 L	 0.0 0.0 0.0
D	 C.0 -0.143270E 02	 0.0 0	 0.0 90 0.0
E	 C.0 0.667100E 01	 C.V F	 0.0 0.0 0.0
*** STAGE SCALAR QUANTITIES*b
ASPECT	 GEOMETRIC HUB GEOMETRIC HUB RAMP TIP RAMP AXIAL LENGTH MASS FLOW MASS AVE.
RATIO RADIUS	 (IN.I TIP RAO.11N.) ANGLE (DEG) ANGLE IDEGI IIM.I (LB/SECT ADIABATIC EFF.
-ROTOR--	 0.925 1.538C 1.80or 3.926 O.0 0.3060 1.9050 0.9140
-STAT!IR-	 0. 013 1.5560 1.0000 3.589 0.0 C.2870 1.9050 0.897G
CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE
VEL. RATIO HUB BLOCKAGE TIP BLOCKAGE MASS AVE. MASS AVE. MASS AVE. BASS AVE. SASS AVE.
AT THE MEAN FACTOR FACTOR PR. RATIO TEMP. RATIO PR. RATIO TEMP. RATIO ADIABAT IC EFF.
-ROTOR--	 0.905 0.9800 0.980C 1.2587 1.0731 4.6770 1.6424 0.8558









:* ---- ** R 0 T 0 R E X I T **----*a
S.L. STREAMLINE AKIAL VEL. WHIRL VEL. RADIAL VEL. ADS.	 VEL. ARS.	 MACH ABS. FLOk REL. FLOW PCT PASS. HT
N0. RADIUS (IN.) (FT/SEC) (FT/SECT (FT/SEC) [=T/SfCI NUMBER ANGLE	 (DFG) ANGLE	 (OEGI FROM TIP
7 1.7951 [16.592 319.13 0.58 697.2i4 6.4263 31.706 60.215 O.CI9
E 1.77C9 519.903 ?^9.c1 3.25 634.814 0.4277 30.725 59.88^ 0.111
5 1.7223 523.524 ?00.04 8.77 6]3.477 0.4379 29.814 59.C20 C.296
4 1.6732 525.554 371.69 14.71 676.!67 0.4349 29.848 57.866 0.484
3 1.6229 526.95`; 312.26 2I.38 612.898 0.4398 30.629 56.347 0.676
2 1.5707 526.583 331.31 29.21 622.823 0.4459 32.137 54.435 0.675
1 1.5437 525.798 343.78 33.76 6?9.1I7 6.4495 33.124 53.297 0.978
S.L. TOTAL T EMP. TOTAL PRES. ADIABATIC DIFFUSION WHEEL SPEED SOLIDITY A*/S LOSS COEFF. LOSS PARAM.
No. RAT 10 PATIO EFFICIENCY FACTOR (FT/SEC)
7 1.0779 1.2622 C.8661 0.3587 1221.69 0.909 0.4275 0.074? 6.0203
6 1.0754 1.2599 0.BBR2 P.3485 12-5.I8 C.922 D.4318 0.0608 0.0166
5 1.0726 1.2569 13.9148 0.3393 1172.14 0.949 0.4413 0.0458 J.O124
4 1.0715 1.2559 0.9254 0.3412 1188.71 0.979 0.4512 0.0407 0.0111
3 1.0718 1.2572 0.9262 0.3521 1174.44 I.009 0.4607 0.0421 0.0116
2 10733 1.2619 0.9214 0.3719 1068.92 1.0+4 0.4673 0.0481 0.0134
I 1.0745 1.2664 0.9217 0.3041 105C.5b '.•64 0.4679 0.0502 0.0141
S.L. TOTAL TEMP. TOTAL PRES. S T ATIC TEMP. STATIC PRES. SLOPE CURVATURE REL. VEL. REL. MACH
NO. 10EGREES1 (LB/S0 IN.) (DEGREES) (L8/50	 IN.) (DEGREES) 1/IN. (FTISEC1 NUMBER
7 681.22 60.73 851.15 60.72 0.06 -0.00028 1039.9453 0.7299
6 868.36 68.73 838.50 60.66 9.36 -O.0DO47 1036.0598 C.7325
5 851.18 68.73 821.40 60.54 0.96 -O.CO435 1017.2141 0.7264
L 843.32 68.73 813.25 60.40 1.60 --0.00964 988.4458 0.7093
3 843.61 66.73 812.87 60.23 2.32 -•0.01398 951..-5775 0.6030
2 848.,81 68.73 817.08 60.01 3.17 -0.01720 906.1573 0.6492
1 853.26 68.73 820.90 59.139 3.67 -0.01925 881.5537 C.E297
ASS.	 FLOW REL. FLOW PCT PASS. HT





























** ---- ** S T A T O R P X I T ** ---- *r
S.L. eTREAMLINE AXIAL VEL. WHIRL VEL. RADIAL VEL. PBS. VEL. A85. MACH
NO. RADIUS
	
(IN.) IFT/SE(:) (FT/SEC) (FT/SECI (FT/SECI NUMBER
7 1.7954 544.790 ^.(1 -0.08 541-.790 0.3811
6 1.7726 545.2F.3 0.0 -0.68 545.264 0.38435 1.7269 547.196 C.0 -2.C2 547.109 0.3895
4 1.6sira 550.999 n.n -3.28 55I.CC9 0.3942
3 1.6339 556.734 O. r, -4.27 51;F.751 0.3983
2 1.5858 563.331 V.0 -4.84 563.35E G.4Di9
1 1.5613 566.715 uo -4.97 566.736 0.4034
S.L. TOT AL TEMP. TOTAL PRES. ADIABATIC III FFUSION WHEEL	 SPEED SOLIDITY
NO. RATIO RATIO EFFICIENCY FACTOP (FT/SEC)
7 1.00r+' 0.9934 O. W6 0.3669 1221.90 C.Rg7
6 1.0000 0.9949 0.8601 0.3526 1,'V-.30 1.011
5 1.0+1+30 C.9969 0.9019 0.3343 1175.28 11,039
4 1.00or 0.9975 0.9150 0.3255 1143.88 1.068
3 I.hGCO C.9968 x.9128 0.3245 1111.94 1.100
2 i.0{CO C, 9943 0.8980 0.3312 1079.24 1.134
1 1.000_ 0.5922 X1.8902 0.3373 1062.52 1.153
S.L. TOTAL TEMP. TOTAL PRES. STATIC TEMP. STATIC PRES. SLrPF CURVATURE
NO. IDEGREES) (LB/SO IN.I (DEGREESI (Le/SO
	 IN.1 (DEGREESI VIN.
7 881.22 68.28 857.02 61.81 -O.CI -0.01%5
6 868.?6 68.39 844.1n 61.8I -O.C7 -0.11766
5 851.10 68.52 826.7C 61.7$ -0.21 -C.313234 943.32 68.56 918.48 61.64 -0.34 -0.51468
3 843.61 68.51 918.25 61.46 -0.44 -0.73115
2 848.81 68.34 822.86 6I.18 -0.49 -C.97460
1 853.26 68.20 827.01 61.0I -0.50 -1.11129
Do
W
*^u*--*** OUTLET FLOW PARAMETERS ***--***
Co
S7A AXIAL GEOMETRIC GEOMETRIC HUE BLOCKAGE TIP BLOCKAGE
NO. COORDINATF. HUB RADIUS TIP RADIUS FACTOR FACTOR
(IN.) (IN.) {IN.1
16 A.262 1.534 1.870 0.98r f.,98C
17 4.387 1.507 1.800 0.980 O.S9C
1R 4.636 1.463 1.800 C.98C C.S80
STATION NUMBER	 16
S.L. STREAMLINE AXIAL VEL. WHIRL VEL. RADIAL VEL. ADS. VEL. ABS. MACH TOTAL TEMP. TOTAL PRES.
NO. RADIUS IN. IF71SFCI IFT/SEC! IFT/SECT (FT/SECT NUMBER iDEG.S ql ILPISO IN.)
7 1.7951 495.927 C.e -1.65 405.93 0.3461 F81.22 68.3
6 1.7"C4 497.214 0.9) -6.22 497.28 0.3496 866.36 6B.4
5 1.7208 500.262 0.n -22.01 ?9C.75 00 556 951.18 68.5
4 1.6797 SC4.452 0.0 -37.71 505.96 0.3610 843.32 68.6
3 1.6197 509.357 0.fl -56.96 512.53 0.3658 843.61 68.5
2 1.5671 512.812 C.0 -81.96 519.32 0.3697 848.81 68.3
1 1.5401 513.079 C.Q -97.55 522.27 0.37C9 853.26 68.2
STATION NUMBER	 17
7 1.7946 468.779 0.0 -1.49 468.78 0.3268 881.22 68.3
6 1.7685 469.805 0.0 -8.72 469.89 D.3300 868.36 68.4
5 1.7159 468.543 0.0 -23.32 469.12 0.3327 8,31.18 68.5
4 1.6621 463.157 C.V -38.36 464.74 0.3310 843.32 68.6
1.6059 452.361 0.0 -54.01 455.57 0.3243 843.61 66.5
2 1.5457 432.512 00 -69.94 438.13 0.3107 848.81 68.3
s 1.5135 417.484 O.O -77.64 424.64 0.2002 853.26 68.2
STATION NUMBER	 18
7 1.7939 393.631 0.0 Q.0 393.61 0.2736 881.22 &8.3
6 1.7634 396.609 {.0 C.0 396.61 C.2777 868.36 68.4
5 1.7022 399.843 0.0 0.0 399.84 0.2828 851.18 68.5
4 1.6398 4CO.440 C.7 0.0 400.44 0.2845 843.32 118.6p 1.5751 397.968 0.0 0.0 397.97 0.2824 843.61 66.5
2 1.5066 300.258 0.h 0.0 '490.26 C.2763 848.81 &8.?




AIRFOIL COORDINATES FOR COMPRESSOR BLADE SECTIONS
Appendix D contains blade fabrication data in the form of
coordinates and geometric properties of airfoils (blade sections)
defined by the intersection of planes, perpendicular to the radial
direction, and compressor blades formed by stacking and fairing
between design blade elements which lie on conical stream surfaces.
Because the computer output in this Appendix resulted from the com-
•pater program explained in reference 8, the terminology of that
reference is used here. Specifically, in reference 8, the term
"blade-element" refers to the trace formed by the intersection of
a blade and conical stream surface approximation. The term "blade
section" refers to the trace formed by the intersection of a blade
and a plane section that is perpendicular to a radius drawn from
the machine axis. Note that in other portions of this report, the
term "blade section" is used to refer to conical surface inter-
section traces. The conventional "rotated" coordinate system used
to describe the airfoils involves positioning the coordinates so
that the abscissa (L-axis) is tangent to the radii of the leading
and trailing edges on the pressure side of the blade and the ordi-
nate (H-axis) is tangent to the leading edge radius (see fig_ D-1) .
A glossary and accompanying illustrations are provided to
define the variables used in presenting the blade fabrication data.
With the exception of 49 , the notations used for the variables
shown in figures L I through D-4 correspond to the Fortran IV words
used for these parameters in the computer output. The variable R
*is the conical coordinate system radius and the related subscripts






Figure D--3. - Conical coordinate system for blade-el,3n,ent







Figure D-4. - Slade-element centerline and surface




H ``., 	 Axis of minimum
ak^ s	 moment of inertia
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LCenter of area	 TMMA













Glossary of Blade Fabrication Data Variables
NOTE: Same unit length must be used throughout. For this design,
inches were used. All angles must be in degrees.
Input for blade coordinate program
ETA tangential lean angle of stacking line (positive in
direction from pressure surface toward suction
surface, see Figure D-2)
LAMDA	 axial lean angle of stacking line (positive in direction
from inlet toward outlet, see Figure D-2)
OPl	 number of specified radial locations for desired blade
sections (if OPI = 0.0, program computes blade
sections at radial locations of stacking points
for all blade -:lements)
OP2	 control, variable for printing blade-element output
TNLMT	 tolerance limit for blade-element stacking iteration
RI	 radius from machine axis to leading-edge-center of blade
element ( see Figure D-3))
RO	 radius from machine axis to trailing-edge-center of blade
element (see Figure D-3)
TI	 blade-element thickness at leading-edge-center
TM	 maximum blade-element thickness
TO	 blade-element thickness at trailing-edge-center
KZC
	 blade--element-centerline angle at leading--edge-center
KTC	 blade-element-centerline angle at transition point
ROC
	 blade-element-centerline angle at trailing-edge-certe r
ZMC
	 axial distance between hub blade-element leading-edge--
center and blade-element maximum thickness location
ZTC
	 axial distance between hub blade-element leading{-edge-
center and blade-element transition location
Z0C	 axial distance between hub blade-element leading-edge-







	 blade-element stacking tolerance
s^
THEM
	 stacking point circumferential angle coordinate
CRCG	 stacking point radius as measured in conical coordinate
system
Blade-element angles
ALP	 blade-element-cone half angle (see fig. D-3)
KM	 Local angle at maximum thickness location
Ric
	 blade-element-centerline angle at leading-edge-center(see figs. D-3 and D-4)
KTC	 blade-element-centerline angle at transition point
(see figs. D-3 and D-4)
KOC
	 blade-element-centerline angle at trailing edge center(see figs. D-3 and D-4)
KIP
	 pressure surface angle at leading edge
KTP	 pressure surface angle at transition
XOP	 pressure surface angle at trailing edge
KIS	 suction surface angle at leading edge
KTS	 suction surface angle at transition
KOS	 suction surface angle at trailing edge
Blade-element curvatures
CIC	 centerline rate of turning for inlet segment
COC	 centerline rate of turning for outlet segment
CIP	 pressure surface rate of turning for inlet segment
COP	 pressure surface rate of turning for outlet segment
cis
	 suction surface rate of turning for inlet segment





X	 X-location of blade-section plane (see fig. D-2)
GAMMA
	 angle between L-axis and Z-axis (see fig. D-1)
TI	 Leading-edge thickness
L(SP)
	 L-location of hub blade--element stacking point
L-BAR L-location of blade--section center of area (calculated





	 minimum moment of inertia about an axis through the
center of area
	 ;)
ILLCG	 moment of inertia about L-axis translated to the center
of area
PHLCG	 product of inertia associated with the L and H axes
translated to the center of area
I(LL)	 moment of inertia about the L--axis
PHL	 product of inertia associated with the L and H axes
TM	 maximum thickness
TO	 trailing-edge thickness
H(SP)	 H--location of hub blade-element stacking point
H-Bar H-location of blade-section center of area (calculated




angle between the axis of minimum moment of inertia and
the L- axis (see fig. D-4)
1MAX	 maximum moment of inertia about an axis through the
center of area
IHHCG
	 moment of inertia about the H-axis translated to the
center of area






L(IC) L-location of leading-edge-center, centerline
f{T;
•
L(MC) L-location of maximum thickness point, centerline
^f
L(TC) L-location of transition point, centerline
L (OC) L- location of trail i.n.;-edge-center, centerline
L(IP)
L(MP)




L(TS) L-locations as above, suction surface
L (OS)
L(CG) L-location of blade-section center of area (obtained by
rotation and translation of the unrotated-blade-
section center-of-area coordinate)
H(IC) H-location of leading-edge-center, centerline
H(MC) H-location of maximum thickness point, centerline
H(TC) H-location of transition point, centerline
H(OC) H-location of trailing-edge-center, centerline
H (IP)
H(MP)




H(TS) H-locations as above, suction surface
H(OS) 
H(CG) H-location of blade-section center of area (obtained by
rotation and translation of the unrotated-blade--
section center-of-area coordinate)
L	 L-distance (see fig. D--1)
HP	 H-distance to blade-section pressure surface (see fig.D-1)
HS	 H-distance to blade--section suction surface (see fig.D-1)
e
91
vFIRST STAGE ROTOR	 7DA 01^3 T Q IAL I
INPUT FOR ALADE CUURDINATE PROGRA4
ETA	 LAMDA	 3P1	 r1P2	 INlM1
	
0.0	 0.0	 8.00000	 1.00000	 0.41010
ELEMENT	 R1	 RD	 TI	 TM	 T7	 KIC	 KIC	 Rac	 ZMC	 ZTC
I	 [.79771	 1.79587	 0.00600	 0.01500	 0.006:0	 ,o.6p 3B3	 55.J9J62	 53.013!2	 u.11560	 0.13697
2	 1.74165	 1.74216	 0.00600	 0.01540	 0.00630	 55.33702	 53.17501	 53.11501	 0.11883	 0.10590
3	 1.62271	 1.63017	 0.00600	 0.01620	 0.00600	 53.90065	 49.65877	 50.92636	 0.12341	 0.10129





	 52.05756	 45.0065 4	46.15210	 0.12908	 0.09513
5	 1.34532	 1.38026
	
0.00600	 0.01810	 0.00600	 49.76778	 39.22347	 37.64699	 0.13581	 0.08627
6	 1.17449	 1.23545	 0.00600	 0.01930
	 0.00600	 46.44963	 32.46554	 25.24736	 0.14208	 0.07349
7	 1.07549	 1.15556	 0.00600	 0.02000	 0.30600	 44.05529	 2x1.23166	 15.7245	 0.I4549	 0.06493
BLADE ELEMENT STAW NG PARAMETFR--T NORM  = 0.479D-Oz
THECG
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^t^
BLADE ELEMENT ANGLES
ELEMENT ALP KM KIC KTC KOC KIP KTP KRP KIS KTS KOS
1 --0.62911 54.78832 56.69383 55.09062 53.01332 55.05Q74 54,.J96ult 58.66177 58.32731 56.08147 47.18672
2 0.16842 53.16353 55.33702 53.17501 53.11501 53.92616 51.77470 59.02034 56.74193 54.57021, 47.21015
3 2.31705 49.99350 $3.90065 49.65875 50.92836 52.97853 47.47895 57.02555 54.80461 5I.84309 44.81810
4 5.22808 45.37644 52.05756 45.00659 46.1521J 51.67617 42.01267 52.44019 $2.40565 48.00653 39.85060
5 9.05460 38.63213 49.76778 39.22347 37.64699 50.15069 35.31351 44.I6901 49.33947 43.12906 31.13082
6 14.21368 29.44271 46.44963 32.46554 25.24736 47.90873 17.55566 32.06582 44.94650 37.34058 16.47358
7 17.64003 22.70205 44.05528 28.23166 15.72445 46.61150 22.65753 22.75830 41.48335 33.73499 8.77278
BLADE ELFMENT CURVATURFS
ELEMENT CIC CDC CIP COP CIS CAS
1 0.14667 0.351L8 0.08821 -0.80625 0.20524 L.49817
2 0.20B14 0.00929 4.20680 -I_I1969 0.2007C 1.13804
3 0.45174 -0.17025 0.50670 -1.27667 0.31460 0.94I87
4 0.85254 -0.13344 1.17215 -1.21132 0.52967 0.94984
5 1.50055 0.16005 2„12245 -0.89BL6 0.87505 1.71530
6 2.47955 0.63937 3.63607 -0.40045 1.33613 L.66103
7 3.26290 1.03032 4.98212 -0.00835 1.58059 2.03649
lD
GJ
9LADF	 SFCTIO AJ CO3ROIVAIc'S	 JiVIIATEDi	 AT x =	 1.0755
(SP1 L-AAR AREA IHIN II.LCG P•ILCG IILL1 PHL
1607 0.I614 0.37960-02	 0.22450-06
	 0.23220-OF -U.3577D-0b 3.7097n-05 0.1'_2213-04
11 5 p ) H-RAR BETA IHAx INHCG IINH1
0221 0.0222 -1.223 U.10990-04	 O.lu98D-04 0.11590-03(TC) L OCI L(IPI L(4P) LITPI	 L(OP) Lt151 L(4S1 L1TSI
	 L1(151 L(CG)0791 0.2825 0.0034 0.1691 J. 0794	 0.2816 J.OJ20 0.1711 0.0791
	
0.2834 0.1637IiTCI HIUC1 H11P1 H(HP) HIM
	




































(P rITATEDI	 AT X =	 1.1191
GAMMA TI L(SP) L-RAR AREA IHIN ILLCG PHLCG IILLI PHL
2x.9332 0.0058 0.1619 0.1626 0.3776D-02	 0.I888D-D6	 0.19620-06 -0.35690-06 0.162BD-05 0.116OD-04T+i 70 HtSP) H-BAR BETA [MAX IHHCG ttHHl
0.0200 O.u061 0.0195 0.0195 -1.187 0.1742D-04	 0.1742D-04 0.11720-03





































{A	 x 4	 ^'
BLADE SFCTION CuORDINATES	 (ROTATFOI	 AT x =	 1.1556
GAMMA TI LISP) L-OAR APEA IMIN ILLCG PHLCG I(LLI PHL
29.6007 0.0059 0.1628 0.1636 0.37580-02	 0.16190-06	 0.1689D-06 -0.35249-06 0.13010-05 0.10320-04
T4 TU HISP) H-BAR BETA IMAX (HHCG IIHH)
0.0197 0.0061 0.0174 0.0174 -1.144 0.17820-04	 0.1761D-04 ::.11840-0i
L(ICI L(MC) LITC) LOCI L(IPI 6(HP) L(TP)	 LIOPI LIIS] L(MS) L(TS)	 L(GS) L(CGI
01.0029 0.1754 0.0921 0.2863 0.0037 0.1745 0.091)	 0.2H55 .1.0022 0.1761 0.0921	 0.2871 0.1628
H(1G1 H(71C) H(TO H(DC] HIIP) HIMPI H(TP1	 MCOP) MIS) NIMS) HITSI	 nlEJS) HICG)
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MADE SECTION COORDINATES IROTATEO) AT X =	 1.2553
L(SPI L-OAR AREA IMIN ILLCG PHLCG I(LLI PHL
.1647 0.1651 0.36670-02	 0.10789-06	 0.11370-06 -0.3286D-06 0.69700-06 0.7306D-05
H(SPI H-BAR BETA IMAX IHHCG IIHHI
.0125 0.0125 -1.031 0.1836D-04	 0.18360-04 0.11830-03
L(TC) LIOC) LIIPI LIMP) L(TP)	 LI M LIIS) LIHSI L(TSI	 L(OSI EICGI
.1076 0.2914 0.0035 0.1809 0.1076	 0.2909 0.0024 0.1824 0.1081
	
0.2919 0.1647
H(TCI H(OC) H(IPI H(MPI H(TPI	 H(DP) H(ISI H(HSI HITS)	 HIOS) H(CG)







































BLADE SECTION COIRDINATFS 	 (ROTATED)	 AT K -	 1.3915
GAMMA T1 M P) L-gaR AREA 1^iLN	 ILLCG PHLCG (ILLI PHL
a	 42.6915 0.0060 0,1655 0.1661 0.356uD-02	 0.73420--07	 0.77790-07 -u.28920--06 9.3Z7LD-U6 U.4659D-05
d	 T4 TO H(SP) H-BAR BETA 14AX 	 IHHCG 11HH1
f'	 0.0179 0.006D 0.0083 0.0084 -0.8698 0.1906D-04	 u.1906D-04 O.L172D-03
LIic) LIMCi L(TCl MCI LI(P1 L(HP1	 L(TPI	 LIOPI L( M L(MS1 L(TS) L1951
0.0030 0.1891 0.1291 0.2947 0.0034 0.1885	 0.1287	 0.2945 0.0026 J.1896 0.1294 0_2950
H(LC) H(KI H(TC1 H(OC1 H(IP) r1114P)
	
H(TPI	 HIOP) H11i1 HfHS) HlTSI HIGS1
0.0030 0.0089 0.0111 0.0030 0.0000 -O.DDOO	 0.0+741
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SLAW SECTION COOROINATF.S IRCIT'ATE:01
	 AT X =	 1.5277
GAMMA TI LISP1 L-BAR AREA IHIN 1LLCG PHLCG ILLL)
48•.L941 0.0060 0.1648 0.1654 0.34660-02	 0.55660-J7	 0.59210-07 -0.2235D-06 0.16430-46
TM TO HISPI H-BAR BETA I.MAX IHHCG 1IHH1
0.0169 0.0060 0.0055 0.0055 -0.6560 0.1958D-04	 0.1957D-*04 0.1144D-03
MCI
-L(HC) L(TC) LIOC) U IP) LIMP1 LITP)	 LIOV) 1-1I5) LIHS)
0.0030 0.1959 0.1508 0.2962 0.0032 0.1956 0.1504	 0.2961 0.0028 0.1962
HIM H(MC) H(TC) H(ac) HIIP) HIMP) H(TP1	 HIOP) HITS) H(MS)




























































FILADE SECTION COORDINATES	 (R4fTATfD)	 AT X =	 1.6639
GAMMA Tl L(.5P) L-VAR AREA 113 IN )LLCG PHL:G IILLF PHL
52.0327 0.0060 0.1629 0.1636 0.3394P-02	 0.46560-07	 0.47430-J7 -J.14100-06 3.13440-U6 0.2I43D-05
T49 TO HCSP) H-BAR BETA 1'NAX I-IHC•G I(HHI
0.0160 0.0060 0.0041 0.0041 -0.3191 0.19940-04	 0.19 n40-04 3.1107(4-03
L41C) L(MC) LTTC) L(rJCI LIIP) L(11P) LITPI	 L(OPI LO51 L(H5) 1115) LIOS) L(GC.)0-0030 0.2020 0.1717 0.2966 0.0031 0.2019 9.1716	 0.2906 .].0029 0•.2022 0.1719 0-2966 0.1029H( it) H(KCT "(T{I H(OCI H(IPJ HIMP9 HITP)	 HOW1 H.(I`S) HIM51 HITS) "105) H(CG)
0:0030 0.0034 0.0044 0.0030 0.0000 -0.0042 -0.0030	 U.0000 J.OU60 0.0111) 0.0119 0.0060 0.004IL HP "S









0.0900 0.00Dl 0.01010.1000 -0.0007 3.0104
0.1100 -0-.0004 0.0107O.L200 -O.DO07 0.01100.1300 -0.0010 0.0112
0-1400 -0.0015 0.0114
0.1500 -0.3019 4.,0 116
0.1600 -0.0024 0.0117
0.1700 -D.0029 0.0119








4).2700 -0.0024 0.00840.280D -0.0016 0.0076
0.2900 0.0007 0.0067O.y 966 0.0000 0.00600.2996 0.0030 0.0030
BLADE SECTION COOROINATFS	 (NOTATED)	 AT X =	 1.A500
GAMMA TI LISP) L-BAR AREA IMIN ILLCG PHLCG [ILL) PHL
56.6431 0.0062 0.1590 0.1598 0.33490-02	 0.4251D-07	 0.42730-07 0•.156730-07 0.12790--06 0.27650-05T4 TO H(SP) H-BAR BETA IM.AX IHHCG I(HH)
0..0146 0.0060 0.0050 0.0050 0.1877 0.20420-04	 O.ZU42D-U4 0.10590-03
1-110 L(MC) L(TC) LIOC1 LIIP) LIMP? LITPI	 L(OP) L(ISI LIF451 LITS)	 LIJSI L(CGI
0.0031 O.ZI13 0.2027 0.2966 0.0031 0.2114 012036	 0.2964 9.0031 0.2115 1).2034	 0.2968 0.1590
H•11C) "(MCI H(TC) H(OCI HIIPI H(r{PI HITP1	 H(UP) HilSi HIHS) HITS)
	
H(OS1 HICGI
0.0031 0.0057 0.0053 0.0030 0.0000 -U.G015 -0.0014	 0.0000 0.0062 O.D131 0.0131	 0.0060 0.0050
L HP HS0.0 0.0031 0.OD31
0.0031 0.0000 J.00620.0100 -0.0000 0.00660.0200 -0.0001 0.0071
0.0300 -0.0001 0.0076








0.1300 -0.0008 o.01160.1400 -0.0009 9.01180.1500 -0.0009 0.0121
0.1600 -0.0010 0.01230.1700 -010011 0.01250.1800 -0.0012 0.01270.1900 -0.0012 0.0129
0.2000 -0.0014 0.0131
0.2LOO -00015 0.0131C.2200 -0.0015 0.0130
0.2300 -0.0015 0.0127
0.2400 -0.0014 0.0122
0.2500 -0.0013 0.01160.2600 -0.0011 0.0107
0.2700 -0.0009 0.0097
8.2800 -0.0006 0.00850.2900 -0.0002 0.00710.2966 0.0000 0.00600.2996 0.0030 0.0030
Ca
V TO ST STA$F STATr1R	 TDA 01? TP IdL	 I
TNP11T t=r1R	 PLACE CCd1P'1TNATF PR7rR4u
FTA	 LAMOA	 OP1 qp2	 TuLMT
0.0	 ?.0	 ft. 030f) 	 1.373.0 4.00.110
FLF4r VT	 RT An TT	 TM	 T, KTC	 KTr KnC 24C ZTr 13:
1	 1.79422 1.79120 0.00634	 0.02333	 0103603 26.85125	 1'1.65644 -17. 0 2971 7.1197.1 0.05007 3.2431°
2	 1.74284 1	 74520 •^.00600	 0.01900	 0.00607 ?6.3552 ,4 	14.12054 -14.27192 1.11801 0.06".)6 3.24253
?	 1+63647 1.04984 0.00600	 0.02703	 0.30600 26.6554'1	 15.79549 -11.55724 7.11803 0.06564 9.24145
4	 1.52326 1.54904 0.006DO
	
0.02339	 0.00600 27.49964	 16.97949 -10.37741 3.11691 0.06343 0.1739R4
5	 1.40040 1.44051 0140.600	 0.02000	 0.00639 29.I A 716	 14.51234 -4.74766 -D.II505 0.06140 0.23707




0,00x30 31.98667	 23.26120 -9.48215 3.11245 0.05013 13.23?84
7	 1.18945 L.25435 O.Ooa70	 9.023.3	 D.DD613 3?.211955	 21.01015 -11.02405 7.11117 0.05585 0.23063
"t"'T FLFMFNT STACKTNG PARAMFTT:P-- TWIRM) = 0.2660-02
THFCG
0.15336100-01 0.1687096D--01 0.1909242D-01
	 0.21775210-01 D.25b4835]-01	 0.3062032x3-31 3.3316073D-01
C9CG
-148.8068 183.L162 29.71741
	 14.37160 8.512641	 5.477328 4.468956
ALAnF FLFME:NT STArKING PARAT4ETFR--- TN'1 A 41 = 0.347n-04
THrrG
0.1524 C'32D-01 0.16815710-01 0.19048049-01
	 0.217542"!1-01 3.255TL77n-01
	 0.30515354 -01 3.33092240-01
CACG
-148.8049 183.1160 ?9.71723	 14.37133 13.512252	 9.4607RR 4.468422
w
^^-':rte.	 ::... _. _....^ ..	 ..	 ......	 ..	 .....	 ..	 ..	 .... _..
kl
r PLArkE FLF 14FN7 ANGLFS
FLEk F VT ALP KM Klr KTC rPC A1P KTP KOP [i KTS K'+S
1 -0.69033 4.46101 26.85025 !3.65644 -17.92971 20.362 0 1 10.95634 -11.49078 33.36037 16.2490J -24.129552 0.54570 6.14175 26.55523 14.62054 -I4.27382 23.08161 II.88331 -7.78555 37. 79334 17.25 P S O -23.525RI3 3.16845 7.54980 26.65590 15.79543 -11.55724 23.22559 12. 0394' -5.32543 32.06813 18.55357 -17.066304 6.13507 8.56406 27.49964 16. g7R49 -10.37041 21.I4957 14.:72430 -3.00657 33.53856 19.83159 -16.71457
5 9.60297 9.71°R1 24 .18716 18.5I234 -9.74766 22.452L2 15.49242 -3.14687 95.21280 21.42429 -16.120626 13.65813 !0.80168 31.00667 20.26177 -9.48215 25.32250 L7, 12070 -2.83493 38.94458 23.28494 -15.892277 15.85480 10.63370 32.28955 21.01015 -11.02435 76.15310 17.7721n -4.?616 4 3x.01503 24.11937 -17.43425
BLADE FtFMENT CURVATURE;
ELEMF4T C1C COr CIO rnP CIS rn51 3.12294 3.12305 2-26043 2.27344 3.09095 ?.83590
2 2.85976 ?.85980 1.99364 I.aQ033 3.64526 3.64874
3 2.60368 2.68374 1.82440 I.7g945 1 -46851 3.443x0
4 2«66054 2.66039 I.82504 1.77017 3.47503 1.47361
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81
GAMMA TI LISP] L-8AR
10.5548 0.0061 0.1217 O.L221
TH TO HISPI H-9Aa
0.0200 0.0060 0.0197 0.0197
LI10 LI40 t(TCI L(OC)
00034 0.1216 0.0650 .0.2388
HIICI HIHC) H(TC) HIM
0.0030 0.0254 0.0201 0.00"
BLADE SECTIRN COO Pn INATFS 1 0 'It'1T = ')1 AT X
	
ARFA	 tmlN	 tLLCG
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BLAnE SFCTI`.lk COORDIMAT e S	 IPOTATFn)	 AT x =	 1.4525
-AHF1A TI LISP) L-9AR AREA TMIN ILLrG PaL°.G FILL? PRL
d . fr499 0.0062 0.1239 0.3243 0.3785D-02
	
0.1969D-06	 0.I969n-76 -7.209311-DR 3.142C 0-05 D.0457D-05
Tm TO HtSPI H-BAR BETA I4j%x 1-1-1''0 l(H4)
0.0200 0.0060 0.0180 0.0190 --0.1I670-01
	 0.14kOn-04	 0.14400-04 0.729ID-04
LIIC) L(MCL LITE) LIICI L[IP) LIMP) L[TP)	 L[^a1 L(TSI L14S) LITSI L[?S)
0.0031 0.1239 010688 0.2444 0.0040 0.1239 0.0700	 0.2434 0.0022 0.1240 00676 3.2454
HflCl HIHCI H(TC1 HIM) HIM H;Mpl HIM	 HIM HtIS1 4115) HITS1 y1GS)


































































BLADE SECTION COORDINATES {RnTATEDI AT X =	 1.5684
t,0.F111A TI L( ' SPI L-&AR AREA ImiN ILLCG PsiLGO JUL) PHL
9:3102 0.0062 0.1'246 0.1247 ,0.380+40-02
	 0.19410-06	 0.194.10-Ob 3.72910-08 3.14100-05 0.848.90-05
TM" Tit' HISP,1 H-AAR BETA ZHAX NHCG (IK41





LC'iC) L.I Mt: I LITC) L{OC) L(TV) LIMP) LtTP)
	
L(OP) L11S) CI9S) Urs)
	 LIZ'S) LtCG10.0031 0.1246 0.0703 0.2461 0.0041 0.1246 0.0716	 042451 3.0022 0.1246 0.06,91
	 0.2470 O.#246
HGICI mcl ii(TC) "fop MIN "Clip) H(TP)	 H{OP) MIS) HtµS) 141 TS)
	
Hta5) lit C1.20.003.1 0.13229 0.0190 0.0030 .0.0001 0.01219 0.0105










0.0350 0.0059 0.01870.10 1400 0.0067 0.0202
0.D450 0.0074 0.0217
0.0500 0.0081 0.02310.0550 0.0087 0.0244
0.0600 0.0093 0.0256
0.a 650 0.0098 a-0267
0.0700 0.0.103 0.0277
O.D750 0.0108 0.48860..0800 •0.0112 O.v294
0.085D 0.011b 0.0302
0.0900 •0.0119 0.0308
0.0950 0.0122 0.03140.1000 0.13124 0.0319
0.1050 0.0126 0.•0323
O.P100 0.0128 0.0326
( 0.1150 0.0129 0.0328






















Ilk G3 0.2250 0.0041 0.0151





SLAOE SECTION COO40IN4TFS MIMTEM AT K a	 1.6042
-LISP) L-SAk AREA INN 1LLCG AHLCG	 ULLI	 PML
0.1249 0.1250 0.38220-02	 0.20117-06	 0.20110-06 7.48790-D8	 3.14720-05	 9.07170-05
N45P1 H-BAR 'BETA. 14AX I-§ HCG 1(1*41
0.0182 0.0182 0.19170-01	 0.14700-04	 0.14780-04 3.74510-04
Llwi LI9C) LIIP) L1MP1 LSTP1	 L(LT?1 MIS)	 UMS1	 L(TS1	 I.IOS)
0:0726 0..2470 0.0041 0.1250 0.0730	 3.2463 3.0022	 0.1250	 0.0713	 0.2479
H[TC1 H(©C1 HiIP1 H(MP) HtTP1	 " top) HIISI	 HI?AS)	 HITS1	 HIM












































































fi.	 fSf	 ^lf4. 1.	 t	 l:	 -	 ^	 ^	 ^^	 _	 -
^ 	 a	 <.
BLADE SECTION CDOR131HAT1-S 4ROTATEDI AT X =	 1.B30+1
r,AKMa Ti LISP) L 8AR AREA THEN ILL-CG Pt4LCG :(LLJ pm
4.13.99 0.0063 0.1249 0.1250 0.3854D-02	 0.25270-06	 0.25270-06	 0.18260-07 3.1 q44n-05 0.13260-D4
T4 TO "ESP) H-8AP . BETA 14A;i IHHtG ISHHI
0.020D 0.0060 0.0212 0.0213 0.70790-01	 0.15030-04	 S.IM30-04 0.75240-04
L(T.C1 UHCJ L'(TCI LCGCJ L4rPI L ( RPI LITPI	 Li0PI LU S1 L ( MSJ L(TS)	 L(DSl
0.00.32 OrVVR 0.0739 0.2470 0.0043 0.1251 0.6754	 0.2459 0.0020 0.1250 O.OT25	 0.2482
tAlTO H (NCI "ITC1 H(OGI HIM HAMP I H(TPI	 "1133) M I5) AIMS3 MTS1	 tilas)































0.1100 0.0173 0.03110.1450 0.0171 0.0363

































SEC011O STAGE ROTOR TOA 013 TRIAL L
INPUT FOR BLADE COORDINATE PROGRAS
ETA LAMOA OP1 OP2 TNLHT
0.0 040	 8400000 1.00000	 0.00OLO
ELEMENT RI RO r1 TM TO AM KTC KOC LHC ITC
1 1.79147 1.79155 0.00600 0.01510 0.00600 57.40324 54.39508 51..63688 '0.08098 0.11117
2 1.747'..15 1.74995 0.00600 0.01550 0.00600 56.15332 53.92462 51.86047 0.08135 0.10976
3 1:65719 1.66499 0.00600 0.01640 0.00600 54.22431 52.17586 50.47458 0.08289 0.10637
4 1.56211 1.57677 0.00600 0.01730 0.-00500 $2.12855 49.06:357 46.64851 0.08263 0.X02475 1.459B7 1.48.s80 0.0060[1 0.01820 0.00600 49.89918 44.47362 40.11464 0.08391 0.097146 1.34721 1.383(0 0.00400 0.01930 0.00600 47.68186 39.42934 31.63407 0.08678 0.089427 1.28500 1.33004 0.00600 01.01990 0.00600 46.49703 362.43483 25.189X1 0.08981 0.06445









	 31.49697	 16.90411	 10.57338	 7.025738
	 5.737323
BLADE ELEMENT STACKING PARAMETER--«TN13RHI - 0.5420-04
THECG
0.59074640-01 40.59544280-0L 0.60682590-01 0.6136I750+01 0.6L420 00-01 	 0.61218400-01	 0.60493320-G1
CRCG










ELViENi ALP KH KIC KTC KOG KIP KTP KOP KIS }CTS MIS}	 1 0,1'4828 55518939 ST.40324 54.39508 51.63688 53.82796 55.67742 6D.30945 60.96844 53.11636 43.063022 1-6534L 54.68978 56.15332 53.92462 51.6604T 52.34890 55.211445 59.7T048 59.94968 52.63556 44.010.153 3.02317 52.63894 54.22431 52.17586 50.47458 49.90675 53.43608 57.47722 58.53342 50.91819 43.506564 5.32715 49. .64180 52.12855 49.06357 46.64851 47.22990 50.20170 53.03717 $7.00942 47.92971 40.295345 B.ODff04 45.18144 49.89918 44x.47362 40.11464 44.37125 45.30'2.66 46.27013 55.38.819 43':6'5052 34.129336 11.20M 39.65812 47.68186 39.42934 31.63407 41.51980 39.60527 37.98818' 53.76367 39.25570 25.36259
7 13.16224 3584305 46.49703 36.43483 25.18911 40.10344 36.06397 31.84426 52.77656 36.70874 18.65267
BLIDE ELENENT CURVAMRES
ELE$ENT CLC CE]C CIP CUP CTS CAS
1 0.26475 1405185 -0.16296 -1.76873 0.68956 3.79542
2 0.20303 0.68679 -0.2614L -1.51528 0.66507 2..848623 0.20i05 D.-44842 -0.34653 -L.G6461 4.74595 1.942824 0.32992 0.5.1i31 -0.32022 -0.60412 0.97450 1.61701
.5 0..65581 0.75103 -0.11292 -0.161'43 1.41083 1..652096 144410 1.X4407 0.26701 0.23870 1.99209 2.01901
7 1.31543 1.51530 0.61344 0.573T3 2.37643 2441331
N
ti
1IPA.' BLADE SECTION COOROINA7ES (ROTAIE51 AT X !.2850
G414MA TI L(SPI L-RAR AREA ImIN ILLCG PHLCG 16LLI 'PHL
34 5485 0.0060 0.1233 011235 0.370DF)-02	 0.14800-06 0.14860-66	 0.88970-07 0.940513-06 0.67760-05
TN TO H15P1 H-OAR BPTA IMAX 6HHCG IINHI
010201 0+6062 0.0145 0.6146 0.3776 u..13650-04	 0.13650-04 0.70131)-04
LIIC) LIHC) L4TC1 LFOC1 LRIP) LIMPI L(TP1	 LUP1 1.115) L(MS) U TSI	 L(OSI U CG1
0_11030 0;1223 0.2123 0.2435 0.0035 0.1222 0.1123	 d.2406 0x0025 0.1224 0.1126	 0.2423 0.1233
Ft	 :ICI H(MCI HOT) MCI RUP1 HiNPI HITPI	 "top) 14tIS# HIMS) HITS)	 H1051 H(CSI
' 0.0030 0.0185 0401&0 0.4031 0.0000 0.0086 0.0084	 0.0001 0.0059 0.02,85 0.0281	 0.0061 0.0146
L HP H5







































0.1900 0.0064 0.02250.195'0 0.0060 v. 3214
0.2000 0.0056 0.0202
























































































































































BLADE SECTION COORDYNATES {ROTATED) AT X =	 1.3300
LCSPI L-BAR AREA IHI.N LLLGG PHLCG	 TILL) PHL
0.1939 0.1240 0.36410-02	 0.1210D-06	 0.12130-06 0.59570-07	 0.67!90-06 0.5614D-OS
HGSP1 H-BAR BETA IMAX THHCG 10141
0.0123 0.0123 0.2532 0.1360004 0.1360LY-04 0.69630-04
LIM L(OC) L-10.1 L(MPI L(TPI	 LVOP) L(ISI	 L(H5) LIT5I	 L(OSI
0.1206 0.ZQa 0.0034 0.1227 0.1202	 0.2422 0.0025	 0.1230 0.1209	 0.2435
HEM H(OC1 HUM HIHP) HtTPf	 HMP) Mist	 HEMS) H(TS)	 H(051













































0.2100 0.0031 0.01600.2150 0.0027 0.01480.2200 0.0023 0.0135
0.2250 0.0010 0.01210.230D 0.0014 0.0106
0.2350 0.0009 0.00900.2400 0.0003 0.0073
0.2426







t	 3	 {• ^ ^'^l°3	 >	 _^	 ^	 _^^-,q; J
	 ^14	
__	




BLADE SECTION COORDINATcS [ROTATED) AT X -	 1.4054
GAMHA TI LISP) L-GAR AREA [HIN ILLCG PHLCG I(LL)
42.1233 0.0059 0.1248 0.1252 0.35430-02	 0.917013-07	 0.91740-07	 0.2402D-07 0.3965D-06
TM TO HCSP1 H-BAR BETA It4AX IHHCG I[HHI
0.0189 0.0082 0.0092 0.0093 0.1022 0.13550-'04	 0.13550-0n 0.68960-04
LI M L(MC) L,TC) L[OG) LIIP3 L(HP) LITPI	 LCDP) L41SI U ms)
0.0.030 0.i247 0.1341 0.2448 O.OD33 0.1246 0.1337	 0.2443 0.0026 0.1249
H(IC) N(MM HIM "CDC) H[IPI HI!?P! HIM	 H(0P) H(IS) H(HS)


















































0.2250 0.0007 0. 0109






































































































































































410-06982.0 90-UiZZZ-P LD-DOL67•0 LO-046OL-0 L0-01604'0 ZO-02TttE'O	T92I"0
	lRd	tllll	333Rd	93111	NIHI	v3Hv	a4l8-1
T"S•I	= X tY IGBIV40Il1 5317NICI0003 NOUNS 00918
_
NBLADE SECTION COOROINATES {ROTATED) AT X -	 L.6027
L(SP) L-BAR AREA IHIN ILLCG PwLCG
	
I(LL) PHL
0.1276 0.1276 0.32980-02	 0.59300-07	 0.59300-07 0.96730-08	 0.13330-06 0.20690-05
HISP) H-BAR BETA 114AX IHHCG IIHH)
0.0049 0.0049 0.4v275D-01
	 0.13020-04	 0.13020-04 0.64=2D-04
L(TC) LIOC) LIIPJ LIMP) LIM	 L(OP) L(IS)	 L(HJi L(TS)
	 L(OS)	 LICGI
0.1704 0.2469 0.0031 0.1364 0.1701	 0.2467 0.0029	 0.1366 0.1706	 0.2470	 0.1276
HITO MCC) HdIPI "CHPI HIM
	 HIM "llsi	 HVIS) HITS)




















































0.24x9 x.aaao 0.00600.2499 0.0030 0.0030
rNa
BLADE SECTION COOROtUATES (ROTATE03 AT X -	 1.7014GARMA TI LISP) L-BAR AREA IHFN ILLCG PHLCG	 l(LU53.6T53 0.0060 0.1290 0.1290 0.3167D-02
	
0.508713-07	 0.50080-07	 0.110OD-07	 0.10900-06Tt{ TO H(SP) H-BAR BETA [MAX IHHCG UHHI0.0160 0.0060 0.0043 O.OD43 0.49530-01
	
0.127BD-O4	 0.1278D-04 0,65503-04
LI M LtNCI LITC1 L(GCJ LITP) LIMP) LITPI	 L(OPI L(IS)	 L(HS)0.003D 0.1429 0.1870 0.2469 0.0031 0.1428 0.1868	 0.2468 0.0029	 0.1429H(TC) Hfan HITC1 H(OC) H11P1 HIKP) H(TPJ
	
HIOP1 HITS)	 V(MSD000030 OoOD47 0.0045 0.0030 0.0000 -0.0033 -0.0031	 0..0000 0.0060	 0.0127




































13.1750 -0.0032 0.01230.1800 -0.0031 0.0122
0.1850 -0.0031 0.0120
D.1900 -0.0030 0.0119




























BLADE SECTION COORDINATES [ROTATED) AT X 1.8500





0.1311 0_1312 0.29770-02	 0.42460-07	 0.42550-07	 0.33490-07	 0.12020-06	 0.21300-05
HISPI M-BAR BETA TMAX IHHCG IIHHI0.0053 0.0054 0.1543 0.'[2480-04	 0.12480-04 0.63770-04
LITO LIOC) LIIPI LIMP} L(TPI	 LIOP) LIIS)	 LIMS)	 LITS)
	
LIOSI LICG)
0.2106 0.2467 (1.0032 D.1528 0.2105	 0.2463 0.0029	 0.1529	 0.2110	 0.2471 0.1311HiTC) HIOC1 HIM HIHP1 HIM	 HIM HIIS)	 RIMS)	 HITS)	 Hfas) HIM0.0051 0.0031 0.0000 •-0.0019 -0.0015	 9.0000 0.0060	 0.0134	 0.0119	 0.0062 0.0053L HP HS
0.0 0.0030 0.00300.0030 0.0000 0.00600.(1050 -0.0000 0.00620.0108 -0.0001 0.0067
0.0150 -0.0001 0.00720.000 -0.0002 4.0077O.J250 -0.0002 0.0061
0.0300 -0.0003 0.0006





0.0650 -0.0006 0.01100.0700 --0.0006 D.0113
0.0750 -0.0001 0.,0116
0.0800 -0.0007 0.0118
0.0850 -0.0008 0.01210.0900 -0.0008 0.01230.0950 -0.0008 0.01250.1000 -0.0009 0.01260.1050 -0.0009 0.01280.1100 -0.0010 0.01290.1150 -O.ODIO 0.0I300.1200 -0.0010 0.01310.12.50 -0.0011 0.0132
0.1300 -0.0011 0.01330.1350 -0,0011 0.01330.1400 -0.0011 0.01340.1450 -0.0012 0.01340.1500 -0.0012 0.0134
D.1550 -0.0012 0.01330.1600 ^0.0013 0.0133
0.1650 -0.0013 0.0132O.1TOO -0.0013 0.01320.1750 -0.0013 0.01310.1030 -0-0013 0.01300.1850 -0.0013 0.01280,1900 -0.0014 0.01270.1950 -0.0014 0.01260.2000 -0.0015 0.01250.2050 -0.0015 0.01220.2i00 -0.0015 0.01200.2150 -0.0014 0.01160.2200 -0.0013 • O.OIIl0.2250 -0.0012 0.0•i0s0.2300 -0.0010 4.0098V.235U -0.0007 0.0009
I.?401 , -O.J004 0.0079
0.145u -O.U[)01 0.0068



















SECOND STiGF STATOR TOA 913 TRIAL F
INPUT VOR BLADE COORDINATE PROGRAM
ETA LAMDA Opt Up2 TNL1?T
O.0 0.0 B.ODp00 i.OD p 00	 099710
ELEHFNT RI RO TI TN TO Kit KT. KOL
1 1.791,99 1.79277 0.00600 0.015DO O.OD60p 29«4131? 13.75952 -18.86491
2 1.75233 I.75710 0.00600 0.01500 0.00600 28.83672 14.72484 -15.03947
3 1.67I$7 1.68439 0.00600 0.01500 0.0060D 26.37373 19 .71224 -12420247
4 1.58784 ..60918 0.00600 0.01500 0.00600 28.81834 16.62886 -10.99615
5 1.49951 1.53033 0.00600 0.01500 0.00600 30.31614 17.83$50 -10.43846
f	 ;.	 6 1,40449 I.44619 0.00600 0.01500 0.00600 32.79374 19.31727 -19.639837	 1035356	 1.401143	 0..00600	 0.01500	 0.0060D	 34.24772	 19.88286 -12.28780










	 89.09737	 31.61251	 18.05225	 11.80936	 8.181975

















	 89.09716	 31.61228	 18.05197	 lW30900	 8.18{577	 6.888431
L
BLADE ELEMENT ANGLES'	
E4EMFNT ALP KM KIC KTC KOC XTP KTd KOP KI5 KTS KOS1 0:18396 5.27402 29.,41312 13.75952 -18.86 fr91 25.30204 32.27617 -14.7577I 33.38189 15.19165 -22.836'912 1.12845 6.89803 28.83672 14.72484 -15.03947 24. TI 307 13.21471 -10.89276 32.8299* 16.18720 -19.055153 3404246 8.0E456 28.3T3T3 15.71224 -12.20247 24.25377 14.11440 -8.02389 32.36336 17.26290 -16.25858& 5.07950 8.y301B 28.81839 16.62086 -10.99613 24.74117 14.97500 -6.79753 32.77894 ;8,23470 -15.074165 9x36871 9.93808 30.31614 17.83850 -10.43846 26.28640 16.17789 -6.22445 34.22872 1. 9.44963 -14.52937
;-	 6 30.0?'877 11.63530 32,70074 19.31727 -10.63083 28.73587 17..67239 -6.40419 36.54444 20.90999 -14.726877 11.52951 141.97901 34.24712 19,88286 -12.28T80 30.33348 I8.23209 -8.06331 38.03464 2.1.47671 -16.37257BLADE ELEt1ENT CURVAR RES
ELEMENT CIC coc CTP COP CIS CAS1 3.35259 3..35234 2.8364'0 2.83552 3.82365 3.824012 3.06289 3.06257 2.53318 2.52791 3.55071 3.554923 2.84259 2.84251 2.30962 2.29415 3.336'80 3.350334 2.791tr5 2.79124 2.26594 2.23803 3.279.56 3.304835 2+85+461 2.85446 2.34364 2.30149 3.32867 3.366906 3,0264+4 3:02658 2.53750 2.47900 3.-7806 3.53147























°-Lh1'F SF rTInN COUDI P'4TPS (PIT4T'nl	 V; X =	 1.383$
LfSP) 4.-%;4a AgF4 PAIN ILLCG Q9L"135
	 6111 P1+L0.1277 0.1221) 0.2053F1-02
	 0.1j69 n-0E	 "0.1 1i7an-ad,	 a.4F?7n- '77 	1,1590'1-05 (1.79570-05
H(SP) H-R&R 4F Td t4ax I-IHr,G I(H-II
0.0217 0.0218 0.2307 0.11694-04•
	 0.11580-94 ).562"-IM
MCI L(0CI LIM L(RP1 LITP1	 L(JPI LftS)	 Lf4sl ZITS)	 LIDS)
0.07513 0.2415 0. 00Q 0.1226 0.0769	 0..240'1 0.00114	 0.11 2 6 0.0747	 0.2427
HIM t11Pr) HIM HfmPI HIM	 -ft3p) HITS)	 w(NS) 4fT5l
	 H(OS)



































0.1600 0.0195 O.D3380.36510 0.'.1184 0.0331
0.1700 0.01a3 0.0372
0.1750 0.0176 0.0312

















YA-	 t -	 Y	 i^


















°.LADE SFCTI gN COOPOIHATES	 ( u OTAT rr11	 AT X =	 1.3'768
LISPI L-BAP -R FA IHIN ILLru PILE,	 1 ( LL( PHL
0.1229 0.1232 0.2AS6']-02	 0.17800-06	 0.1787n-O° 7.4456)-07 	3.15060-05 0.77610-05
H(SP) H-RAP BETA [MAX IyHCG I(14^111
0.-0212 0.0212 0.2210 0.1173D-Oft	 0.11730-04 3.56560-04
L(Tr) L(7C) L11P? LIMP) LITP'1	 L(IPI L(fS1	 LIMS) L(15)	 L9DS1
0.0740 0.2421 0.0041 0.1228 0.0770	 0.2409 0.0019	 0.1-229 3.0750	 0.2433
H(TrJ HIRC1 lit f p s WHI P) lit TP1	 14f MP) HI15)	 +if ms) HITS)	 H(OS)



















































































































(r 13111JH1+1xvhlvldiravu-HIdS1)1LAht ,C-p445L'GSO-O" I41'f40-UT9i.c'-'	lo-^Bu7l'C	9G-UL991'0	zo-:-19bZ'0SLZI%1E2T'G19(13105SE6'Gl
ll+dI	[I)I0:;7}d:r!'llIhl hlvs)1vdYL-7IdSYIILuhHv`J







SLAVE SECTI^N COOROINAT r S	 f^'1IATFDI
	
AT X =	 1.4615
Ga"+NA T1 LtSPI L-RAR APFA T4TN ILLrG PHL 'G ML) OHL
13.5250 4.0061 O.L238 J.1?43 0.2Q76D-02	 O.i500 1 -06	 0.15309-06 3. 7 il6n-a cz 7122fn-n5 0.70330-05
T4 TO "(SPI H-Up BETA iHnx IHHr, G ;f4-1)
3.9150 0.0360 0.0100 O.OL40 0.1639n-02	 0.I203D-1)4	 O.1201 n-04 J.SP320-04
L(1C) LIkir) L{TC1 L(OC) LfIP) L(rip) LIT41	 LfoPI L ( TS1 L(45) LITSI	 L(ri5f
0.0031 0.123ft 0.0764 0.2442 0.0041 D.L238 0.0773	 3.2431 0.0020 0.1239 0.0755	 0.2453
HfIM H ( 4C3 H Ml H17C1 H(IPI HfMpl NfTP)	 H(Clol HIM HfMSI HUS)	 "(IS)


























































.. ^	 ' 	 ..	
^i	
-.	 - .-.	 ._.	
^ }	 -	 -•wrw^.ur`tieif^^z"x:^ ^ fi ..'.'^"^...^-^J.ti...:,.^"in'^^..i.'.-.s.men.....<_^. r
ft
BLADE SUCT194 COORDINAT F S (ROTATpn l 	AT X =	 1.5461
GAN44 F1 LISP) L-9AR 4R'EA I4 IN ILLCG 91-W :r TELL) PHL
19.5571 0.0011 0.1243 0.1245 0.2980D-02
	 0.14DID»06	 0.140ID-36 3.762tn-OA 0.1152 -05 0.0440-05
T4 TO "A s p1 H-OAR QUA T4AX 14HCG It't1!
0.0150 040060 0:0104 0.0184 0.36560-01	 0.12000-04	 0.12080--14 0.511290-04OTCJ LNO LEM LMCI L EM L '(4PI LETO)	 L(041 LEIS) LEMS) LETS) 1E75)	 ti r:;
0 ..0pil 0._T244 0.0764 0.2456 O.Gortl 0.1244 0.0773	 0.2445 0.0021 0.1244 0.0155 0.2465
	 7,12+43
RIICJ HpSCl VETO HEM HSIPI R(Rp$ HtTP)	 HtnP) MIS) HERS$ HITS) HEOSI	 4t t'31
0.:7031 0:024! 0.0209 0.0330 0.0002 0.0166 0.0141






















































BLADE SECTION COORDMATES IRMTED1 4T X =	 i.ikSOR
GAMMA 72 LISP) L-BAR AREA IMIN ILLCG AHLCG I MLI PHL
13.6 4-31 O.OD61 0.12;6 0.1248 0:2992D-02	 0.14070-06	 0.16070-06 0.29,300-DR 0.1155D-05 0.687QD-O5
TR 7O H%GPI H-9AR BETA IM4X IHHCG IIHH)
O.D150 6.0060 O.D184 0.0184 0.13770-01	 0.12240-04	 O.L221D-04 0.5803D-OG
+LIVC I L(MC1 LIM LIOC) LIIPH LUMPI LITP)
	
L(OP) LI M L(M51 LITS)
	
LIDS) LIC31
0`003.1 0.12448 0.0773 0.2464 0.0041 0.1248 0.0782	 0.2454 0.002L 0.1248 0.0764	 0.2474 0.1246
HIIGI HIMC) HIM HIOCI HIM H(HP) HIM	 1`OP) 'Hi IS) H(M51 H;TS)	 yf05) HIrGI


























































BLADE SECTION COORDINATES (AnTATED) 	 AT K =	 1.7154
GAM4A TI L(SP) L-BAIT AREA IMIN ILLCG P1iLCG ML) ?HL
7.8841 '0.0062 0.1248 0.1250 0.30030-02	 0.14960-06	 0.14960-06	 3.15d0n-10 3.123711-05 0.71430-05
T4 TO H(SPI H-64P BETA MAX THHCG MR)
0:0150 0.0060 0.-0190 0.0190 0.74320-04	 0.12330-04	 0.1233--04 0.592511-04
L( TO U40 I.tTC1 LtOLI LtIPI LIMP) L(TPI	 L ( OP) L(I51 t IHS; LITS)	 LS3S1
0.0031 0.1250 0.0797 0.2470 0.0041 0.1250 0.0806	 0.2459 0.0020 0.1250 0.0788	 0.24A0
H( .tC1 . H ( MCI HITCI HIQG) H;IP1 "I MP) H(Tp)	 H(OPI H( IS) H(45) HITS)	 H(OS)






























































9LADE SECTION COORDINATES MT4TED1 AT X c	 1.8000
GAMMA TI LISP) L-BAR AREA THIN ILLCG PHL ' G 1ILL) P'HL
4:9696 0.0062 0.1249 0.1250 0.30330-02	 0.201,60-06	 0.20169-06	 0.07030-09 3.17100-05 0.84680-05
V4. Ta . "(SP) H-BAR IzETA 14AX IRMCG 104"1
0.015D 0.0060 0.0223 0.0223 0.40290-01	 0.12580-04	 0.1258D-04 0.60000-04
LUC) LIWC) LITCI LIM LIIP) LIHP1 U TPI	 L(UP) LI M t(MS1 LRTS)	 LIDS) LICG)
0.0(J31 0.2251 0.0811 0.2471 0.0044 0.1251 0.0822	 0.2459 0.0019 0.1251 0.0801	 0.24B4 0. 12 49
H(.IC) HIM) HIM HIOC) H{1P) HImPl H(TpI	 HIM H(1SI HIHSt HITS)	 +Tt]Sl HIM
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THIRD STAGE ROTOR	 TDA 013
	
TRIAL 1
INPUT FOR BLADE COORDINATE PROGRAM
ETA	 LAHDA	 OPi OP2
	
TNLMT
0.0	 0.0	 8.00000	 1.00000 0.00010
ELEMENT	 RI	 RO	 TI	 TAE	 TO KIC	 Y.TC KJDC 2NC YT£ ZO£
1	 1.79305	 1.79333	 0.00600	 0.01510	 0.00600 57.80185	 54.64604 52.03103 0.08009 0.11570 0.13708
2	 1.75872	 1.76031	 0.00600	 0.01550	 0.00600 56.83-131	 54.46247 52.49231 0.07978 0.11444 0.13889
3	 1.68887	 1.69354	 0.00600	 0.01640	 0.00600 55.19461	 53.27566 51.90291 0.07939 0.11193 0.€436,0
4	 2.61665	 1.62317
	
0.00600	 0.01740	 0.00600 53.43480	 $0.64553 49.00618 0.07992 0.10959 0.15176
5	 1.54086;	 1.55423	 0.00600	 0.02830	 0.00600 51.60610	 46.70112 43.82327 0.08032 0.40655 0.16385
6	
€.46000	 1.47942	 0.00600
	 0.0€940	 0.00600 49.89467	 42.37804 37.48985 0.08310 0.10190 0.17527
7	 1.41698	 1.44021	 0.00600	 0.01990	 0.00600 49.13332	 39.63453 32.49073 0.08580 0.09892 0.18311
BLAOE ' ELEMENT STACKING PARAMETER,--TNORMI








52.06144	 28.91766 18.93425	 13.36974 11.34691









877.'8983	 153.7095	 52.06151	 28.91784 16.93460
	 13.37040 11.34772
-^........_.^..^........ ....^_.^.__... ...__....._.`......_U 	 _^ f ^ ^. .P..^- t	 ^^'r-F^	 -s^„rs^+ -•^ s-_--^-	 ._.	 .^w.u^_ "s'_ ^.L^._.Y`:S ^'^ "^=:`... _' -7Iv"r .^ _..a .,.
BLADE ELEMENT ANGLES
ELEMENT ALP KN KtC KTC KOC KIP KTP KRP KIS KTS KOS
1 0.11703 55.59015 57.80185 54.64604 SZ.03183 54.22439 56.17266 62.44516 6L.3691% 53.12374 41.76016
2 D.65589 55.16499 56.83131 54.46247 52.49231 53.01634 56.07009 61.79988 60.63799 52.A5836 43.26+326
3 1.86162 53.82444 55.19451 .53.27566 51.90291 50.84603 55.01610 59.75368 59.53540 51.53840 44.09224
4 3...21329 51.38380 53.43480 50.64553 49.00618 48.46834 52.43168 55.94258 58.38520 48.86S30 42.10312
5 4..687n 47.86494 51:.60610 46.70112 43.82327 45.97291 46.45213 50.0384! 57.20645 44.96044 37.65311
0 6:30969 43.69182 49.894&7 42.37804 37.48985 43.63403 43.70402 43.86810 56.09005 41.06595 3L.17812
7 7.23013 40.81242 49.13332 39.63453 32.49073 42.65049 40.55346 39.10804 55.52291 38.72882 25.96777
8LAUE ELEMENT CURVATURES
ELEMENT' LTC COC CIP COP CIS CAS
1 0.26463 1.27410 -0.16357 -3.05816 0.68991 5.46670
2 0.20304 0.83689 -0.26297 --2.43201 0.64819 4.03409
3 0..17478 0.45811 -0.37996 -1.57896 0.72706 2.46944
4 .0..27279 0.43700 -0.38799 -0.93517 0.92849 1.79243
5 0..52357 0.62357 -0.26527 -0.34407 1.30OT9 1157337 -
6 0.68688 0..88595 -0.00829 -0.02984 1.75676 1.77728
7 1.18687 I.18689 0.26388 0.24139 2.07612 2.09753
HWW
r	 1
+ t	 r e
NU)
BLADE SECTION COORDINATES (ROTATED) AT X =	 1.4170
GAMMA TI LfSP} L-BAR AREA (MIN ILLCG PHLCG 1ILLI PHL
40.0059 0.0060 0.1249 0.1249 0.37520-02	 0.12070-06	 0.12080-06 0.38800,07 0.60660-06 0.5370D-05
T11 TO H(SPI !i-BAR BETA IMAX THHCG ifHRI0.0200 040062 0.0113 O.Oi14 0.1579 0.142OD-04	 D.142OD-04 0.72700-04
LfIC) LIHC1 LfTC) L(OC) LITP) L (MP I LITP)
	
LfOP) L(IS) LfMS) L(TS) LfOSI
O.OD3O 0.1240 0.1387 0.2452 0.0034 0.1240 0.1384	 0.2446 0.0026 0.1240 0.1392 0.2458
H(IC) W MCI HI7C1 H(OC) H(IP) H(MPI H(TP)	 HIOP) HfISI H01s) HITS) H(OS1
















0.0750 0.0034 0.02090.0800 0.0035 0.0215
0.0850 0.0036 0.02210.0900 0.0038 0.0225
0.0950 0.0039 0.0229




011250 0.0043 0 8242
0.1300 W.0043 L, (242





0.1700 0.0038 0.02200.1750 O.OD37 0.02140.1800 0.0035 0.02080.1850 0.0034 0.02010.1900 0.0032 0.0194
' 0.1950 0.0030 0.0186
0.2000 O.OD28 O.D177
0.2050 0.0026 0.01670.2100 0.0023 0.01570.2150 0.0020 0.0140
0.2200 0.0018 0.0134










BLADE SECTION COORDINATES IROTATEO)
	 AT K =	 1.4282
GAMMA TI LISP! L-BAR AREA IMIN ILLCG PHLLG IILLI PHL
40.8707 0.0060 0.1249 0.1249 0.37290-02	 0.1144D-06	 0.11440-06 0.32950-07 d.5459D-06 0.50410-05
TR TO H(SP1 fl-BAR BETA (MAX IHHCG IIHHI0.0199 0.0061 0.0107 0.0108 0.1348 0.14120-04	 0.14120-04 0.72260-04
L(IC) L(MCJ L(TCl UOU LLIPI L(MP) L(TP)	 L(OPI L(IS) LE14S1 L(TS)	 L(O5)0.0030 0.1241 0.1411 0.2454 0.0034 0.1240 0.1406	 0.2449 G.0026 0.1241 0.1415	 0.2459Helm H1NC1 H(TCI H(DC) HIIPI H(MPI HITPI
	 HI0p1 H(1sl H(HS) H(TS)
	 HIOSI0.0030 0.0134 0.0133 0.0031 0.0000 0.0035 0.0035	 0.0000 O.OD60 ^0 .0233 0.0231
	 0.0061L HP HS0.0 O.DO30 0.00300.0030 0.0000 0.00610.0050 0.0001 0.0066
0.0100 0.0003 0.0079
0.0150 0.0006 0.00920.0200 0.0DO8 0.01040.0250 0.0010 0,01160.0300 0.0012 0.01270.0350 0.0014 0.01380.0400 0.0016 0.01480.0450 0.0018 0.01570.0500 0.0020 0.01660.0550 0.0022 0.0174
0.0600 0.0023 0.01820.0650 0.0025 0.01890.0700 0.0026 0.01960.0750 0.0028 0-02020.0800 0.0029 0.02080.0850 0.0030 0.02130.0900 0.0031 0.02110.0950 0.0032 0.02210.1000 0.0033 0.02250.1050 0.0033 0.02270.1100 0.0034 0.0230
0.1150 0.0034 0.02310.1200 0.0039 0.02320.1250 0.0035 0.02330.1300 0.0035 0.02330.1350 0.0035 0.02320.1400 0.0035 0.02310.1450 0.0035 0.02290.1500 0.0034 0.0227
0.1550 0.0034 0.02240.1600 0.0033 0.02210.1650 0.0032 0.02170.17D0 0.0031 0.02I20.1750 0.0030 0.02060.1800 0.0029 0.02010.1050 0.0028 0.01940.1900 0.0026 0.01870.1950 0.0025 0.01790.2000 0.0023 0.01710.2050 0.0021 0.01610.2100 0.0019 0.01520.2150 0.0017 0.01410.2200 0.0014 0.01300.2250 0.0012 0.0118
7.2300 0.0009 0.01060.235D 0.0006 0.00930.2400 0.0003 0.0079








BLADE SECTION COORDINATES ( ROTATED) AT X =	 1.4402
GAMMA TI. L(5P) L-BAR AREA [MIN ILLCG PHLCG I ( LL) PHL
41.T6S4 0.0060 0.1249 0.1249 0.37060-02 0.1082D-06	 O.ID820-06 0.2852D-07 0.4B730-06 0.4709D-05
TM TO H ( SP) H^BAR BETA IMAX IHHLG I(m)
0.0198 0.0061 0.0101 0.0101 0.1172 0.14060-04	 0.1406D-04 0.71850-04
L(IC1 L(MC) L(TCl L(OC) L(IP1 L IMP 1 LtTP)	 L(OP) L ( 1S1 L(NS) L(TS)
	
L(OS)
0.0030 0-1241 0.1436 0.2456 0.0034 0.1240 0.1432	 0.2451 0.0026 0.1241 0.1440	 0.2461
H(ICI H (HC1 H(TC1 H (OL) H(IP) H(HP) H IM	 H(OP) MIS) H(HSJ H(TS)	 H(OS)
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BLADE SECTION COOROINATES IR n TATEDI	 AT X =	 1.5026
L{SP1 L-BAR AREA (MIN ILLCG PHLCG	 IILL)	 PHL
0.1252 0.1252 0.,35750-02	 0.85090-07	 0.851O0-07 0.14020-07	 0.29380-06	 0.3435D-05




LITC! L(GC) LITP] LIMP) L(TPI
	 LIOP) L(IS)	 LIMS)
	
LITS)	 L(05)
0:1565 0.2462 0.0032 0.1251 0.1"1	 042458 0.0027	 0.1252	 0.1569	 0.2465
F]ITC) H'IGC) H-1IP) HIMP) HITPI	 HIOP) MIS)
	 RIMS)	 H(TS)	 HIOS)
0.0089 0.0031 0.0000 -0.0002


















































































t BUDE SECTION COORDINATES (ROTATED) AT X =	 1.5770
LdSPJ L-BAR AREA IMIN ILLCG PHLCG	 IILLI	 PHL
0.1265 0.1265 0.34480-02	 0169860-07	 0.69860-07 0.57270-08	 0.18080-06	 D.24800-05
H(SP1 •H-BAR BETA [MAX IHHCG I(HH)
0.00''37 0.0057 0.24560-01	 0.13430-04	 0.13430-04 0.68620-04
L(TC) L(OCI LIIP) LIMP) L(TPI	 L(OP) LIES)	 LIMS)	 LITSI	 LIDS)
0,1721 0.2460 0.0031 0.1301 0.1718	 0.2466 3.0028	 0.1303	 0-724	 0.2470
HtTCI H(OCJ HIIP) "IMP) H•ITP)	 H(OP) H(ISI	 HEHS.I	 HITS)	 HIOS)
0.0062 0.0030 0.0000 -0.0024 -0.0022	 0.0000 0.0060	 0.0155	 0.0145	 0.0060
L HP HS0.0 0.0030 0.0090
0.0030 0..0000 0.0060
0."0050 -0.0001 0.0063O.a100 -0.0002 0.0070






0.0700 -0.0013 0n01180.0550 -0.0015 0.0122
0.0600 -0.0016 0.0127







0.1050 -0.0022 0.01520.1100 -0.0023 0.0153
0.1150 -0.0023 0.0154
0.1200 -0.0023 0.0155





11.1550 -0.0624 0.01520.1600 -0.0023 0.0150
0.1650 -0.0023 0.01480.1700 -0.0023 0.01460.1.750 -0.0022 0.0143
0.€800 -0.0021 0.0140
043850 -0.0021 0.0137
0.1900 -0.0020 0.01330.1950 -0.0019 4.O1Z9
0.2000 -0.0017 0.01240.2050 -0.0016 0.0119
0.210D -0.0015 0.01140.2150 -0.0013 0401080.2z00 -0.0011 0.01020.2250 -0.0010 0.00950.2300 -0.0008 0.0088
0.,2350 -0.0005 0.0080
0.2400 -0.0003 0.0072







BLADE SECTION COORDINATES ?ROTATEDJ AT X =	 1.6513
GAMMA TI LISP) L-BAR' AREA IMIN FLLCG PffLCG I (LL) PHL
52.7424 0.0060 0.1200 0.1280 0.33160-02	 0.59406+07	 0.59400-07 0.2269D-08 0.12470-06 0.16870-05
TM. TO H(.SPI H-8AR BETA IMAX 1HHCG I(HH7
0.0170 0.0060 0.0044 0.0044 -0.9909D-02	 0.13=B0-04	 0.1318D-04 D.6759D-04
L(tC) L(MC) L(TC) L OCI L(IP) L(MP) LITP)	 LIOP) L(ISI L(HS) ZITS)	 L(OS) L(CGJ
0.0030 U. 13b$ 0.1971 0.2469 0.0031 0.1364 0.1869	 0.2468 0.0029 0.1365 0.1872	 0.2470 0.1280













































0.2300 --0.0013 0.00851-' 0.2350 -O.OD10 0.0078
0.2400 -0.0006 0.0071




BLADE SECTION COORDINATES ( ROTATED) AT X =	 1.7257
GAMMA TI LISP4 L-BAR AREA IMIN ILLCG PHLCO ( ( LLI PHL
54:7031 0.0060 0.1295 0.1295 0.31790-02	 0.51080-07	 0.51090-07	 0.8483D-•08 0.1068D-06 0.17320-05
TM TO H ( SP) H-BAR BETA IHAX ITiHCG (IHH)
0.0159 0.0060 0.0042 0.0042 0.37800-01	 0.12910-04	 0.12910-04 0.66221?-04
L(IG) L ( HC) L(TCI LIOCI L(IPI L ( MP) L(TPI	 L ( OP) LIIS) L(MS) L(TSI	 L 4 051 L(C(;)
0.00.30 0.1426 0.2003 0.2468 0.0031 0.1426 0.2061	 0.2467 010029 0.1427 0.2005	 0.2469 0.1295
H{1C) H (NC) H(TCJ H (0C) H(IP) HIMP) HI T4)	 H ( OPI H(35) HIHSI HITSI	 "105) HICG)
























































GLADE SECTION COORDINATES (ROTATEDI
	 AT X =	 1-2500LISP) LtBAR AREA IHIN ILLGG PHLCG	 ML) PHL0.1319 (j. 1320 0.29740-02	 0.4217O-07	 0.4227D-07	 0.35480-07	 as.13140-06 0.2L80D-05
FH SP) "-BAR OC-TA IHAX IHHCG I(HH)0.0054- 0.0055 0.1619 0.12600-04	 0.1260D-04 0.64460-04
L(TC)- LIM LEM LtHPI LtTP)
	 Lt OP) L(ISI	 L(HSl L(TS)	 U OS)
	 L(CG)0.2202 4.2466 0.0032 0.1542 0.2199	 0.2460 0.0028	 0.1542 0.2205
	 0.2471
	
0.1319HIM H1OC1 H(IP) HfHPI H(TP)
	 H(OP1 HIM
	 W KS) H(TS1
	 114051	 H(GGl0.0050 0.0032 0.0000 -0.0010 -0.0015
	 0,0000 0.0060	 0.0134 0.0114	 0.0064





0.0150 -0.0001 0.00720.,0200 -0.0001 0.0077
0.0250 -0.0001 0.0061















0.1150 -0.0006 0.01310.1200 -0.0008 0.01320.125D -0.0009 0.0133
4.1300 -0.0009 0.0133
0.135D -0.0009 40.0134
0.1400 -0.0010 0.01340.1450 -0.0010 0.0134
0.1500 -0.0910 0.01344.1550 -0.0010 0.0134
0.1600 -0.0011 O.OI34
0.1650 -0.0011 0.0433
0.1700 --0.0011 0.01320.1750 -0.0012 0.01310-1000 -0.0012 0.0130








-0.0012 0.01040.1350 -0.000q 0.0095{1.2400 0.0005 0.0084
1i. 1 450 0.0000 4.0070
'46b 0.00017 0.0066














THIRD STAGE STATOR	 TDA 013
	 TRIAL 1







	 8.00000	 1.00000	 000010
ELEMENT	 RI	 RD	 Tf	 TM	 TO Klr	 KTt KGC 2MC ZTC ZOC1	 1.79355
	










	 15.07484 -12.36032 0.11761 0.87466 0.241614	 1.63080	 1.64193	 0.00600	 0.01500	 0.00600 28.58821
	
15.86409 -11.24875 0.11726 0.07339 0.240985	 1.56197	 1.57783	 0.00600	 0.01500	 0.00600 30.01567	 16.89135 -10.72188 0.11636 8.07334 0.240056	 1.48920	 1.51'017	 0.00600	 0.01500
	











0.26305419 -01 0.276[2710 -01
CRCG
108.9.927	 168.8463	 6D.88316	 35.46506 23.61D55 17.14925 14.86951
















.Y^' ^ ' 4 T	 - a4ad»^• ivm	 ^r^ 	^ M ^ _	 _.-..^-..au.....^^na.lN.Y	 -	 Jn'^a'.^G=.
PLAOE ELEMENT ANGLFS
FLEMMT ALP KM KIC KTr KOC KIP KTO KOP KIS KTS KOS
L 0:09429 5.12141 29.34397 13.20974 -19.10126 25.23407 11.90175 -14.98942 33.31119 I et. 569 Q4 -23.07354
:2 0..59819 6.73452 22.71264 14.15553 -15.2459L 24.58234 12.72751 -11.10413 32.71197 15.53834 -19.25655
3. L.60029 7.90518 28.17272 15.07484 -12.36032 24.03995 13.57474 -8.19315 32.18429 16.53086 -16.43535
4 2.64441 8.66963 28.58921 15.86409 -11.24875 24-46811 14.32973 -7.07026 32.5896P 17.35 1#05 -15.3369a
5 3.79002 4-64655 30.01567 16.89135 -10.721 :BB 25.91881 15.37744 -6.53812 33.99234 19.36045 -14.78274
5 5.01.600 10.61818 32.19996 18-105811 -IO.96432 28.13532 16.58815 -6.78183 36.13900 19.48203 -15.01728
7 5.64407 10.46248 33.57477 18.38507 -12.65021 29.53858 16.92310 -8.47804 37.47816 19.79616 -16.6F392
BLAOF ELEMENT CURVATURES
ELC4ENT C7C COC CIP COP CIS CAS
1 3.36.249 3.362TO 2.84704 2.84682 3.83273 3.83336
2 3.06736 3.06770 2.53609 2.53407 3.55651 3.55902
2.83 911 2.$3890 2.2-)984 2.29217 3.33910 3.34575
4 2.74243 2.79209 2.25497 2.24195 3.29150 3.30281
5	 . 2.85278 2.85263 2.32301 2.-11410 3.34394 3.36097
6 . 3.01481 3.01484 2.49799 2.47317 3.49178 3.51442














(ROTATFO) AT X -	 1.4509
L(SP) L-93AR ARFA IMM ILLCG PHLCG	 TILL) PHL
0.1244 0.1246 0.30070-02	 0.18700-06	 O.1A7113-06 0.26460-07	 3.1589[1--05 n.s116O-05
H(SP1 14 -BAR BETA ) MAX IHHCG I(-1.1)
0.0215 0.0216 0.1251 0.12300-04	 0.t23on-74 0.59000-04
L(TCY L OCI LCIP) L(NP) L(Tal	 L(OP1 1.((S)	 L('S+S) '-(TS)	 L(051
0.08i8 0.2457 0.0042 0.1244 0.0827	 0.2445 3.0019	 0.1244 0.0008	 0.2470
H(TC) H(OCI H(P) H( tip I H(TP1	 -1(001 H(IS)	 H(HS) H(T51	 4(C5)






































































_ r._ . •^ .i...a^_.....J._.d.....^: ^^ is-.	 _+..+.- ^ i^_^,	 t"	 #-	 r	 a^'.TaY-`.4wa. a^  .r y et ..-a
BLADE SFCTION "OORDINATES (? fJTATFO)	 AT X =	 1.4624
TI LtSPI L-GAR AREA MIN ILLCG PHLCG IILLJ PHL
0.0061 0.1244 0.1246 0.30050•-02
	 0.i8127-0b	 0.18127-J6 0.2618D-07 3.153 1*0-05 0.713790-05
TO Ht5P1 H-BAR BFTA TMAX IHHCG TIHHI
0.0060 0.0212 0.0212 0.1.239 0.12290-04	 0.12291-04 3.5893n-04
L(MC1 IcfTCJ LTOC) LIIPF L(Ho} L(TP)
	
LION L(TS) L NSJ L(TS)
	
U OS)
0.1244 0.0818 0.2458 0.0042" D.1244 0.0827	 3.2446 3.0019 0.I244 0.0808
	 0.2470
H04C) HIM HUM H(IP) H(HP) H ( TP)	 "top) HITS) 4(HS) HITS)	 HI05)
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































r ( 1	 t 	 - 	 74 ' r_- __	 1.alp ._	 l	 _'	 e.
Y =^¢ca	 J aaw4	 `s.S`^s-	 ^	 Lxs In	 d	 ^--H f ds"Ta,J..e.o.^	 .--.--L.-...a.'._.._
FJURTM STAGE ROTOR	 TDA 013 TRIAL I
INPUT FOR BLADE COORDINATE PROGRAM
ETA	 LAMDA	 OP1	 OP2
	
TJJLMT
0.0	 0.0	 8.00000	 1.00000	 0.00010
ELEMENT	 RI RO TI	 TM	 TO Klr	 KTC	 KOC TMC ZTC ZOC
1	 1.79411 1.79431 0.00600	 0.01510	 0.00600 59.06125	 55.00982	 54.56485 0.06481 0.11969 0.13362
2	 1.76498 1.76598 0.00600	 0.01550	 0.00600 58.25604	 55.65104	 55.31500 0.06554 0.11791 0.13371
3	 1.70623 1.70911 0.00600	 0.01650	 0.00600 56.88974	 55.65155	 55.43325 0.06731 0.11521 0.33590
4	 1.64613 1.65133 0.00600	 0.01740	 0.00600 55.58059	 53.68471	 53.22476 0.0699B 0.11364 0.14200
5	 1.58372 1.59179 0.00600	 0.01840	 0.00600 54.25700	 50.43173	 49.17241 0.07339 0.11205 0.15103
.6	 1.51782 1.52950 0.00600	 0.01940	 0.00600 53.11860	 46.96819
	 44.31691 0.07680 0.10931 0.16063
7	 1.40296 1.49705 0.00600	 0.01990	 0.00600 $2.58756	 44.31573	 40.18176 0.07913 0.10769 0.16780





	 0.5959156D-01	 0.6059138D-01 0.61233560-01	 0.6187453D-01 0.6179699D-01
CRCG
1198.712 236.0680 80.59832	 45.05247 29.75568	 21.00700 17.80365
BLADE ELEMENT STACKING PARAMETER---TNORMI = 0.3160-04
TllECG
0.5746024D-01 0.5820643D-01 0.5%IS220-01	 0.606534OD-01 0.61331640-01
	 0.6201694D-01 0.6195991D-01
CRCG







ELEMENT ALP KM KIC RTC KOC KIP KTP KOP KIS KTS KOS
1 0408576 56.81296 59.06125 55.00982 54.56485 54.78624 58.43759 58.84673 63.32160 51.59380 50.29327
2 0.k2850 56.78654 58.25604 $5.65104 55.31500 53.79766 59.09172 59.78+91 62.70832 52.21815 50.85108
3 1.21403 56.16149 56.8697-4 55.65155 $5.43325 51.96384 59.09882 60.38676 61.80165 $2.21003 50.47552
4 2.09722 54.40271 55.58059 53.68471 53.22476 54.23750 56.93897 58.61513 60.91304 50.43708 47.84032
S 3.05858 .51.71478 54.25706 50.43173 49.17241 48.44862 53.36016 55.04839 60.04201 47.51528 43.32031
6 4..15887 48.71753 53.11800 46.96819 44.31691 46.84527 49.45972 50.67837 59.34413 44.499527- 38.00265
7 4.79981 46.38452 52.58758 44.31573 40.181778 46.08516 46.48385 46.78589 59.01977 42.17107 33.64881
BLADE ELEMENT CURVATURES
ELEMENT GIG COC CIP COP GIs CASi 0.32134 4:32147 -0.29001 -0.29528 0.92775 0.93633
2 O.z104L 0.21034 -0.42749 -0.43321 0.84481 0.85297
3' 0.14413 0.10417 --0.59985 -0.61316 0.80584 0.825104._ 0.16842 6.16244 ^-0.59531 -0.61250 0.92858 0.'94,751
,:5: 0.3.6342 036341 -0.46723 -0.48660 1.18553 1.20461
6 0.62864 0.62867 -0.26612 -0.28912 1.5p845 1.52905













BLADE SECTION COOROINATES (ROTATE01 AT X -	 1.4830
GAMMA Ti L#SPI L-FIAR AREA IHIN IU CG PHLCG I(LLJ PHL
45.-9513 -0 0061 0.1253 0.1252 0.37600-02	 0.105OD-06	 0.10500-16 0.13620-07 0.40730-06 0.42340-05
T14 To H(5AJ H-BAR BETA IHAX IHHCG I1HHI
0.0200 0.0062 0.0089 0.0090 0.5491D-01	 0.14310-04	 0.14310-04 0.73230-04
LI1C) LIHCI U TC) L OCI LI(PJ L(HP) L(TP1	 L(OPI L(IS) L(HS) L(TSI	 1(OS)
0.0030 0.1245 0.1633 0.2463 0.0033 0.1245 0.1628	 0.2459 0.0028 O.I246 0.1639	 0.2467
HIM H(MG) HIM H(OCI HIIPI HEMP) H1TP1	 H(UP) H(IS) H(mSI HITS)	 H(OS)



























































'^	 a1p' - 4	 I li	 ^	 Y ,. i .
kit t	 ^+(^1	 }	 ^	 ii l^,J..- trti,^--'r•'^-.E-^	 s.^.a-_+.vAr`^^-.^'6^_`a-.w.'.•r'._	 -Ln"	 ^.r^^.^-^'^-yam. `1^k ^I'^k•
	--.........-^ ^'..^^''u^.'.^t`z-..^^'_^-J,.....w ^_^.-.__«., .-.. ,. ^RSY
I
BLADE SECTION C00RDINATES ' ( P.OTATED)	 AT % 1.4998
i GAMHA	 TI	 LISP) L-BAR AREA IHIN ILLCG PHLCG IILL) PHL46.4739	 0.0060	 0.1252 0.1252 0.37420-02 0.10181)-06 0.1019D-06 D.1074D-07 0.37600-06 0.40360-05
TH	 TD	 H(SP1 H-BAR BETA IRA)( IHHCG I(HH)
0.0199
	
0.0061	 0.(1086 0.0086 0.43510-01 0.14250-1)4	 0.14250°04 0.7288D-04
LI10)	 L(MC)	 L'.(TC) LIOC) L(IP) LIHP) L(TPI	 LI M LIIS•) L(HS1 LIM	 LIDS) L(CGI
0.0030
	
04246	 0.164B :-2464 0.0033 0.1245 0.1643	 0.2460 0.0027 0.1246 0.1654	 0.2468 0.1252
Hilt)	 H( 14c)	 HIM :i(OCI H ( IN H(HPI HIM	 HIM HI M HiHSi HITS)	 HI051 H(CG1
0 003
	




























f 0.1250 0.0006 0.0204
0.1300 0.0006 0.0204



















}-^ 0.2300 0.0001 0.0099
.107 0.2350 0.0001 0.0088




















BLADE SECTION COORDINATES ( RDTATEDI AT X =	 1.4970
L(SPI L-BAR AREA IHIN ILLCG PHLCG	 ](LLI PHL
0.1252 0.1252 0.37240-02	 0.98480-07	 0.9848D-07 D.92160-08	 0.34870-06 0.38316-05
H(:SR1 H-BAR BETA IMAX IHHCG 1(4H)
0.0082 0.0002 0.57450-01	 0.1420D-04	 0.14200-04 0.72570-04
L(TC) LIDO L(IPJ L(MPJ L( TP)	 L(OP1 L ( IS)	 LIMS) L(TS)	 L(OS)
0.1666 0.2465 0.0033 0.1246 0.1660	 0.2462 0.0027	 0.1246 P..1671	 0.2469
H(TGJ H ( OCJ ti c IP) H(MPI H IM	 H ( OP1 H(IS)	 H(MSJ HITS)	 H(OSI


























































































































































(9311	(SOIL	(Sill	(Ski II	(Sill	(doll	Idill	(dWll	(dI)l	(0oll h0-08669'0	450-081£7'0 40-MET-0 70-04017'0- 090010
	{HH)I	0314HI	)!VWI	V139	1379-14
	











5	 3 f `'r r r	 tF t7s. 	 #rrN	 s	 '^. ^R
	
^•1	
! 	 l 	 `	 ..	 ,V4	 +	 ^	 _
W
BLADE SECTION COORDINATES IROTATEDI AT X 1.6139
GAMMA TI LISP1 L-MAR AREA THIN ILLCG PHLCG KILL) PHL
53.1048 0.0060 0.1251 0.1251 0.3426D-02	 0.66850-07	 0.66850-07 -0.79380-08 0.1385D-06 0.1953D-05
TM To H(SP1 H-BAR BETA IMAX IHHCG IIHHJ
0.0180 0.0060 4.0046 0.0046 -0.34371)-0!	 4.13300-04	 0.13300-04 0.6695D-04
L A CY U MCI LITCL L(OC) L(IP) LIMPJ LITPI	 L(OP) LLIS) LEMSJ L(TS) LIOS1	 LICGI
0.0030 0.1249 0.1919 0.24TO 0.0031 0.1248 0.1916	 0.2469 0.0029 0.1249 0.1921 0.24TI	 0.1251
H{IC1 ,M [.MC) MITC1 HIOCI HIIPJ HIMP1 HITPJ	 HOPI H(I51 HIHSJ HITS) HIOS)
	 HICGJ


































































BLADE SECTION COORDINATES CROTATE0 3 AT X =	 1.6760
GAMMA TI LISP) L-BAR AREA IHIN ILLCG PHLCG 1ILL) PHL
$5.4491 0.0060 0.1251 0.1251 0.32690-02	 0.56710-07	 0.5671D-07 -0.65680-08 0.10000--06 0.14970-05
TM TO HISPI H-BAR BETA [MAX IHHCG 11HH)
0+0170 0.0060 0.0037 0.0037 -0.2946D-01	 0.1283D-04	 0.12830--04 0.63980-04
LIIC) L(MC) L(TC) L(0C) L(IP) LIHPI LITP)	 L(OPI L ( IS) LIMS) L(TS)	 LIDS)
x.0030- 0.1249 0.2047 0.2470 0.0030 0.1249 0.2045	 0.2470 0.0030 0.1250 0.204#8	 0.2471
Hilc) H1JiCI H1TC) H{OC) HIIP) H(HP) HITPI	 HOPI HITS) H(HS) HITSI
	
H(OS)

















































W 0.2300 -0.0012 0.3076
Ln 0.2350 -0.0009 O.OD72










BLADE SECTION COORDINATES (ROFATEDI AT X =	 1.73130
GAMHA TI LISP) L-BAR AREA IMIN ILLCG PHLCG [ILL) PHL
56.6055 0.0060 0.1250 0.1250 0.30970-02	 0.47660-07	 0.47660-07 -0.17030-08 0.92490-07 0.147(0-05
7M TO N(SPI H-BAR BETA IHAX IHHCG IIHHI
0.0159 0.0060 0.0038 0.0038 -0.79560-02	 0.12310-04	 0.12310-D4 0.60720-04
M Q t(HC) LIM L(0C1 MP) L(HP) LISP)	 L(OP) L(IS) LIHS) LI M	 L1051 L(CGI
0.0030 0.1250 D.2154 0.2470 O.OD31 0.1250 0.2152	 0.2469 0.0029 0.1250 0.2154	 0.2470 0.1250
HIIC1 HIM) HIM H(OC) t+(IP) H(MPI HUN	 H(OP) H1I51 H(MS) H(TS)	 H(OS) H(CG)0.0030 0.0041 0.0035 0.0030 0.0000 -0.0039 -0.0018	 0.0000 0.0060 0.0121 0.0087	 0.0060 0.00-48
L HP HS
0.0 0.0030 0.00300.0030 0.0000 0.0060
0.0050 -0.0001 0.0062









0.0600 -0.0028 0.01040.0650 -D.0029 0.0106
0.0700 -0.0031 0.0tO8
0.0750 -0.0032 0.01110.0800 -0.0033 0.0112





0.(250 -0.0039 0.01210.1300 -0.0039 0.0120
0.1350 --0.0039 0.01200.1400 -0.0038 0.01200.1450 -0.0038 0.01190.1500 -0.0037 0.01180.1550 -0.0037 0.01170.1600 -0.0036 0.01160.1650 -0.0035 0.01140.1700 -0.0034 0.01120.1750 -0.0032 0.01100.1800 -0.0031 0.Q)	 00.1850 -0.0029 Q..
0.1900 -0.0028 pr' 90.1950 -0.0026 R,0.2DOO -0.0024 I);0.2050 -0.0022 0. 1350.2100 -0.0020 0"I0.2150 -0.0018 0. paq0-2200 -0.0015 0.0084
0.2250 -0.0013 0.00800.2300 -0.0310 0.00760.2350 -0.0007 0.00710.2400 -0.0004 0.0067
0.2450 -C.aa01 0.00620.2470 0.0000 0.00600.2500 0.0030 0.0030
4,
BLADE SECTION COORDINATES [ROTATED) AT X =	 1.840
TI L(SP) L-OAR AREA Mu [LLCG PHiCG [(LL) PHL0.006D 0.1248 0.1249 0.2834D-02
	 0.38990-07	 0.390OD-07 0.78980-08 0.1403n-06 0.2124D-05
. TO H(SP) H-BAR BETA IHAX [HHGG' T(HHI
4.0061 0.0060 0.0060 0.3939D-01	 0.11530-040.1153D-04 0.55720-04
L()ic) L(TC) L(OC) L([PI L(MP) L(TPI
	 L(OP) L(IS) LIHS) L(TS)	 L(OSI	 MG)0.1249 0.2304 0.2468 0.0032 O.1Z49 0.2296	 0.2465 13.0028 0.1249 0.2303	 0.2470
	
0.1248H(mc) H(TC) KIM lit [P) H(HP) H(Tpl
	
H MP) MIS) HiH5) HITS)





































0.1550 -0.0000 0.01380.1600 -0.0000 0.0136
0.1650 -0.0000 0.0134
0.1700 0.0000 0.0132
0.1750 0.0000 0.01290.1800 0.0000 0.01260.1850 0.01300 0.01230.1900 0.0000 0.0120











PnURTH STAGE STATnR 	 -TDA 013 TRIAL 1
INPUT FOR BLADE CDOA711447'E PROGRAM
"A	 LAHDA
	 OPI OQ2	 TNLMT
0.0	 0.0	 8.00000	 1.00000 0.00010
ELF.4FYT	 aI RP TI	 TH	 TO KIC	 KTC	 KUC LHr ZTC Z'3r
1	 1.79446 1.79474 0.00600	 D.01500	 0.00600 28.60060	 12.52849	 -I9.14986 0.11945 0.07890 0.24316
2	 1.76692 1.76873 0.00600	 0.01500	 0.00600 27.67434	 13.42704	 -15.10704 0.11874 0.07768 0.24251
3	 1.71145 1.71646 0.00600	 0.01500	 0.00600 26.81306	 14.27354	 -12.19628 0.11831 0.07517 0.24195
4	 I.65519 1.66329 0.00670	 0.01500	 0.00600 26.97414	 14.84354	 -11.43742 0.11792 0.07391 0.24150
5	 1.59715 1.416350 0.00600	 0.01500	 0.0060D 27.87.256	 15.64845
	
-10.44036 0.11724 0.07383 0.24987
6	 1.53639 1.55117 0.00600	 0.01500	 0.00600 29.89693	 16.59985
	 -10.68272 0.11642 0.07471 0.24011
7	 1.50465 3.52121. 0.00600
	 0.0I500	 0.00600 31.24263	 16.B2074	 -12.41355 3.11623 0.37505 0.24013







1558.481 224.457D 82.78856	 49.49574 34.05072
	
25.12455 21.98781
9LADE ELEMENT STACKING PARAMETER-- TNORMI = 0.896D-05
THFCG








r t` S -`^	








GLFHENT ALP KM KIC KTL KIM KIP KTn K7P US KTS KOS1 O.@oS98 4.72609 28.60080 12.52849 -19.14986 24.49407 11.14894 -15.03355 32.57571 13.86090 -23.125332 0.4.5.?5 6.28306 27.67434 13..42704 -15.10704 23.53603 12.01379 -10.95900 31.68473 14.7966B
-19.127013 1.18624 7.30876 26.81306 14.20054
-12.19620 22.66610 12.7024E -• 8.02409 30.84266 15.65618




ELFMFNT tic CDC CIP COP CTS CAS
1 3.31786 3.31770 2.79914 2.79837 3.:9174 3.79162
2 2.98+359 Z.98984 2.45313 2.4$186 3.48412 3.48633
3 2.73673 2.73702 2.1907I 2.18552 3.x4448 3.24981
4 2.66942 2.66948 2.12326 2.11406 3.17834 3.18695
5 2.69665 2.69664 2.15480 2.14158 3.20122 3.213366 2.84237 2.84260 2.31059 Z.29357 3,33553 3.35154
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ALADE SECTION COORDINATES !ROTAT ED)	 AT X 1.517.7
GAMMA	 TI LISP) L-RAR AREA IMIN ILLCG PHLCG IILLI PHL
9.2916	 0.0060 9.1246 0.1248 0.39049-02	 0.1659n-06	 0.16600-06 0.21940-07 ].13935`-05 0.76020-05
TM	 TO H('SPI "-BAR MAX IiHCG i{HHI
0.0150	 0.0060 0.0202 0.0202 0.1030 0.12310-04	 O.L2310-34 0.5913D-04
•L( m	 LIMC) LIM LIOC) LIM L(MP) LITPI	 L(OP) L(IS) LIRS) L ( TS) L(]SI	 LIC a)
0.0030	 0.1247 0.0824 0.2464 0.0041 0,1247 0.0833	 0.2452 0.0019 0.1246 0.0815 0.2475	 3.1246
HIICI	 HIgC) HIM H(OC) HIIP1 H1MP) FIITP)	 HIM HIM HIkS1 HITS) H ( 7S1	 H(CS)




















































Ln 0.2450 0.0003 0.0070
0.2464 -O.ODU2 0.7063
0.2494 0.0030 0.0030













dT	 x =	 1.5212
GA4U	 TI	 LCSPI L-9AR	 AREA	 IMfN TLLCG PHLrG	 TELL) PHL
9.35.10	 0.0060	 0.1246 0.1245	 0.30027-02	 0.1606n-06	 0.16067-Or 0.2418 t)- 37	 3.1345(`-75 0.7470D-05
T4	 TO	 HfSP) H-AAP	 BETA	 tMAX THHCG I(H-fI
0.0150	 0.0060	 0.019.9 0.0194	 0.1142	 0.12290-04	 0.122af+-34 0,59090-04
L(10
	 L14C)	 L(TC) LOCI	 L(IP)	 L(HPI L(TP)	 LIOP) L(IS)	 L(MSI L(TS)
	 Lt OS)	 L(rGI
	 j0.0030	 0.1247	 0.0823 D.2464
	





HtTCI H(DC)	 Fit 1 p )
	





	 0.0232 0.0030	 0.0002
	







































































s '^	 r	 7	 f	 t	 -
w
'41y
OLAOE SFCTI TIN COORDINATES	 IROTAT FOI	 AT	 x =	 1.5731
TI	
-_	
L15P1 L-SAR iAREA,y IMIN ILLCG PHLrG	 I(LLJ
0.0761° 	 0.1247 0.I250 0.29940-02	 0.13860-06	 0.1386r'-01: 0.6775D-013	 3.I138n-OS
TO	 H(SP) H-BAR EFTA TMAX IHHCG I(491
0.0060	 0.0'1°82 0.0183 0.32070-01	 0.12249-04	 0.1224n-04 7.5899D-04
LIMCI
	
L(TC1 L(OC1 L(TP1 LIMP1 L(TP)	 L(OPI L(ISJ	 LIMS)
0.1248	 0.0812 0.2467 0.0040 0.1249 0.0820	 0.2457 0.0020	 0.1248
Fi"CJ

















































































BLADE SfCTIMN CD0 0 OIAATFS
	 1 0 0T&TE01	 AT X =	 1.6277
TI LISP) L-BAR AREA IMIN (LLCG PHLCG i1LL1 PHL0.0061 0.1248 0.1250 -02	 0.1324 -06	 0.1324-01-10.29930 0.1694D-08 0.10790-D5 0.6656D-05TO H{5P1 H-RAR t3CTA IHAX I-IH[G I( "Li10.0060 0.0178 0.0178 0.79690-02
	
0.1224n-04	 0.1224n-34 a.59JOD-04LIMO! L(TO LION LIIP) L(HP) L(TPJ	 L(nP) LIIS1 LIMS1 L{TS)	 LIDS) LICGI0.1249 0.0802 0.2469 0.0040 0.1249 0.0810	 3.2459 ?.0021 0.1249 0.0793	 0.247n 3.1248
"(MCI H(TC) WON HIIPI HIkP1 HIM	 H(OP) MIS) H(MSI HITS)
	 H(751 HIM0.0233 0.0206 0.0030 0.0002 0.0158 0.0I37	 0.0002 0.0059 0.0308 0.0274	 0.0058 3.0178L f1P H5
0.D 0.0030 0.003D0.0030 -0.0001 0.00630.0050 0.0004 0.0071
0.0100 0.0017 0.00910.8150 0.0029 0.01180.0200 0.0041 0.01280.0250 0.0052 0.01450.0300 0.0062 0.01610.0350 0.0072 0.01760.0400 0.0081 0.0191
0.0450 0.0090 0.0204
0.0500 0.0098 0.02170.0550 0.0106 0.0229
0.0600 0.0113 0.024D0.0650 0.0120 0.02500.0700 0.0126 0.02590.0750 0.0131 0.02680.0600 0.0136 0.02750.0850 0.0141 0.02820.0900 0.0145 0.02880.0950 0.0148 0.0293
0.1000 0.0151 0.02980.1050 0.0153 0.03010.1100 0.0155 0.0304
0.1150 0.0157 0.03060.1200 0.0157 0.03070.1250 0.0158 0.03080.1300 0.0157 0.0307
0.1350 0.0157 0.0306C.L400 D.0155 0.03040.1450 0.0153 0.030L0.1500 0.0151 0.02980.1550 0.0148 0.02930.1600 0.0145 0.02880.1650 0.0141 0.02820.1700 0.0136 0.02750.1750 0.8131 0.02680.1000 D.0126 0.02590.1850 0.0120 0.02500.1900 0.8113 0.02400.1950 0.0406 0.0229
0.2000 O.OD98 0.02170.2050 0.0090 0.02050.2100 0.0001 0.01910.2158 0.0072 0.01770.2200 0.0662 0.01610.2250 0..005H 0.01450.2300 O.ODS&O 0.01280.2350 0.0029 0.01090.2400 0.0017 9.00900.2450 0.0004 3.9070





















































































































































1842'0	1180"0OS271002o0'1:094210	3£80'0052110T40C 0TL W "O
ISO)I	ISG)l
	












BLAnF SECTION CVI IRDINATGS
	 (ROTATFDI
	
AT X =	 1. 0 70
L(SP) L-4AP ARFA 14IN TLLCG P-[LrG	 T(LL) PHL
0.I249 0.1250 0.37317-02	 0.1987D-06	 0.IQ87n-06 0.3056n-h a 	 ].In')I D-05 O.R411.0-05
HtSPI H-BAR RsTA I4AX IHHCG ItHH)
0.0221 0.0222 0.1417n-01	 0.I2560-04	 0.1756^-04 1.5995D-04
L(T[1 LOCI LTIP) L(HPI LtTPI	 L(7P1 LITS)	 L(%SI L(TS)
	
L(OSI





0.0265 0.0030 0.0003 0.0218 0.0195	 0.9003 3.0059	 0.3368 0.0334	 0.0057
L HP H5




0.0200 0.0056 0.0146D.0250 0.0071 0.0167
0.030D G.DO86 0.0188
0.0350 0.0100 0.0207
0.0400 0.0113 0.02250.0450 0.0125 0.02420.0500 0.0136 D.OZ57
0.0550 0.0147 0.0272
0.0600 0.0157 0.0285




0.0900 0.0201 0.03440.095D 0.0205 0.03510.1000 0.0209 0.0356
0.1050, 0.0212 0.03610.1100 0.021,5 0.0364
0.1150 0.0217 0.0366
0.1200 0.0218 0.0368




0.1500 0.0209 0.03560.1550 0.0205 0.0351
0.1600 0.02DI 0.0345(1.1650 0.01,95 0.0337







































	 TOA 013 TRIAL 1
INPUT FOR BLADE COORDINATE PROGRAM
ETA	 LAMDA	 OP1	 OP2	 TNLMT
	0.0	 0.0	 8.00000	 1.00000	 0.00810
ELEMENT	 R1	 RD	 TT	 TH	 TO	 KIC	 KTC	 KUC	 2-4C	 LTC
1	 1.79480	 1.79503	 0.00600	 0.01510	 0.00600	 60.28184	 56.82515	 56.68711	 0.06215	 0.12243
2	 L.76951	 1.71031	 0.00600	 0.0I560	 0.00600	 59.59997	 57.70611	 57.60474	 0.06266	 0.12050
3	 1.71857	 1.72079	 0.00600	 0.01650	 0.00600	 58.47200	 58.11604	 58.08456	 0.06397	 0.11782
4	 1.66675	 1,6T068	 0.00600	 0.01740	 0.00600	 57.34792	 56.35299	 56.21369	 0.06631	 0.11703
5	 1.61332
	
1.61936	 0.00600	 0.01840	 0.00600	 56.18737	 53.20063	 52.58140	 0.06943	 0.11672
6	 1.55742	 1.56616	 0.00600	 0.01940	 0.00600	 55.16607	 49.85208	 4B.33571	 0.07256
	 0.11539
7	 1.52814	 1.53871	 0.00600
	 0.01990	 0.00600	 54.63611	 47.14507	 44.60479	 0.07481
	 0.11477





	 0.60430480.01	 0.61370450-01	 0.41969240-01	 0.62541300-01	 0.62465010-Oi
CRCG
1526.549	 261.2079	 99_39987	 56.76898	 38.03061	 26.99563	 22.93366


























ELEMENT ALP KM KIC KTC KOC KIP KTP KOP XIS KTS KOs
1 0.06737 58448454 60.26184 56.82515 56.68711 56.00591 60.77255 60.95449 64.54594 52.88867 52.42413
2 0.36052 58.60236 59.59997 57.70611 57.60474 55.09239 61.75491 62.12686 64.10051 53.66364 53.08343
3 0.99130 58.27829 58.47200 58.11604 58.08456 53.54461 62.24180 63.03095 63.39510 53.99408 53.11646
4 1.68443 56.78094 57.34792 56.35299 56.21389 52.00241 60.38542 61.60746 62.68776 52.32500 50.81776
5 2.43579 54.38446 56.18737 53.20063 52.58140 50.37489 57.01392 58,46210 61.98338 49.39827 46.71746
6 3.31636 51.75097 55.16607 49.85208 48.33571 48.88627 53.34045 54.70151 61.40967 46.38396 42.00638
7 3.83336 49.62073 $4.69611 47.14507 44.60479 48.12316 50.35785 51.21311 61.09201 43.96049 38.05403
BLADE ELEMENT CURVATURES
ELEMENT CIC COG CI COP CIS CAS
1 0.25704 0.25696 -0.35471 0.33808 0.86474 0.86183
2 0.14269 0.14255 -0.50196 -0.52185 0.78492 0.01326
3 0.02771 0.02770 -0.67639 -0.69226 0.73092 0.76802
4 0.08110 0.08110 -0.68286 -0.71025 0.64332 0.87551
5 0.25785 0.25780 ^0.57344 -0.60142 1.08313 1.11078
6 0.48821 0.48817 -0.41011 -D.43762 1.37333 1.40042











































































































































































T82s'1	= X 1V (031V.LObl S3IVNION00D N0I113S d0VID
12-0
- —	—	-
BLADE SECTION COORDINATES (ROTATED) 	 AT X -	 1.5333GAMMA TI LISP) L-BAR AREA IMIN ILLCG PHLCG IILLJ PHL
49.7463 0.0061 0.1252 0.1252 0.37430 -02 	 0.9684D-07	 0.9684D-07 0.697413-09 3.30795-06 0.352OD-05
TM TD H{SP! H-BAR BETA IMAX IHHCG IIHH)
0.0199 0.0061 0.0075 0.0075 0.28210-02	 O.I4260-04	 0.14260-04 0.72940-04L(IC) L{MCI LIM L[OCJ LIIP! L(HP) L(TPI	 L[OPI L[IS) LIMS) L[TS)	 LIDS) L(CGIO.OD30 0.1247 0.1844 0.2466 0.0032 0.1246 0.1839	 0.2463 0.0028 0.1247 0.1050	 0.2469 0.1252
HfIC) !i(HC) HIM HIOCI HIIP) HI))P) HITP)
	
HIOPI fit Is) HIH51 H[T51
	
H{05) H(CG)0.0030 0.0091 0.0076 0.0031 O.00DO -0.0009 -0.00D7	 0.0000 0.0061 0.0190 0.0159	 0.0061 0.0075L HP HS
0.0 0.0030 O.DD30











0.0700 -0.0007 0.01630.0750 -0.0007 0.01680.0800 -0.0007 0.01720.0850 -0.0008 0.01760.0900 -0.0008 0.0179
0.0950 -0.0008 0.0182O.I000 -0.0008 0.0184
0.1050 -0.0008 0.0186
011100 -0.0008 0.0108
0.1150 -0.0009 0.0189O.L200 -0.0009 0.01900.1250 -0.0009 0.0190
0.I30D -0.0009 0.01900.1350 -0.0009 0.0189
0.1400 -0.0009 0.0188O. MO -0.0009 0.0187
0.1500 -0.0009 0.01850.1550 -0.0009 0.0182
0.1600 -0.0008 0.009








0.2100 -0.0005 0.31280.2150 -0.0005 0.01200.2200 -0.0004 0.0112
0.2250 -0.0003 0.01040.2300 -0.0003 0.0095
0.2350 -0.0002 0.0065
Ul 0.2400 -0.0001 0.0015




BLADE SECTION COORDINATES (ROTATED)
	
AT X =	 1.5387
GAMMA T1 LISPI L-BAR AREA IHIN ILLCG PHLCG	 IILLI
50.1922 0.0060 0.1252 0.1252 0.3728D-02	 0.94410-07	 0.94410-07 -0.55320-09 	 0.287OD-06
TH TO HISP) H-BAR BETA IHAX IHHCG iIHHI
0.0198 0.0061 D.0072 0.0072 -• 0.22450-02	 0.142I0-04	 0.14210-04 0.72670-04
LUC) LOME) LITCI LIM L(IPL UMPI LIM	 LIM LIM	 L(HS)
0.0030 0.1247 0.1859 0.2466 0.0032 4.1246 0.1854	 0.2464 0.0028	 0.1,247
HIIG) HINCI HIM HIOC) HIM "IMP) HITPI	 HIDP) MIS)	 HLHS)



































































BLADE SECTION COORDINATES (ROTATED) AT X =	 1.5867
GAMMA TI L(SPI L-BAR AREA IMIN ILLCG PHLCG I(LL) PHL
$3.0814 0.0060 0.1252 O.L251 0.35860-02	 0.78590-07	 0.78590-07 -0.63040-08 0.17820-06 Oa?S590-05
TM To H(Spl H-BAR BETA INAX THHCG IIHHI
0.0189 0.0061 0.0053 0.0053 -0.26370-01	 0.13770-04	 0.13770-04 0.69920-04
L(IGI L(HC$ LITC) LIOCI LIIPI L(HP1 L [ TPI	 L(OPJ L(ISI L(HSI L ( TS)	 L(OSI L(CG)
0.0030 0.1248 0.1980 0.2468 0.0031 0.12-x8 0.1976	 0.2466 0.0029 0.1248 0.1983	 0.24-69 0.1252
HIICI HIHCI HITC) H(OC1 H ( IPI HIMN HITP)	 HIOP1 H ( IS) H(HS) 14f TS)	 H ( OSI H(CGI
































































IRUTATPa;	 AT x =	 1.6400
GAM'q3 TI L(SPI L.-BAR AREA 14IN ILLCG PHLCG IML.! PHL55.7117 0.0060 D.1251 0.1251 0.342ID-07	 O.a5930 -07	 ().65930-01 -0.10470-07 0.1197D-08 0.(6A'1)-05
TM TO H(SPI H-BAR BETA IMAX IHHCG I(HH(
0.0179 0.0060 0.0040 0.0040 -0.4537D-01
	 0.13280-04	 0.13280-04 0.66830-04
L(IC) L(MCI LUC) 1.10(:[ l(IPI L(MPI LITPI	 IIJPI LIISI L(RS) (ITS[
	 L( n51 L(CGI0.0430 0.1249 0.2105 0.2470 0.0031 0.1248 0.21,)3	 0.2469 x.0029 0.1249 0.2107	 0.247D 0.1251H(IG) H(MC) HIM H(OL) HIP) H(HPI M(TPI	 H(0P) Fit IS) H(MSI HISS)	 HIM H(CGI
0.0030 0.0043 0.0036 0.0030 O.D000 -0.0046 -0.0029
	 0.0003 l.UJ60 0.0133 0.0096	 0.0060 0.0040
L HP HSO.0 0.0030 0.0030U.J030 O.J000 0.0060
0.0050 -0.0001 0.0062
7.0100 -0.0005 U.0068
0.0150 -0.0008 J.00740.0200 -0.0012 0.0079
0.0250 -0.0015 0.00640.0300 -0.0018 0.008*)
J.0350 -0.002I O.OD94
0.0400 -0.0023 0.0098
0.0450 -0.0026 0.0102O.D500 -0.0028 0.01060.0550 -O.00'^ 0.0109
0.0606 -0.0033 O.OL130.0650 -0.0034 J.O1L6
0.0700 -0.0036 0.0119
0.0750 -0.0038 0.01210.0800 --0.0039 0.01,230.0850 -0.0041 0.01250.0900 -0.0042 0.01270.0950 -0.0043 0.01290.1000 -0.0044 0.01300.1050 -0.0045 0.0131O.1L00 -0.0045 0.0132
0.1150 -0.0046 0.01320.1200 -0.0046 0.01330.1250 -0.0046 0.01330.1300 -0.0046 0.01330.1350 -0.0046 0.01320.1400 -0.0046 O.OI310.1450 -0.0046 0.01310.1500 -0.0045 0.01290.I550 -0.0044 0.0I280.1600 -0.0043 0.0126O.L650 -0.0042 0.01240.1700 -0.0041 0.0122O.I750 -0.0040 0.01200.1800 -0.0038 0.01170.1850 -0.0036 0.0115J.1900 -0.0034 0.01110.1950 -0.0032 0.01080.2000 -0.0030 0.01050.2050 -0.0028 0.31010.2100 -0.0025 0.00970.2150 -0.0022 0.00930.2200 -0.0019 0.00880.225D -0.0016 0.03030.2300 -0.0013 0.00790.2350 -0.0009 0.00730.2400 -04006 0.,)06R
0.2450 -0.13002 0.00620.2470 0,0000 0.00600.250D x.0030 O.OU30
-^_ =•cam _,_=^^ _..
_	 ^ ^ . e. _.^.y-;._. a _.




BLADE SECTION COORDINATES IROTATE01 AT X =	 1.6934.
GAMMA TI LISPI L-BAR AREA THII( ILLCG PHLGG FILL] PHI-
M74D9 0.0060 x.1250 0.1250 0.32630-02	 0.56210-07	 0.56210-07 -D.67330-08 O.B9790-07 0.13020-05
T% TO H(SP1 H-BAR BETA iMAX IHHCG I(HH)
f	 0.0170 0.0060 0.0032 0.0032 --0.30260-01	 D.12810-04	 0.12810-04 0.63820-04
LI[C1 LIAC1 LIM L10CI LIM LIMP) LIM	 LIOPD LIISI LIMSI L(TS1	 LIDS) LUG)
0.0030 0:1249' 0.2224 0.2470 0.0030 0.1249 0.2222	 0.2470 3.0030 0.1249 0.2224	 0.2470 0.1250
HIIIC1 HIHC1 HITC) H(0C1 H(iP1 H ( MP1 H(TPI	 HIOP) HIM HIMS) HITSI	 HIOS1 H(CGI













































































BLADE SECTION COORDINATES (ROTATED) AT X =	 1.7467
LISP) L-13AR AREA IMIN ILLCG PHLCG	 [ILL$ PHL
0.1250 0.1250 0.31100-02	 0.48190. 07	 0.481?0-07 -0.21690-09	 0.84760-07 0.13330-05
H(SP) H-BAR BETA [MAX IHHCG IIHHI
0.0034 0.0034 -0.10110-02	 0.12340-04	 0.12340-04 0.60920-04
L(TC) L OCI L(IP) L (MP I L(TP)	 LION L(IS)	 LOS) L(TSI	 LIDS)	 LICG)
0.2316 0.2469 0.0030 0.1249 0.2315	 0.2469 0.0030	 0.1249 0.2316	 0.2470
	
0.1250
H(TC) H(OCI H(IP) HOP) H(TP)	 HIOP) HIIS)	 HIM$) H(TSI	 H(OS)
	
H(CGI































































BLADE SECTION COORDINATES (ROTATED)	 AT X =	 1.8500
LISP) L-BAR AREA (MIN ILLCG PMLCG	 1(LL) PHL
0.1248 0.1248 0.27BOD-02	 0.36580-07	 0.36590-D7 0.14970-07	 0.1342D-06 0.2072D-05
H(SP1 H-BAR BETA TMAX HHCG T(HH)
0.0059 0.0059 0.7566D-01	 0.11370-04	 0.11370-04 0.5470D-04
LUC) L(OC) MP) L(HP) L(TPI	 L(GP1 LI M	 L(MSI LITS1	 LICS)
0.2446 0.2466 0.0032 0.1249 0.2433	 0.2462 0.0028	 0-1249 0.2442	 0.2469
HIM HIOCI HIIP) H(MPI H(TPI	 HIM H(IS)	 H(MS1 H(TS)	 H(OS1












































































F IFTH. STAGE STATIR	 TT`A 013 TOTAL	 1
f, INPUT Fr1R	 CiLAOF C00ROINATF PRr1GkAM





EL EMENT	 ul RO TI	 rM	 T4 KT'-	 KT' KOC ZMC ZTr ZOr
1	 1.79516 1.79542 0.00600	 0.01500	 0.00600 27.53934	 11.81396 -19.03475 0.11976 0.07948 0.24325
2	 I.77101 1.77250 0.00630	 0.01500	 0.00600 26.53067	 I2.67378 -14.99925 3.11909 0.37818 0.24268
3	 1.72269 I.72658 0.00600	 •0.01500	 0.00600 25.59240	 13.39795 -12.06 67 0.11871 0.07573 0.24219
4	 1.67380 1.6A020 0.00600	 0.01500	 0.00600 25.63732	 L3.94992 --10.82813 3.IIB39 0.07453 3.24181
5	 1.62373 1.63300 0.00600	 0.01500
	
0.00600 26.36644	 14.60014 -10.26357 0.11792 0.07448 0.24134
6	 1.57188 1.5845Q 0.00600	 0.01500	 0.00600 27.86004	 15.32577 -13.47625 0.11728 0.07530 0.24078
7	 1.54509 1.55984 0.00600	 0.01500	 0.00600 28.79939	 15.39065 -12.06490 0.11725 0.07541 0.24088




	 0.17864640-01 0.19304660•-01	 0.2L205429-01 0.21777870-01
CRCG
167 0 .631 288.573Q 107.3873	 63.38217 42.42301 29.93774 25.39833
9LADF ELEMENT STACKING PARAMETER---TNORMI = 0.905D-05
THFCG
0.15144240-01 0.16062810-01 0.1682252D-01
	 0.1780956D-01 0.19257319-01	 0.2113701D-01 3.2165832D-01
C RCG
1679.631 288.5738 107.3871
	 63.38199 42.42282	 29.93757 25.39820
-	
- _	
-^:.°#._^.r	 ^^- -^<^.-^^,	 -	 -	 ^ers_^^ ^^.^:^^+n•ax_ ^°..:_. 	 .^.a..,-^ x=:^tfimL^r^^^ ;7 _._ ^'^ :.x_^^^'^4:.1'3"r.. ..='3.'i, ;
4LADF ELEMFNT ANGLES
BLEKFNT ALP KM KIC RTC KOf Kio KTp KqP KIS KTS KDS
1 0.06124 4.25314 27.53934 II.81396 -14.03475 23.4154? 10.44227 -14.91995 31.52514 13.13984 -23.02150
2 0.35176 5.76666 26.53067 X2.67378 -14.99825 22.38214 11.26565 -10.84360 33.55444 14.03955 -19.02812
3 O.g201q 6.76488 25.59240 13.38795 -12.06367 21.43363 11.89633 -7.88618 29.63727 I4.83073 -16.12665
4 1.51610 7.38919 25.60732 13.94992 -10.82813 21.45284 12.42092 -6.64369 29.65165 15.43832 -14.90460
5 2.19969 6.05142 26.36644 14.60014 -10.26357 22.22391 13.08024- -6.07152 30.39873 16.07944 -14.34404
6 3.02166 8.69234 27.EF6604 15.32577 -10.47625 23.73701 13.85296 -6.28509 31.86865 16.75745 -14.55101
7 3.5006 8.35788 26.79939 15.39065 -12.08430 24.69681 13.92612 -7.90131 32.78167 16.81166 -16.14387
BLADE ELEMFNT CURVATURES
FE.EMFNT CIC coc CTP COP CIS CAS
1 3.24135 3.24159 2.71782 2.71792 3.72079 3.72118
2 2.90704 2.90687 2.36579 2.36441 3.40779 3.40874
3 2.64620 2.64619 2.09442 2.09042 3.16064 3.16432
4 2.56354 2.56329 2.01059 2.00312 3.08032 3.00676
5 2.57649 2.57660 2.02696 2.01623 3.06995 3.10306
6 2.69222 2.69226 2.15071 2.13622 3.19656 3.20995
















































































91.40E SECTION Cn'1v01NATFS (47TATFOI
	
AT	 X =	 1.5523
GAMMA TT LISP) L-RAP AREA iMIN iLLCG PHLrG TILL) PHL
8.2513 0.0363 0.1246 0.1248 0.24969•-02	 0.	 06	 015090-06	 .19?10-071509 M	 Q 3.12541'-05 0.71950-05
TM TO HiSPI H-?AR BETA TMdX i 4HCG 1(4K0
0.0150 0.0060 0.0192 0.0192 0.91010-01	 0.12250-04	 0.12250-04 1.51195n-04
MCI LIMCI LIM L(OC1 LI M L(MPI LITDl
	
1-10131 LII51 LINSI L(TS)
	 LIOSI
0.0030 0.1247 0.0820 0.2464 0.0041 0.1.247 0.0929	 ].2453 11.0020 0.1247 0.0811	 0.2475
H(IC) H(4C1 HIM H(9C) HIM "IMP$ HITP1
	
H(nPl H115) HIMSI HITS)
	 H1051





















































co 0.2450 0.0003 0.0069
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50-T1I459'0 50-0"01'0 80-09675`0 90-u4621'0 90-OLOZI'O Z0-U686Z'D	64ZI'O
	INd	11111	9 11-d	03111	Nlwl	V38V	8V6-1











__° , _...^ , xs_.3:.r.::vcua.^.,.o...^ c4r..,^-..—.s.es+^..,»...,,r+^..-..'........ _....
	
,....a:s_-^ '^?t^•	- ._.^ -	.&	^—^^^°,--- ^^ra^+q^-
	. ^'-^..^m°^.^	_	—	-
Jr
60 °LAOF	 S ; f r inv	
r )uQnINATF lz
	(-	 T it , ')I	 it	 x =	 1.4°.14P 4446 TI ISP) L -OAR ARce Iu(N ILLtG nHl('f, tILLI PHI
7. 73?7 0.3060 ..1248 0.1?50 0.29Aan-02	 0.1741n-06	 1.1 7 43n^94, n.95434-19 I.IJ")2r--)5 C.'4Q"7n-,r
r+ T9 H(SP) H-W RI:TA IMAX fitiCC, IIHylJ.3150 0.0060 0.0171 0.0171 0.4546n-02
	
0.12204-04	 (1.12?00-14 3.585Pn-04
L(Tr) L(MC) L(TCI L(OCI L(Ip) LIMP) L (TO I	 ilnA) LIIS) L(AM L(T51	 IInS) LiCGI
0.0030 0.1240 0.OPO4 0.246A 0.0040 0.1249 8.0812	 0.2454 ].0021 n. 1244 9.0796	 7.2478 1.1?4PHITCI H(MCI 14 TCI H1 7C1 M IPI H(MP) H(TP)	 H{np) H((SI H(45) H(TS)	 H(lS) 41 r5



































0.1600 -0.0137 0.0280(..1650 0.0133 0.0274










































































































































































































































TIME-SHARING COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE
DESIGN OF FREE VORTEX TURBINES
SUMMARY
Appendix E describes a time sharing computer program named
"TURBINE" which was written to aid in the design calculations for
free vortex, axial flow turbines. Any gas for which the specific
heat ratio and gas constant are known may be used for the working
fluid. The program will analyze any number of stages or spools.
NOMENCLATURE*FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM "TURBINE"
ALP	 flow angle measured from tangential, deg
BETA1
	 bucket entrance angle, deg
BETA2	 bucket exit angle, deg
CF	 flow coefficient applied to annulus area at all stations
in a stage.
DELBET	 bucket turning angle, deg
DP	 inner stage total pressure loss, fraction.
DW	 inner stage flow loss, fraction.
D(I,J)	 diameter at station I, streamline J, in.




stage total to total efficiency.
EFN	 nozzle efficiency at pitch line.
ESD	 stage energy or enthalpy drop, Btu/lb
ETAT	 overall total to total efficiency.
ETAS	 overall total to static efficiency.
ETAA	 overall total to axial total efficiency.
FAX BUC axial air load on buckets, lbs	 F
FAX NOZ axial air load on no.zzles, lbs
FTAN BUC tangential air load on buckets, lbs
FTAN NOZ tangential air load on nozzles, lbs
This nomenclature is used in the program input and output but
does not apply to the program listing.
193
LAMA	 specific heat ratio, stage average.
T	 station number, (see fi,g E--1)
J	 streamline number, 1 = hub, 2 = pitch, 3 = tip.
LOAD	 loading coefficient, (0.50) (32.17) (778.26) (ESD)/(U2)z.
MF	 stage exit axial Mach number.
MR1	 bucket inlet relative Mach number.
MR2	 bucket exit relative Mach number.
NDO-NOZ summation of effective nozzle throat dimensions on
indicated streamline, in.
NDO-BUC summation of effective bucket throat dimensions on
indicated .-streamline, in.
NS	 number of stages.
PAX	 turbine exit total pressure assuming recovery of axial
component of leaving velocity, psia.




turbine exit static pressure at pitch line, psis.
PI
	 stage inlet total pressure, psia.
PO	 turbine inlet total pressure, psia.
PS	 static pressure, psia.	 F
P4	 stage exit total pressure, psia.
PTB
	 total pressure relative to bucket leading edge, psia.
RCUO	 radius times tangential velocity at turbine inlet,
(ft/sec) (in.) .
RG	 gas constant of working fluid, ft/°R.
RPM	 stage rotational speed, rpm.
RX	 reaction, (root value in input data).
RI
	 gas velocity relative to bucket leading edge,. ft/sec
194
R2 gas velocity relative to bucket trailing edge, ft/sec
TEX turbine exit total temperature, °R.
TF test factor or vector diagram efficiency; applied to
vector diagram energy to get actual stage output energy.
TI stage inlet total temperature, °R.
TO turbine inlet total temperature, °R.
TS static temperature, OR.
TTS total temperature relative to bucket leading edge., °R.
T4 stage exit total temperature, °R.
UZ bucket leading ed ge velocity, ft/sec
U2 bucket trailing edge velocity, ft/sec
V gas velocity, ft/sec
VU tangential component of V, ft/sec
VZ axial component of V, ft/sec
WD stage mass flow rate, lbs/sec
WO turbine inlet mass flow rate, lbs/sec
ZWEIN nozzle Zweifel loading parameter.
•ZWEIB bucket Zweifel loading parameter.
195
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
"TURBINE" performs a simple, straight forward design calcula-
tion of the velocity diagrams in a multistage axial Flow turbine.
Also calculated are the pressures a:d temperatures throughout the
turbine and a number of other useful design parameters. Input to
the program consists of turbine inlet gas conditions, required
energy extraction, thermodynamic properties of the working fluid,
turbine flow path dimensions from preliminary design calculations,
and certain optional items which are left to the discretion of the
designer.
Basic assumptions in the calculation are that free vortex flow
exists in the space between each blade row and that a constant
average value of specific heat ratio may be assumed for each stage.
Continuity, angular moTtientum, and energy relationships are satis-
fied at the leading edge and trailing edge of each blade row.
This program was conceived as a--useful, time-saving design
tool and is simple enough to be used in preliminary design studies
where a large number of turbine configurations may be examined at
low cost. It may also be used as a detail design tool in cases
where the assumption of free vortex flow is adequate or the use of
more sophisticated design procedk-ires is not warranted. The program
has the flexibility of being able to handle any number of stages
and any working fluid that may be assumed to have a fixed gas con-
stant and a constant specific heat ratio through each stage. Also
the rpm may differ for each stage, permitting the analysis of multi-
spool turbines.
The program was not intended to be used in the off-design mode
or to predict turbine efficiency, although stage and overall effi-
ciencies are calculated using blade row efficiencies and other loss
factors supplied by the designer. Detail design of blade sections
is beyond the capability of this program although it does calculate
most of the needed parameters such as inlet and exit flow angles.
.Zweifel loading parameters, air loads, and blade throat areas.
TURBINE is written in the Fortran language for the G. E. Mark
11 time-sharing system. The program listing is given in appendix
E--A.
THEORY
Figure E-1 defines the stations at which calculations are made
for each stage. An outline of the calculation logic appears in
figure E-2. After reading in the general and stage input data, the
first calculation step is to initialize the stage inlet conditions.
Fob' the frist stage, the inlet conditions are set equal to the
given turbine inlet conditions. For subsequent stages, the inlet
conditions are set equal to the exit conditions of the previous
stage unless DW or DP have nonzero values. In this case, the flow
and total pressure will be reduced by the fractional amount equal.
to DW and DP respectively. Thus, DW and DP may be used to account













11s Error <.005 ?
yes
Ca1c. Stage Energy











Figure E--2. - program logic diagram
198
rNext, the program makes preliminary calculations for various
constants, annulus areas, pitch line diameters, wheel speeds, and
initial estimates of stage pressure ratio and axial velocity at
station 3.
Using this first estimate of stage pressure ratio and an ap-
proximate equation relating the nozzle pitch line pressure ratio
to the bucket root reaction, the pitch line static pressure at
station 3 is calculated. A free vortex flow field is then assumed
at station 3 and the mass flow computed based on the first estimate
of axial velocity at this station. This axial velocity is then
adjusted and the mass flow recomputed until continuity is satisfied
at station 3. The calculation, then shifts to station 4, at the
bucket exit, where continuity is satisfied and the stage energy
output calculated. This energy output is then compared to the
required value, and, if they are not equal, an adjustment is made
to the stage pressure ratio. The iteration then continues until
both continuity and stage energy requirements are satisfied.
After the iterations on continuity and energy are converged
the program completes the calculation of the remaining stage para-
meters, including the velocity vectors at stations 1 and 2, bucket
relative conditions, loading parameters, blade loads, efficiency,
etc. Output for the stage is then printed. If another stage
follows, the program returns, reads in new stage data, and proceeds
as before.
After the final stage, the program calculates overall tempera-
ture and pressure ratios and an average specific heat ratio. Over-
all aerodynamic efficiencies are then calculated from these quanti-
ties; three efficiencies are calculated. The first is based on full
recovery of the leavIt-ng velocity and is usually called the "impact
efficiency" or the "total to toal efficiency;" it is this efficiency
which is also calculated foa each stage.' The second efficiency in
the output is the "total to static efficiency" which charges the
turbine with all the leaving velocity as a loss. The third effi-
ciency calculated assumes recovery of the axial component of leaving
velocity and charges the turbine with the swirl component as a loss.
PROGRAM INPUT
Input data for TURBINE is in a separate data file which must
be set up and named prior tr, running the main program. Input to
TURBINE then consists of only the name of the data file and is
input when the program asks or it after the RUN command is given.
The name of the data file is arbitrary and several input data files
may be stored at the same time.
Input must be stored in the data files according to the fol-
lowing format:
Line l	 POr TO, WO, NS, RG, RCUO
Line 2	 D(1,3), D(2,3), D(:,3), D(4,3)
r
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Line 3	 D(1,1), D(2,1), D(3,1), D(4,1)
Line 4	 ESD, TF, EFN, EFB, EFF, MF
Line 5
	 RX, RPM, GAMA, CF, DW, DP
Each line of data must be preceded by a line number as in any
Fortran program. The first line contains general data and is
input only once. Lines 2 through 5 contain stage data and must
be repeated for each stage. The input values of EFF and MV serve
only initial, estimates and will be recalculated by the program.
The value of RX is satisfied only approximately by the program and
the exact values calculated are printed out for each stage. A
sample input data file is shown in appendix E-B.
PROGRAM OUTPUT
A sample printout is given in the appendix E-C and is largely
self explanatory. The first block of data gives the static pre-
sure, static temperature, and velocity vector information at hub,
pitch, and tip diameters for station 1. The effective annulus area
is also given for this station. This same output is then repeated
for stations 2, 3, and 4. The next two blocks of data primarily
give gas cci,ditions and velocity vector information relative to the
bucket on hub, pitch, and tip streamlines. Also given are several,
loading parameters and nozzle and bucket throat dimensions.
The next two lines of data give the stage input data plus the
stage inlet and outlet temperatures and pressures. Note that the
input estimates of efficiency and axial Mach number have been re-
placed with the calculated values. The next line of data under
BLADE LOADS, gives the total aerodynamic loads on the nozzle and
buckets in the axial and tangential directions. These loads are
the total due to momentum changes and static pressure differences.
The foregoing output is repeated for each stage. Following
the output for the last stage is a block of output entitled
"OVERALL PERFORMANCE" giving the turbine inlet conditions, overall
temperature and pressure ratios; the three overall efficiencies and










&	 PSC4a3 )aTTPC3) sPTB(3)aRHA ( 4s3)aPHI53(3)a
?5	 It	 DTN ( 3)sALP ( 4a3),BETAIC3 ) aBETAP.(3)
PH	 REAL MR1 ( 3)sMRP_ C3)sDBET(3 ) sND3 ( 3)a8D3C3)
P7	 REAL L9AD(3)sMF:RAXC3),ZN(3),ZR(3)
317	 AL,PPA ANV
35	 PRIVTa"NAMF OF TURBINE";INPUTsANV




60	 10 FO RMAT CV)
70	 RFAD CIDFoln ) LVsPOPTC1aW0a.1SaRGsRCIJO
15	 20 READ (IDFo10)LNaCDCIs3)sI=1s4)
9n	 READ (IDFsI0)LNa(D(Iol)sI =1s 4)
R5	 READ (IDFa1D)LNaESDaTFPEFVPEFF3sEFFs^1F
4n	 RRAn C+7Fa1D)LN,RX*RPMaGaCFaDIlJaDP
95	 IP t 1(-1 )30s30s40
100	 30 TC1)=Tn;PC1)=Pn;WD=WC; RCUCI)=RCUO




120	 CO TO 50
130G
135C
	 PRELIMIVARY STAGE CALCULATIONS
l4nc






170	 DO 64 I=1s4












305C	 CONTINUITY AND ENERGY BALANCE ITERATIONS
310C
315	 RO PSt4z2) =PCi)/SPRtPHIS4=CPSC4a2)/PtI))tGI




















395	 Ri49A=.2* CRHO(3i1)4-RHO(3e3)) +.6*RH9C3i2)
40n	 WC=RHO4*VAC3)*A(3)/144
405	 ERR=CWC-WD)/WD
410	 IF CABSCERR)*LT-•005)GO TO [2Q
415	 VA(3)=VA(3)*WD/WC
420	 TS0=CVA(3)/VUC3,t))*2















495	 IF CAr3SCERR)-LT.•002) GO TO 130
S00	 SPR=CZ-CI^-SPRtC—G1))*ESD/ESC)*C-G2)

















	 R1 C.1)=CVA(3)t24 CVUC31J)—Ui3C,)))ir?)t.5
e-















6050	 C04TINUITY AT STATIONS 1 AND 2
6100
615	 DO 160 I=1a$
620	 VACI)=VA(3)




640	 DO 155 J=1a3
645	 V(ImJ)w(VA(I)t2+VU(I,J)v2)t.5







685	 IF CABSCERR).LT.9005) GO TO 160
690	 VACI)=VA(I)*WD/WC
695	 GO TO 150
696	 16000NTINUE
697	 GO TO 200
6930
6990	 PRINT STATIEMENTS
700	 799PRI,`NT:"STAGE NUM13ER "a1C
705	 PRINT 900
710	 PRINTa"	 DIAMETER	 PS	 TS	 V	 VU
715 &	 V Z	 ALPg9
720











7"	 PRINTa" ".* "EFFECTIVE AREA =°'aACI)
750 500PRINT 900






APPENDIX E-A. - Continued
760	 &U2"




785	 PRINT,"SL MRI	 MR2 LOAD	 RX DELBET NDO —M7. NDO—SK ZWIEN
790	 LM IER"









EFB	 TF	 CF	 DW
816	 L	 DP	 MF"
W?.0	 PRINT 940,EFF,EFNaEFB,TFaCF,DWaDF',MF
825	 PRINT 900







445	 RR I NT a "BLADE LOADS"




















1015 200D0 910 J-1,3




1626	 GO TO 205
1027 201ALPCIaJ)=90.00






















1076 & +I/RHOC4aJ) /VA C4))f144/32.17405






















I51n	 PRINTz"	 1'0	 TO	 wo	 RG	 RGUO"
1515	 FRI-VT99f)aPO,T0.*WO&RGsRCU0
1520	 PRINT 900
I525	 PRINT,"	 TO/TEX	 PO/PEX PO/PSEX PO/PAX"
1535	 PRINT960PTOTXPPOPXPPGPSXAPOPAX
1540	 PRINT 900







SAMPLE INPUT DATA FILE
NASA778	 11/16/72
11{'1 259 610 .53 2 53.3 0
120 1.750 1.750 1.750 1.750
130 1.570 1.570 1.560 10510
140 35 •813 •95 •85 •1 •2
150 •176 95000 1.412 095 0 0
160 1-750 14,750 1-750 1.750
170 1e500 1.330 1.520 1.192
191 23.25 x.973 .95 .85 .8 .5






TUR9I VE3	 I 1 :21 EST	 11/16/72
,'NAME OF TURBINE? 778 PERFORMANCE FRI4TOUT
VAME OF INPUT DATA FILE?NASA778
STAGE NUMBER 1
DIAMETER P5 TS V VU VZ ALP
CI%1) 7PSIA) CR) CFPS) CFPS) {FPS) CDEG)
STATION 1
1.570 255020 608•I 151.0 00 151.0 90000
19660 255.20 603.1 151.0 00 151.0 90.00
1.750 255020 608.1 151.0 00 151.0 90600
EFFECTIVE AREA = 4.45995€ 9EE-01
STATION 2
i 0 570 135.97 450 0 0 1371.5 13374 303.9 12.80
1.660 96.94 466.0 1300.9 1'264.9 303.9 13051
1 .7 50 107c,01 479-7 1237.7 119908 303 0 9 n 2214-
EFFECTIVE AREA = 4.4588589E-01
STATION 3
1.560 85.17 449.8 1376.7 1346.0 289.2 12.13
1.655 96.039 465.9 1301.3 126S•7 269.2 12.84
1.750 107.59 4$30.4 1234.2 1199.8 289.2 I3e55
EFFECTIVE AREA = 4.6923966E-01
STATION 4
1.510 62.08 424.0 486.9 310.2 327.5 42.28
1.630 62087 425,5 467.6 333.7 327.5 44047
1.750 63.50 42608 451.5 310•8 327.5 46.50
207
EFFECTIVE AREA = 5.8377025E-01
SL	 BETA1	 SETA2 TTB PT8	 R1 R2 U1 U2
1	 20.65	 19.59 506.0	 196o50 820.1 976.8 578.6 560.0
2	 23.92
	 19.24 50995	 131f,64 715.9 993..03 613.8 604.5
3	 27.70
	 18.84 513.3	 135.02 622.1 1014.2 649.0 649.0
SL	 MR1	 MR2	 LOAD	 RX DELBET NDO-NZ MDO-BK ZWIEN ZWIEB
1	 0.797	 0.964	 1.397 0.IR9 139.76 1.065	 1.467 0.275 0.767
2 0.674	 0.979	 1.199 0.264 136.93 1.188	 1.556 0.290 0.729
3 0.577	 0.998	 1.040 0.329 133.46 14316	 1.637 0.304 0.685
EFF	 EFN EF8 TF CF DW	 DP MF
0.792	 0.950 0.850 0.893	 0.950 04 0. 0.323
ESD	 RPM WD TI T4 PL P4 GAMA
35.00	 85000. 0.5301 610.0 460.9 258.00 92.79	 1.4120
BLADE LOADS
p	 FAX :IOZ	 FTAN VOZ FAX	 81,31', FTAN BUC
69.05 2^"0.84 19.23 23.70
STAGE NUMBER 2
DIAMETER PS TS V VU VZ ALP
CIN) CPSIA) CR) CFPS) CEPS) (FPSS CDEG)
STATION 1
1.500 62.42 440.7 487.5 362.6 325o8 41.911
1.625 63.23 442.3 467.1 334.7 325.8 41.23
1-750 6e3o87 443.6 4501.3 310°$ 325.8 46.3:5
EFFECTIVE ARRA = 6.0622969E-01
STATION 2
1.330 25.66 3413.3 1170.5 112303 3213.9 16.32
1.540 33.32 37106 1024.4 970.1" 328.9 19.73
1.750 39.20* 389.7 91449 85397 328.9 21.07
EFFECTIVE AREA = 9.6519137CE -04
.STATION 3
1.320 25.32 343oO 1177.1 1131.8 323.2 15.94
1.535 33025 371.4 1025.6 97303 323.2 18'°37
1-750 39.31 39OsO 912.9 853.7 323.2 20.74
EFFECTIVE AREA 96BA 963IOE -01
STATION 4
1.192 20.43 332.7 448.8 25.3.4 370.4 55063
la471 20.133 334.5 423.5 205.3 370.4 61.00
10°150 21.05 -	 335 . 6 408.7 172.6 370.4 65*02
208
EFFECTIVE AREA =	 1.2249700E+n0
SL BETA1 BETA2	 TTB	 PTS	 R1	 R2	 U1	 U2
	
1 26.72 P-804 397.0	 39.29 719.0 788,0 489.6 442.1
	2 3Fs 6 26.26 394.2	 40.78 517.4 837.3 569.3 545.6
	
3 57.66 24.27 402.4 	 43.78 382.6 901.3 649.0 649.0
	
SL MRI	 MR2 LOAD	 RX DELBET NDO - .1Z UDrO-BR ZWIE^v	 ZWICB
1 0.799 0.878 1.499 0.144 125.24 1•I44	 1.623 0.588 1.054
2 0.546 (].9317 0.978 0.332 115.08 1-514 I -88S 0.696 0.884
3 0.394 1.000 f1.691 0.458 98.07 1.926 2.093 0.784 0.714
	










ESD	 RPM	 WD	 TI	 T4	 PI	 P4	 GAL A













PO	 TO	 wo	 RG	 RCUO
	
258.00	 6117.+7	 0.530	 53.300	 09
T r2/TE)C	 PO/PEX	 PO/PSEX PO/PAX
	
Ie694	 10.631	 12.398	 11.014
	





PROGRAM STOP AT 1560
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TABLE 1.- CONFIGURATION SELECTION PROGRAM BLADE ROW GEOMETRY
Rotor Number Stator Stator
Chord Rotor Rotor of Chord Hub Stator
Etage Number of Length Tip Aspect Stator Length Solidity Aspect
Rotor Blades Solidity Ratio Blades Ratio
cm	 (in. 1 cm	 (in.)
Four-Stage configuration
1 49 9.76	 (.30) 1.300 2.000 57 0.64	 (.25) 1.700 1.800
2 47 .64	 (.25) 1.040 1.700 55 .64	 (•25) 1.520 1.500
3 45 .64	 (.25) 0.995 1.368 53 .64	 (.25) 1.090 1.235
4 43 .64	 (.25) 0.952 1.117 51 .64	 (.25) 1.305 1.017
Five-Stage Configuration
1 49 0.76	 (.30) 1.300 2.000 53 0.64	 (.25) 1.60 1.800
2 47 .64	 (.25) 1.040 1.700 51 .64	 (.2S) 1.44 1.500
3 45 .64	 (.25) 0.995 1.368 49 .64	 (.25) 1.32 1.235
4 43 .64	 (.25) 0.952 1.117 47 .64	 (.25) 1.22 1.017
5 41 .64
	 (.25) 0.007 0.934 45 .64	 (.25) 1.15 0.900
Note 1 Note 2 Note 3 Note 4 Note 5
Note 1 Chord length is constant along blade span.
2 Rotcir aspect ratio is defined in the configuration selection program as
rh,*n Xt, (See fig. 4.)^R	
bR
3 Chord length is constant along blade span.
4 Stator hub solidity estimated from equation a 	
cN
2nrh,cut
where rh,out is first approximation of stator hub radius at stator outlet
station; rh,out = 3.38, 3.67, 3.85, 3.98 cm (1.332, 1.443. 1.517, 1.566 in.)
for 4-stage compressor and 3.35, 3.56, 3.76, 3.89, 3.96 cm (1,32, 1.41, 1.48,
1.53, 1.56 in.) for 5-stage compressor.






TABLE 2. COMPRESSOR INLET AND PASSAGE COORDINATES FOR MINIATURE













-1.829 (-	 .720) 6.350 (2.500) 0.0 (0.0	 ) 0.0 (0.0	 )
-1.829 (-	 .720) 5.588 (2.200) .508 (	 .200) .508 (	 .200)
--1.778 (-	 .700) 5.156 (2.030) .889 (	 .350) .889 (	 .350)
-1.524 (-	 .600) 4.877 (1.920) 1.499 (	 .590) 1.499 (	 .590)
-1.270 {-	 .500) 4.750 (1.870) 1.842 (	 .725) 3.842 (	 .725)
-1.016 (-	 .400) 4.674 (1.840) 2.083 (	 .820) 2.083 (	 .820)
-	 .762 (-	 .300) 4.623 (1.820) 2.276 (	 .896) 2.276 (	 .896)
-	 .508 (-	 .200) 4.597 (1.810) 2.436 (	 .959) 2.436 (	 .959)
-	 .254 .1u0) 4.572 (1.800) 2.581 (1.016) 2.581 (1.016)
0.0 {	 0.0	 ) 4.572 (1.800) 2.680 (1.055) 2.680 (1.055)
0.935 (	 0.368) 4.572 (1.800) 3.018 (1.188) 2.962 (1.166)
1.786 (	 0.703) 4.572 (1.800) 3.254 (1.281) 3.190 (1.256)
2.619 {	 1.031) 4.572 (1.800) 3.429 (1.350) i_'01 (1.335)
3.406 {	 1.341) 4.572 (1.800) 3.556 (1.400) 3.556 (1.400)
4.186 {	 1.648) 4.572 (1.800) 3.658 (1.440) 3.658 (1.440)
4.938 {	 1.944) 4.572 (1.800) 3.734 (1.470) 3.734 (1.470)
5.705 (	 2.246) 4.572 (1.800) 3.800 (1.496) 3.800 (1.496)
6.459 (	 2.543) 4.572 (1.800) 3.853 (1.517) 3.853 (1.517)
7.236 (	 2.849) 4.572 (1.800) 3.907 (1.538) 3.907 (1.538)
7.965 (	 3.136) 4.572 (1.800) 3.952 (1.556) 3.952 (1.556)
aTo obtain corresponding axial coordinates in Appendix C
program output, add 1.0 to these values. Only positive values
are permitted in the meridional plane program coordinate input.
bThe two sets of hub radius values given are discussed in
the subsection Definition of Compressor Flow Passage Shape. The
final hub radius values are those for the recommended design and
these Should be used in preparation of fabrication drawings.
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Blade row Axial distance from first rotor inlet
calculation plane (station 5)
cm
First stage rotor 0.497 (0.1955)
First stage stator 1.353 (0.5327)
Second stage rotor 2.193 (0.8633)
Second stage stator 3.004 (1.1826)
Third stage rotor 3.788 (1.4912)
Third stage stator 4.553 (1.7925)
Fourth stage rotor 5.314 (2.0923)
Fourth stage stator 6.074 (2.3914)
Fifth stage rotor 6.841 (2.6931)









































































(1.7977; 4.5616	 11.7959) 0.0381	 (O.OI50) 0.70D 0.586 8.76	 (0.30) 1.3020 2.00 1.32 3.73
4.42}7	 (1.7416) 4.4252	 :1.74221 .0391	 I	 .0154) .690 .430 .76	 4	 .301 1.3430 2.32 0.90 2.96




J.5J04) .0434	 (	 .0171) .655 .350 .76	 (
	 130) 1.5$03 3.70 0.30 '2.59
3.4171	 13.34531 1. 1,060	 :.3803) .0460	 (	 .0181) .6.15 .347 .76-(	 .30) 1.7166 4.5E 1..59 4.87
2.9831	 (1,1745) 3.138«	 (1.2355) .0490	 ( 41931 .612 .340 .76	 (	 .30) 1.9415 5.45 3.15 7:73
2.7318	 (1,.07551 -2. 1352.1,1550.) .0500{	 .0200) .601 .411 .76	 (	 .30) 2.0972 5.99 5.31 10.93
4.5573	 {1.:7944) 4.5499	 11.7913) .0588	 (	 .02001 .508 .500 .64
	 (	 .25). 1.1760 0.00 8.70 17.93
4,4270	 (1.7424) n.4320
	
,1.7452) .0$08	 (	 .0200) .500 .500 .64	 {	 .2S) 1.2008. ..0.0 5.90 14.27
4. I S o.7 . (1:.o36S3- +.1905	 ;1.6498) .0508	 t. . 8200) .500 ..5OD .64	 1:.25) 1.2031 .00 3.89 11.56
3.81+92	 (1..233) 3.1345
	 (1_5490) .'1508	 ( .0200) .50D .5-10 .64	 (	 .25) 1.3724 .00 2.90 10.37
3.4.7U
	 41.3004) 3.6589	 .1.4405) .0508	 (	 .0200) .500 .5d0 .64	 (	 .25) 1,4842 .00 2.39 9.75
3.2105	 (1.2640) 1.3543	 11.3206) .0908	 {	 .02001 .500 .500 .64	 (	 .251 - 1.6314 - .00 2.12 9.48
3.0128
	 (1.1889) 3.1859 41. 15431 -	 ,0500	 ( .0200) .500 .500 .64
	 (	 .25) 1.7258 .00 3.39 11.62
4.5494	 {1.7911 415507	 (1.7416) . M4 ( .0151) .590 .552 ,64	 4	 .251 1.0448 .00 1,29 4.80
4.4384
	
i1.:74741 .4.4.447	 (1.7499] .0394	 (	 ,0155)' ^.SB6	 ^ 1555 .64	 ( . .25) 1.0695. ^.Go 9.71 :4.60
4.2093 (.1...65721 4.2291
	 (1.6650) . .0417	 (...6164) .564 .545 .64
	 1	 .251 1.3258 .80 0.02 3.03
3.9677	 (1.56211 4.0051	 (1.5768) .0439	 (	 .01731 .539 .532 .64	 (	 .25) 1.1916 .00 0.39 3.84
3.7081	 91.459.91 3.7609	 (1.4838) .0452	 1	 .0182) -	 -	 .514 .512 .64.(	 .25) 1.2706 .00 1..69 6.17
3	 42)9_.(1	 34721: 3.5146	 il.3011. .D49O	 .0193) .500 - `.500 .64	 (	 .25) 1:36.96-. .uO 3.14 8.91
3:26 11) 	 (1.28501 3.3782	 (1.33001 ,0505	 1 .10199) .500 .500 .64	 1	 .25) 1.4303 .00 5,DO 11.87
4	 9	 '7	 (1 7910) 4.5537	 11 7928) . .0361.(
	 .0150) ..500 .500 .64	 {	 .25). 1.1320 .OD D:50 18.86'
4.4518 . {1.7523): .4.4636	 (1.7511) -.0381.,{ . .01501 .500 .500 .64 '(
	
.251 1.1563 ..00 5.60 15.04
3.:2459	 (1.46.716) 4.2784 : (1.6844) .038J `C .0150) '.580 .500 .64	 1	 .25) 1.2092 .00 309 12.29
4.u'30	 (1.5678) 4.0074	 11.6692) 0381	 (	 .0150) .500 .500 .64 (
	
.25) 1.2693 _00 2.90 11.00
1.81'87	 (1.4995) ,3.,8870-(1.5303) .dlet	 0.10150)
-	
.500 .Soo .64	 f'.25) 1..3393 . .00 2.52 10,44
3	 :,74 ` .(1.40451 3.6733 (1..44621 . -:-.03BI -	1 .0150) ..500 -.500. -.64-(.,25) 1.4235- .00 . 2.20 10.63
3-4301: 11:35361 3:5556
	
(3.4014) .0381.5 . .0!50) ..500-- ,508 .64	 1	 .251 1.4729 .00 3.39 12.29
4, W$,,
	1.1.7930. ) 4.5550
	 (1.7933). . .0384	 (	 ....1511: ..060 ..541 .64	 (..25). 4..9960 .00 '1.29' 4.94
13.4.4671	 17587) 4.4713 (1.76031 :.0304	 (..6155) ,058 .544 .64	 E	 .25)' 1:0171 .00 0,74 3,87
4.2898
	
(1;6a89) 4.301.5	 11.6935) .0417	 1	 .01.64) 1056 .531 .64	 (	 .25) 1.0582 .00 0.01 2.77
4.1062	 (1,61:46) 4.1280 (1.6252) .0442	 ('.0174) .054 ..522 .64	 4	 .26) -1.1041 .00 0.41 _.3..49:
33119	 (1.54119): 3.94.77.(1.5542) .0465	 4 101833 .-.051	 - ,510- -.64
	 (	 .25) 1 -.1564 ,00-:: 1.75 5.77
3.7084.(1.4600) 3 .7577:(1.4794) --.0493	 1 ,o1941 -	 .(15O	 - -	 ;508 .64	 1 .25) 2.2176 .OD_ 4.20 6.30
3.5992	 (1.4170) 3.4x81	 (1.4402) .0505	 4	 1 01993 .058 .500 .64	 (	 .25) 1.2527 .00 5.98 11.07
4.5555.I1.79.35 . ) 4.5568	 (1:79403 .0381...(	 .01501 .500' .500 64	 (.251 1.0870 00 8.6B 19.10
4:4747. (1.7615) 4.4000 41,7641) .0381
	 ( .8,150) ;500 .500 .64	 I	 .25) 1.3061 .00 5.79 15.25
4.3104
	 (1.6970) 4.3274	 (1.70371 .03BI-(	 .015.0) .500 .580 .64	 {	 .25) 1.1467 00 3,7.4 12.36
4,1422	 {1.6300) 4.1704.	 (1.6419) . .0361
	
{	
. p1S81 .500 -.598- .64	 ( .25) 1.1915 -..00 . 2.90- 11.25
3.9676 U.SG201: 4.0076._(1:5778)- ..0381	 (..0150) --.580	 - -'.508 :;64-(	 .251' 1.2420 .00 2.31'10.72
3.7826.(Ia4 02) 3.0359	 (1.5102) :0361
	 4	 .01501" .506 500 .64
	 f	 .251: 1.3001 .00 2,20 10.96
3:6853	 (1.4509) 3.7454 - (1.4735) ..0381	 (.QISU) .500. .500 .64_(	 .25) - 1.3330. ..00 3.39 12.65
4.5770-{1.79411
.
4.5575	 (1.7943) .0304-	 ( ,8151) .500 .50.0.` .64	 {-.25)
- -
0.9540 .OD -1.29 4.38 -
4.4831 (1.7650) 4.5856	 (1.7560) .0994	 ( : .0155) .500 -	 .500 .64	 (..25) 0.9695 .00 0.70 3.31
4.3337 (1.7062) 4.3411',(];.70511 4419 I .01651 .500 .500 .64	 (	 251 1,9023 ,00 M1 .2,04.
4.18x1 : (1.6461) 4.194.3	 (1.65131 .0442	 { ,0174) 4500 : SOD 64.(25 1.0302 r0 0 0-47 2.76
4.0226 . : .(1.5037)' '4-0432 : 11 .5918). '.0.467''1
	 6194-) :500 -.500 .64	 1	 .25):00`1.0780 1.79 4.80
3.0552 (1.5178) 3.,0949	 .11.5295) .0493	 1
	
:0194) .500 .500 . 64	 (	 .25) 1.1234 .00 3.20 7.27
3.7660 (1..4830) 3..8026	 (1.4971) .0505	 ( .0199) .SOO .Soo .64	 {	 .25) 1.1488 - .00 5.00 10.05
4.5590	 (1,79451 4,5585	 (1,7947) .0381	 I	 .6150) .500 500 .64	 (	 .25). 1.0420 .00 8.66. 19.15
4.4877	 (1.7668)' 4.4925	 11.7697) .0381	 (	 .0158) ..500 .500 .64	 (	 .25) 1.0578 .00. 5.72 15.11
4.34.70.(1.7114} . 4:3599 {1.71 .65) ..0381
	
(..0150) ;.Soo ..500	 - `.64_	 (	 ..25): 1 0910: .00 3..72. 12:204.2042,(1..6552}, 4,2248 {!.6633) :.0381	 (..DASD) . .580 .:50.0 .:64'	 (	 .25)'. 1.1270' .00 2.88 1154
n.D569..(1.59,72)- 4.'0856. 11rGOB9) .4391 ( .0150) .500 .500 .fi4'{	 .25). 1.1667 .00 2.30 10.44
3.9025 {1.5364) :].9400	 {1.5512) 0301 4;.01301 :500 500 .64	 f	 .25) 1.2113 .00 2.20 10.58
3..0217 (1.5046) 3.8638-(1.5212) :.0381 0.81501 .--.'508 .500-` .64-:(	 .25)-- 1.2366. .00_ - 3.3P 12-.41
4.5590 : (1.7949) 4.5593 °(1.79501 .6384	 (	 0151) Soo .500 .64	 1,	 .25) 0.9090 .00 1.28 3.97
4.4945 (1.7695) 3.4906 ,(1.7703) ,0396 ( .03561 ..	 .$Do .SOO : .64. C-251,.....4.9219. 00-:0.70 .2:914..3652.	 (.1.7186), 4.370B.:(1,1208) .' X0419
	 (':.0165) -	 : .50D ;,.	 .500',. .:6q: (
	
..'25) .. 0.9.408.. 40- `0.01.. .1,:47
4.2337 (1.6668) 4.2436.: (1.007) .0442 ( :0174)
.
X500 5o0 .64	 1'.25) 0.9778 '.00 0..49 ' 2:18
4.0978"(1,01331 4.1133	 1,1.6:154) .'.0467	 (..0184). .500 .500 .64
	
{..25) 1.0095 .08 1.81 '4.28
3.9559 (1:-5574) 3.9741 (1.5662) .D493	 ( .0194) .500 Soo. .64.(	 .25) 1.0447 00: 3.21 6-.60
3.8814 (1«52811- 3.9085	 -S307)
 .0505	 ( .--0199) _,.,500 .500-- .64_(	 .25).: -	 1.0640 - .-,.00. -5.00 -9.35'
4.5599 (1.79521 4.5605 (1.7954) .0.38L ( ,0150) ..548x' .500- .64-	 (..251 0.9970 .00.. :8.62 19:.03
4.4983.(1.7710) 4.5D22 (1.7725) 0351 (,:0350) SOO 500.. 64 1 .25) 1.0102 00 . 5.70 15.00
4.375.7.{1.7227) 4.3556'.'(1.7266) ,0361	 (':A150) X500 SD0 .. 64:{.,.25) 1.0378` .OD :3:70 12.06.
4.x515.,(1.67.38); 4.267:7 (1.68821' J19131	 ( .40154) :500 .560 164	 {	 .25) 1.0673. .GO 2TB2.10.83.
4.124Z (1.6237) 4.1479 (2:6330) .0381 t .0150) 500 .500 .64:{ .251 1.0992 ,00 2,30 10.26
3.9926
	 (1.5719). 4.0249_(1.5846) .0301 1 .01St)) :.Soo	 _ .500- .64__(	 .25)-:- 1.1341- .00 2.24 I0,48.-
3 924,:;(1.5451). 3.9419-41.5598). .0381 (' .01501 :.500^^ .500-! .64_( 25) -	 1.1529 .00 ' 3.39 1208,
^^^ .Yn»' :.Y^.r.^=:.1. • 	 ^	 1	 f	 ^	 .rte	 ._._-+. -.	 _	 ^....Y.iCw ^^"-•ha.C:Ci':-'1vC^^ww ^^t,'T'.^". °.^Z. _ ^..rS^^ ...i'^.^^"nom ^ _....^ .!
	 .ti •.'.:1 ^. - ..-... __..




















ATVR AP/PT inlet Velacft
Reference
Velocity
)cg/sec lbs/sec ^ sec 2t/sec sec ft sec
23 4.587 0.833 (1.837) 154 433 1331 1647 73.9 2.06 N.A. 149.0 (489) 45.4 (149)
24 4.504 .859 (1.916) 166 427 1161 1586 63.3 2.20 N.A. 142.6 (460) 43.6 (143)
25 4.060 .871 (1.921) 209 40.6 102.4 1347 65.6 2.05 N.A. 142.6 (468) 44.5 (146)
26 4.513 .851
i
(1.877) 236 427 1096 1260 80.3 2.31 N.A. 153.6 (504) 47.2 (155)
27 4.923 !	 .510 (2.007) 237 417 1109 1245 83.6 2.36 N.A. 149.0 (489) 44.8 (147)
28 4.573 .806 (1.777) 195 412 1171 1406 75.2 1.92 N.A. 141..4 (464) 42.7 (140)
29 5.259 .885 (1.952) 189 428 1167 1451 72.1 2.03 N.A. 137.2 (450) 41.5 (136)
30 4.547 .892 (1.967) 363 358 887 1067 72.9 1.64 N.A. 154.8 (588) 48.2 (158)
31 4.840 .B58 (1.892) 184 426 1299 1466 75.2 1.77 N.A. 144.2 (473) 43.3 (142)
32 5.060 .886 (1.953) 173 415 1302 1508 81.1 1.53 N.P. 140.8 (462) 40.5 (133)
33 4.945 .883 (1.946) 174 407 1288 1498 81.0 1.63 N.A. 142.0 (466) 43.3 (142)
34 4.938 .867 {1.911) 168 416 1296 1537 78.4 1.66 0.63 141.4 (464) 43.0 (141)
35 4.934 .878 (1.936) 167 420 1221 1563 70.0 1.B8 0.97 143.9 (472) 43.0 (141)
36 5.368 .830 (1.830) 134 268 1324 1652 76.3 1.52 6.167 136.9 (449) 30.2 (	 99)
*includes hydrogen added and burned to heat to desired temperature.
5^





°K (°R)	 ......... 1217 (2190) 1217 (2190)
Inlet Total. Iressure, N/cm e
 (lbs/in. 2) 40.88(59.30) 40.88(59.30)
Inlet Gas Flow,	 kg/sec(lbs/sec)	 .......... 0.86(1.90) 0.86(1.90)	 j
Output Lnergy,	 J/kg(Btu/lb)
	 ....	 208.2x10'(89.30) 208.2x3.0 3 (89.50)
Output Power,	 horsepower	 ...................... 240 240
Exhaust Static Pressure, N/cm 2 (16/in. 2) 3.6.70 (24.23) 1.5.88 (,23.03)
Exhaust Total Pressure, N/em 2 (16/in. 2 ) 1.9.89 (28.85) 19.49 (28.27)
Rotational	 Speed,
	 rpm	 ..................... 82,500
i
78,000
Exit Axial Mach Number
	
..................... 0.487 0.498




	 ............. . ....... P...	 0.655 0.655
Exit	 Radius	 Ratio	 .......................... 0.590 0.577
Total to Static Pressure Ratio ............. 2.45 2.58




	 ........ 349 (1145) 327 (3.074)
Stage Velocity Ratio,
	 U/Vis	................ 0.457 0.419
Stage Loading Parameter, gjAh/U 2	........... 0.854 0.970
Estimated Adiabatic Efficiency ............. 0.850 0.807
Root	 Reaction	 .............................. 0.102 0.129
Mean: Swirl Angle,	 deg	 ...................... 21 28
TABLE 7... COMPUTER PRINT-OUT FOR :!,41TIAL TURBINE DESIrN*
	
DIAMETER	 PS	 TS	 V	 VU	 VZ	 ALP
CIN)	 (PSIA)	 (Ft)	 (FPS)
	




2.620	 56.71	 2I66.K	 53741	 0•	 5157x1	 90.00
	
3.310	 56.71	 2166.6	 5t57.1	 0•	 587.1	 90.00
	
4.000	 56.71	 2166.5	 587.1
	 0•	 587.1	 90.00




	 26.35	 5$15.1	 236243	 2222.3	 901.0	 19.82
	
3.250	 35067	 1950.6	 1387.8	 1709.5	 801.0	 25.11
	
4 . 000	 41.05	 2017.3	 1603.4	 1389.0	 'SOi.O	 29.97
EFFECTIVE AREA = 7.2747444E+00
	
STATION	 3









4.000	 4i.09	 2017.3	 1603.A	 1369.0	 802.0	 29.97 .






1116.6	 511.4	 992.7	 62.74
	
3.1$0	 24.23	 1791 .0 	 1062.7	 379.5	 992.7	 69.06
	
4.000	 24..93	 1794,.5	 1037.5	 301.7	 992.7	 73.09
EFFECTIVE AREA = 7.7112.9095E+00
	
SL RE;TAI BETA2 TTB 	 PTB	 Rl	 R2	 Ul	 U2
	1 31.20 315.11 1975.7	 37.64 1546 . 1 1684.5 899.9 1ti49.5
	
2 56.03 33.07 2013.2	 40.74 965.8 1519.0 1169.9 114A-7
	
3 93.64 29.68 206006	 44992 802 . 6 2004.6 1439.9 1439.9
	
S!. MR0 ' MR2 LOAD	 RX DKLBET NDS -NZ N00-9K ZWIE N
	
ZWIEB
1 0.753 0.8216 I ,,553 0 . 102 1 12.69 2.609 4.259 0.50+4 1 .39`I
2 0.454 Ot992 04955 0.406 90.89 4.245 5^3I4 0.613 10002
3 0.371 0.9162 0.540 0.560 56.68 6.151 6.065 0.682 0.689
	
EFF	 LFlV	 EFS	 TF	 CF	 DW	 DP	 MF
	
0.$73
	 0.960	 0.950	 .0.922	 0.950	 0•	 0.	 O.,467
	
ESD	 RPM	 WD	 TI	 TA	 PI	 P4	 GAMAL





FAX NOZ	 rTAN NOZ	 FAX BUC	 FTAN BUG
	
140 .45	 100.0.3	 77.67	 I. 1 X6.35
RVCnALL PERFORMANCE
	
PO	 TO	 WO	 RG	 RCUO
	
59.30	 2190.0	 14.900	 55..010	 0.
TO/TEX PO/pE;X PO/PSEX PO/PAX
	
191"59	 2.055	 2.+447	 2.113'1
	kTAT	 ETAS	 ETAA AVG LAMA
	
0:873	 0.717	 0,0 85Q
	 1.3 120
*Far definition of symbols see NODM-NCLATURE . FOR COMPUTER
PROGRAM "TURBINE ." in 4ppenclix E4
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TABLE 8.- COMPUTER PRINT-OUT FOR FINAL TURBINE DESIGN*
DIAPIFTER	 PS	 TS	 V	 VU	 V7.	 ALP











2166.9	 597.0	 0.	 5!17.0	 90.00
31310	 56.71	 2166.9	 587.0	 0.	 597.0	 90.00
4.000
	 56.71	 9166.0	 587.0	 0.	 597.0	 90.00




	 1800.5	 2407.9	 2273.9	 791.9	 19.20
3.P30
	 35.3?	 1946.4	 1904.3	 1731.9	 791.9	 24.57
4.000	 41.On	 2016.5	 1607.1	 1399.4	 791.9	 29.52





	 IR00.5	 2407.8	 2P_71.9	 791.9	 1?.20
3.230	 35.33
	
1946.4	 1904.1	 1731.9	 791.9	 24.57
4.nnn	 41.0n	 ?016.5	 1507.1
	
1198.4	 791.9	 P9.52




	 1753.8	 1254.0	 742.6	 1010.5	 53.69
3.155	 23.03
	 1771.0	 1147.6	 543.9	 1010.5	 61.71
4.nnn	 25.44	 1779.5	 109701	 429.1	 1010.5	 66.99
EFFECTIVE AREA n	 7.9531R26E+00
SL BETAI BETA2	 TTB	 PTB	 RI	 R2	 UI	 U2
I	 28.96 33.46 1491.3	 39.07 1640.5 1832.9 637.2 7$6.5
	
2 51.39 31.99 2015.4	 40.90 1013.S 19.07.5 1099.3 1073.9
	
3 97.32 29.44 Pry59.7	 44.73 792.9 2055.9 1361.4 1161.4
SL MRI	 MR2 LOAD	 RX DELBET NDO-VZ NDO-BK ZWIEN 	 ZWIEB
1 0.902 0.901 1.811 0.129 117.69 2.490 3.9n1 0.492 1.272
P n.477 0.941 0.97Z 0.4^5 96.63 4.134 5.119 n.6D6 0.9b1
3 0.366 1.012 0.6n5 0.576 63.24 6.067 6.020 0.679 0.707
	
EFF	 FFN	 FPR	 TF	 (;F	 DW	 OP	 MF
	
0.851	 0.960	 0.950	 0.900	 0.950	 0.	 0.	 0.499
	
ESD	 RFM	 WO	 T1	 T4	 Pt	 P4	 GANA
	99.50 78000.	 1.900 2190.0 1991.9	 59.30	 29.27 1.3120
BLADE LOADS
	
FAY No y 	FTAN 407	 FAX BUC
	
FTAN BUC
	14A.59	 ln1.n2	 84.90	 121.79
GVF.RALL PERFORMANCE







TO/TEX	 PO/PEX	 PO/PSEX PO/PAX





	 ETAA	 AVG GAHA
	
0.951
	 0.693	 00607	 1.3120
*For definiti oa of symbo.Is see NOMENCLATURE FOR COMPUTER
PROGRAM "TURBINE" in Appendix E.
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iTABLE 9.- NOZZLE DESIGN PARAMETERS
Hub
Initial Design! (24 nozzles)
Diameter, cm(in.)
	 6.35 (2.50)














































TABLE 1_0.- BUCKET DESIGN PARAME'T'ERS
Hub Pitch T_iL
Initial Design:	 (27 buckets)
Diameter,
	
cin(in. ) 5.99 (2.36) 8.08 (3.18) 10.16 (4.00)
W,	 cm(in. ) 1.240 (. 488) 1. 189 (. 468) 1.019 (. 401)
S 1 ,	 deg 31.2 56.0 93.6
S2,	 deg 36.11 33.07 29.68
d o ,	 cm(in. ) 0 . 409 (.161) 0.513 (.202) 0. 587 (.231)
7 0.800 0.800 0.800
Unguided turning, deg	 9.5 8.6 9.1
Final Design:	 (24 buckets)
Diameter,,	 cm(in. ) 5.87 (2.31) 8.00 (3.15) 10.16 (4.00)
W,	 cm(in. ) 1.262 (. 497) 1. 280 (.504) 1.173 (. 462)
R1,	 deg 26.0 48.6 87.3
^2,	 deg 33.46 31.99 29.44
do ,	 cm(in.) 0.417(.164) 0.546(.215) 0.645(.254)
z 0.800 0.800 0.800
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RADIUS THICK RHI! POIS MODULUS COEF,	 OF DELTA
INCH I14CH --- RAT. ELASTIC THPR.	 EX TEMP.
.060 .500 .305 .330 249nOnOO- .000On83 1113.
.072 .500 .305 .330 24900000. .0000083 1113.
,094 0500 .305 .330 24900000• .0000093 1113•
.096 .Sno 6305 .330 24800000. .0000093 1113.
.l->n .50n .3n5 .33n ?n g 0n n nn. .nnnon g i 1113.
.107 .500 .305 .33n 245300000. .OnO0013 1113.
.25n .Son 03n5 .330 24R00000. .00nOO83 1113.
,312 0500 .305 .330 24800000. .0000OR3 1113.
.375 .414 .305 .330 24R00000. .0000093 10990
.50n 0421 .305 .330 P5no000o. .0000093 1061.
.593 .390 .305 .330 25000000. .0000093 1059.
.656 .2_50 -305 .330 24500000. .0000094 1185.
.71R .250 .305 .330 242000000 .0000095 1217.
.791 -P75 .305 .330 241000000 .0000085 1251.
-843 .296 .305 -330 23900000. .000OO g 6 1292.
.906 .312 .305 .330 23900000. .0000OR6 1313.
.968 .343 -305 .330 236n000n. .0000087 1343.
1.031 .375 .305 9330 23400000. -nnon088 1371.
1.093 .466 .3nS .330 23400000. .0000087 1397.
1.356 .437 .305 .330 93200000. .0000098 1422•
































10- OF BUCKETS 24
WEIGHT OF BUCKETS*0.01
RADIAL i3ISTANCE TO C.G. 1.675	 r
225
A- _.____
TABLE 14.- EXHAUST NOZZLE PARAMETERS
P lug	 Concave Base Short Plug
Nozzle	 Nozzle	 Nozzle
Inner exit diameter, cm(in.)























































20	 40	 60	 80	 100	 120
FREQUENCY X 10'
RPM
Figure 2. - Shaft deflection at turbine
wheel with and without bearing
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COORDINATES IN TABLE 2
Figure 4. - Meridional plane section of flow passage for 5-stage
axial-flow compressor unit showing calculation planes and
axial reference plane location.































0	 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 2.80 0.90	 1.00
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Figure 5. - Rotor blade section loss correlation used








Figure 6. - Stator blade section loss correlation
used for recommended 5-stage compressor unit
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Figure 7. - Radial variation of ratio of supersonic
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Figure 8.	 Stream surface approximations for typical
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(a) Rotor blade-to-blade stream tubes
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Ficure 13. - Location cf planes used in s.cecification
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Figure 14. - First blade row inlet calculation plane velocity
distributions from 14ASA inlet bellmouth potential
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Figure 15. - Computed Mach number distribution at



















































































Figure 18. - Combustion chamber assembly.
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Figure 21. - Combusticn liner configurations.
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Figure 25. - Turbine nozzle contours for



















Figure 29. - Nozzle configurations.
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